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Music control 
Control your phone 
with the watch 
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STRUCTURE The module is "floated" inside of the case, and this 
unique shock-resistant structure has been passed 
down to every G-SHOCK model through the continued 
evolution of watch function and construction. 



A combination between multi-
functionality and easy operability 

This proprietary CASIO system for analogue movements 
combines five-motor driving system with an electronic crown 
structure to realize intuitive operation of various functions and 
ensure smooth shifting between various functions and display 
modes. It provides reliable and smooth operation experience in 
both daily occasions and harsh natural environment. 

High-brightness LED capable of illuminating both the dial and 
the LCD (above) EL dual illuminators (below) 

light syst 

Improved legibility in the darkness 
High brightness with low power consumption 

The backlight of the first generation G-SHOCK employed small 
light bulbs at 3 and 9 o'clock positions, which had limited 
illuminating on the LCD. The EL backlight system created in 
1994 brought a groundbreaking improvement of the legibility, 
and introduced a variety of highly practical backlight systems 
such as automatic backlight, super illuminator and high
brightness LED. Meanwhile, G-SHOCK has been actively 
pursuing solutions to reduce the power consumption. 

G-SHOCK has continued its unrestrained evolution, multiple 
functions such as radio wave reception and Touch Solar power 
system are mounted in its original shock-resistant structure. 
G-SHOCK never stops its pursuit of stronger functionality. 

e s 
Shock-resistant structure of G-SHOCK is 
the precondition of sensor installation 

The reliability of CASIO's sensor technology has been proved in 
the PRO TREK series. However, in order to install a sensor in 
G-SHOCK, the sensor must pass the rigid shock-resistance 

Multifunctional display is realized with 
hands driven by multiple motors 
independently managed by LSI system. 

FUNCTION 

experiment. Through continued efforts, DW-6100 became the Direction detection: Measuring 16 
first G-SHOCK model equipped with sensor in 1992. Recently, directions, bearing angle ranging 
Rangeman has become the first model equipped with the third from O to 3590, and capable of 
generation Triple Sensor, which is capable of measuring memorizing the bearing of 
altitude, atmospheric pressure/temperature and direction at destination. 

Atmospheric pressure/temperature 
measurement: Range of 
measurement from 260 to 1,100 
hPa/-10 to 60°C. Atmospheric 
pressure trend is displayed in multi
color graphs. 

Altitude measurement: measuring 
range from -700 to 10,000 meters, 
capable of memorizing up to 40 
groups of data, including 
atmospheric pressure and 
temperature. high speed and with precision, even in various extreme 

conditions. 

Tough Movement module, combining four advanced technologies into a reliable, slim and lightweight radio Tough Solar timepiece. 

Automatic pointer calibration 
As the pointer may be adjusted due to 
impact or magnetic influence, the 
automatic pointer calibration checks the 
home position of the hour, minute and 
second hands every hour and corrects 
their locations if required to prevent 
misreading. 

Multi-layer protection structure 
By combining lightweight resin and solid 
metal with precisely calculated and 
balanced configurations, positions and 
weights, an unprecedented shock
resistant structure is designed to increase 
the durability of the watch, and improve 
the toughness of the module against 
external forces. 

Multi Band 6 radio wave reception 
CASIO's radio-controlled watches employ a 
tiny built-in antenna to receive time
calibration signals that enable them to 
maintain precise timekeeping all the time. 
Watches equipped with CASIO's leading
edge Multi Band 6 technology can receive 
signals by radio wave from any of the six 
transmission stations around the globe. 

Tough Solar power system 
CASIO's original solar-charging system 
converts not only sunlight but also light 
from fluorescent lamps and other sources 
into power. Light captured by a tiny solar 
panel is used to generate electric power 
and charge a built-in rechargeable battery 
with ample capacity to operate several 
energy-hungry functions with ease. 
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ng urethane as base material for 
s advantages in processing and color 

Resin is not only easy to 
process, but also easy to 
be assigned with various 
colors, which enriches 
the variety of products. 

ce the first G-SHOCK model, urethane has been used as the 
se material for its superb lightness and processability. The 

properties of resin has enabled a rich variety in shape, design 
and color, such as the renowned white transparent model in the 
"Dolphin & Whale" series. This model used to take a yellowish 
tint with time, though this problem has been solved gradually 
with the subtle evolution of resin materials. 

MRG-8100 adopted deep-hardened 
titanium alloy consisting of a hardened 
layer in the material, which is further 
DLC processed to create a second layer 
of hard cover. This is an evolution from 
the conventional resin material. 

Realizing the original shock-resistant 
structure with full-metal material 

The first G-SHOCK models realized the shock-resistance 
function through a hollow case structure, which has proven 
effective in full-metal material. As the bezel is more likely to 
receive direct impact when the watch is dropped, and as metal, 
unlike resin, does not have shock-absorption ability, an L-shaped 
cushion material is inserted between the bezel and the case to 
absorb the impact, forming a shock-resistant structure mounted 
in the metal frame. 

MATERIAL&DESIGN 
The properties of resin is fully taken advantage of in the case, bezel and band of G-SHOCK design. With new materials 
adopted into the design, G-SHOCK has realized various ideas that would otherwise be impossible to be realized. 

GW-S5600-1JF employs a band made of carbon 
fiber. The 3D texture of carbon fiber is highlighted 
through the finishing process of the coated resin. 
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High-strength carbon fiber 
visible through resin 

By molding an aviation grade carbon-fiber insert with 
outstanding tensile strength into resin material, G-SHOCK 
produces a tough band that is hard to break.GW-S5600-1 JF 
pays attention to all details, carbon fiber inserts are applied to 
the band buckles, pinholes and joint sections between the band 
and the bezel. Transparent molding resin is employed to present 
the quality of carbon fiber. 

Urethane takes various vivid colors, 
which enriches the product variety. It 
also has the merit of lightweight. 

Achieve the beauty of toughness by fusing 
the advantages of metal and resin 

Toughness designs that combine both strength and beauty are 
being developed by fusing metal with resin in the construction of 
bezel, case and band. Examples include the Core Guard 
structure of the new MT-G. Likewise, the multi-layer composite 
band employs a lightweight and durable resin material on the 
inside, while presenting a metallic appearance, achieving a solid 
feel and lightweight simultaneously. 



PERFORMANCE 
The various practical functions mounted on G-SHOCK not only enriched its catalogue, but also 
contribute to its utility as demanded by the rich and colorful life of people. 
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The Birth Place of Premium G-SHOCK: YAMAGATA CASIO 

A Visit to 
the Premium 
Production Line 
YAMAGATA CASIO is CASIO's flagship factory in Japan, mainly producing premium G-SHOCK models 

such as MR-G and MT-G. We are now presenting you the birth place of Japanese quality G-SHOCK. 

Premium Models Built by 
Micron-grade Tolerance Handcraft 

G-SHOCK has factories in Japan, 
Thailand and China. The Yamagata 
factory is the flagship among these 
factories, holding important position. 
The "Premium Production Line" (PPL} 
established in 2012 is positioned in a 
special location away from the other 
watch production lines . We are now 
unveiling this sacred place. 
What we notice first is a worktable in 
the shape of capitalized letter "G" (the 
initial of G-SHOCK), on which a watch 
journeys from the inside along the 
table to the outside. Each procedure 
is performed by professionals with 
accredited skills. The table from 
the second turn is where the hand 
installation and fine tuning take place. 
As a multifunctional watch has multiple 
pointers operating complicated 
programs , their position tolerance 
are limited to micron grade and must 
be thoroughly tested and adjusted to 
prevent them from interfering each other 
in operation. 
After the installation of module and 
dial, the last challenging procedure is 
completed on an ISO-100 compliant 
dust-free table, on which the watches 
are installed with the bezel, battery, 
and the electronic crown for watches 
equipped with Smart Access operation 
system. In the end, the back are secured 
on the watch in high-temperature 
dehumidified environment . All these 
procedures are hand performed by 
highly skillful technicians, in order 

The G-shaped w 
Production Line, and only 
technicians selected from n 
production procedures are pennltted to 8l1ll!r 
this sacred place. The main tasks on U
tables are the installation of minute/hour 
hands and dials, and the vertical and 
horizontal fine tuning. These technicians are 
all female, capable of long-time standard 
operation. 350-400 watches are produced 
here per day. 

to guarantee the quality of premium 
G-SHOCK watches. 
The tasks of the Premium Production 
Line does not end where the assembly 
is completed. All pointers of a watch 
must go through the security check of 
professional inspectors. The inspectors 
familiar with everything about G-SHOCK 
check every detail such as tiny dust 
on the dial , missing functions and 
unsecured joints between the band and 
the bezel, and no watch will be shipped 
out of the factory until it has satisfied its 
inspector in every aspect. 



anes word for "artisan", 
orming their superb skills 

an absolute dust-free workplace 

Exhibition Hall for G-SHOCK 

YAMAGATA CASIO has established an exhibition 
hall for its visitors to the Premium Production 
Line , in which the visitors are not required 
to put on white overalls . The exhibition hall 
demonstrates the work details on each section 
of the Premium Production Line through media 
such as images. A remarkable section of this 
hall is the "a gel" experience section, where 

demonstrates the shock-absorbing capability of 
this material by protecting the egg from breaking. 
There are other unique sections, such as the 
noted cross-section analysis of the Aviation 
models and water-proof experiments with 
Frogman. Though the exhibition hall is not yet 
open to the public, the advanced technologies 
and superb craftsmanship of CASIO Yamagata 

this indispensable material to Triple G Resist have been perfectly integrated in its premium 
structure is displayed. Visitors are allowed to products such as MR-G and MT-G, allowing 
conduct an experiment by dropping an egg us to experience the "Made in Japan" quality 
on a layer of a gel as thin as 3 mm, which through these high-end wrist watches. 

Production Line of 
TOUGH MOVEMENT Module 
Tough Movement, the slim solar radio 
analogue module equipped with the four 
advanced functions of Multi Band 6 
Radio Reception, Tough Solar power 
system, multi-layer Core Guard 
structure and Automatic Pointer 
Calibration, are also produced at CASIO 
Yamagata. Human eye inspection on 
this production line is an indispensable 
procedure. 

G-SHOCK Technology 
Experience 

The Past and Present of 
CASIO's Watchmaking 

An exhibition hall sitting next to the 
Premium Production Line presents 
detailed introduction to the 
development history and advanced 
technologies of CASIO watches. 
The board is painted in the thematic 
black of G-SHOCK. This exhibition 
hall only admits invited visitors now, 
though CASIO may open it to the 
public in the future. 

a gel , an indispensable material to the 
oversized G-SHOCK and the Triple G Resist 
structure , is exhibited. Vistors may 
experience its shock-absorbing ability. 
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A Revolution in Watch: 
The Birth of 
the ''Unbreakable Watch'' 
In the past, wrist watches were considered fragile and 

treated with great care. Once dropped, they would break. 

However, the young engineer at CASIO challenged 

himself with a question: "Can I make a watch more 

suitable for daily wearing? Make it as sturdy as a pair of 

jeans, on which even a stain would be a memory?" In 

1983, he created an "unbreakable" watch that 

overturned the common notion at the time. 

A Module Floated 
in the Case 
Mr. Kikuo lbe 
Joined CASIO Computer Co. , Ltd. in 1976, initially assigned to 
the Technology Department, responsible for the appearance 
design, where he created the shock-resistant structure. 
Currently responsible for watch module development, and 
acts as the G-SHOCK Ambassador and trainer of new recruits. 



The members of "Project Team Tough" such as 
Mr. Kikuo lbe and Mr. Yuichi Masuda, a Special 
Director of CASIO, created the first G-SHOCK in 
Apri l 1983. DW-50DDC-1A. 20 Bar water
resistant 

Surfers at the West Coast of 
the United States Wear G-SHOCK as Fashion 

After the f irst G-SHOCK was released in 1983, a Japanese magazine 
mounted the watch on a motorbike to test its shock-resistant ability. In 
another experiment, the watch was put into a baseball and then struck with 
a bat. These experiments did start some discussions in a small circle, but 
did not seem to attract much interest from the consumers. In fact, it was the 
Americans, instead of the Japanese, that first acknowledged the practical value 
of this watch. G-SHOCK gradually earned its reputation of being tough and 
inexpensive. 
The decisive event was a TV commercial broadcasted across the United 
States in 1984, in which an ice hockey player stuck a DW-5200C instead of a 
puck into the goal. This commercial made by the local sales company caused 
consumer advocates to challenge its truthfulness. CNN made a live report on 
this topic, in which the commercial was re-enacted . G-SHOCK came through 
the experiment entirely intact. This unintentionally started controversy greatly 
improved the credit of G-SHOCK and attracted interests from consumers 
across the United States. 
In addition, the DW-5900C released in 1990 for overseas market was another 
milestone. This model was worn as a fashion necessity by the surfers on the 
West Coast of the United States. When the news was broadcasted in Japan, 
this model gained great popularity. During the Gulf War in 1991 , Japanese 
consumers were excited when they learned that both American warriors 
and Sting were wearing G-SHOCK. Since then, G-SHOCK has enjoyed high 
popularity and become a classic. 

rica 

After the first G-SHOCK was released, a 
Japanese magazine mounted the watch on 
a motorbike as a field test of its durability, 
and G-SHOCK came out of the test intact! 
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Leading Street cu ........... 
by Combining Multiple Function 
with Aesthetic Fe • • s 

Enrich the Products with Functions & D 

In June 1992, DW-6200, the first G-SHOCK 
mounted with a temperature sensor was released. 
The following year, DW-6300 was created . While 
DW-6200 was designed for motorbike riders and 
equipped with a 1/1000-second stop watch, DW-
6300 is an ISO-compliant diving watch. Both of 
them adopt asymmetric design, with a protruding 
sensor on the left side. 
Enriched in both functions and designs , 
G-SHOCK led the street fashion in the 90s. Back 
then sport shoes were quite the rage, and people 
always chose a G-SHOCK to match their clothes. 
This trend grew even stronger in 1994, when 
DW-6400, nickname "Gundam", was released 
after passing a series of extremely harsh tests. 

It is the first G-SHOCK that features a stainless 
steel bezel , also the first one that uses textile 
materials as band material. After DW-6400, "Fox 
Fire" DW-6600B introduced EL backlight to the 
world. Its LCD glows a bluish defused light, with 
a red "G" in the middle. However, its variation for 
the overseas market does not have the red "G". 
Such intriguing details received praises from the 
consumers. 
The old concept of "Power & Toughness" has 
been developed to the new concept of "Space 
Capsule (Structure) Toughness", as G-SHOCK 
continues its pursuit of functional breakthrough. 
In the Frogman Series, DW-8200 first employed a 
dial made of titanium alloy. 

The Popularity Boosters of G-SHOCK: 
Dolphin & Whale Series and Lovers' Collection Series 
Colorful Limited Editions Push G-SHOCK Rush to its Peak 

In addition to the newly released standard models series, namely the modern G-COOL Series and 
such as the super rust-resistant Fisherman, MR-G Series designed under the concept of "For 
X-treme and Masai Mara Series released in 1996 mature men wearing suits". 
and regularly released limited collections also The model development of the full-metal MR-G 
won great popularity. The International Dolphin was led by the creator of the first G-SHOCK, Mr. 
and Whale Conference Commemorative Models Kikuo lbe. No one on the outside knew about this 
feature a white transparent appearance. They were model until its prototype was completed . MR-G 
so sought after by collectors that CASIO had to not only features a full-metal structure, but also 

___ release deluxe editions of them, and the releas.:..e~of'--_,;s..;;u..;.c.;,__ceeded the excellent shock-resistant function 
t rs Coll of G- lrlOCK. 
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the most discus me Ia. eanw ile, 
G-SHOCK also rele e long expected 
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ettition and many uniquely designed collection 
edi1ions. The color themed "Man In" Series 
includes black, yellow, grey, blue, brown and white 
variations. In addition, CASIO continues to release 
limited editions of the Dolphin & Whale Model , 
[overs Collection Model and W.C.C.S. Model. 



The Ultimate Edition "The G" B 
on the 20th Anniversary: Evolution Never Stops 
Unbreakable, Unstoppable and Unmistakable: the Ultimate G 

What is the reason behind the phenomenal 
popularity surge of G-SHOCK in the later half of 
the 90s? Despite of the ever changing trends in 
the world , G-SHOCK has remained unaffected, 
persisting on its pursuit of independent evolution. 
After the brand was recognized by the market, 
G-SHOCK earned its well-deserved glory. As 
G-SHOCK entered 2003, 20 years had passed 
since the first G-SHOCK was created, and people 
all expected a move from G-SHOCK. The reality 
exceeded their expectation. G-SHOCK released 
the "The G", a new model just announced in 
November 2002 as an unbreakable, unstoppable 
and unmistakable ultimate G-SHOCK. 
The previous design of "The G" was to combine 
the first Tough Solar powered model released in 
1998, the Riseman, with the Radio Wave Ceptor 
first equipped on the Antman in 2000. However, in 
order to realize the Tough Solar design in "The G", 

the problem betwe 
power consumption 
wave receptor consumes extra power, the size of 
the solar panel has to be enlarged, but this would 
bring a lot of problems to the design. 
With a newly developed LSI system to reduce 
the CPU power consumption and new semi
conductor technologies to reduce the LSI current, 
GW-300MLJ was completed through painstaking 
efforts . In addition , there are many new ideas 
embod ied in this model , such as the first 
upgrade of band. As the conventional band 
material, urethane, decomposes under the 
influence of water, the surface of the band 
loses its flexibility after years of exposure 
to sweat. In the new model , textile 
material is integrated to the inside of the 
band as an enhancement to prevent the 
band from breaking. 

Returning to Basel after six-Year Absence, Coming Out 
Strong in the Global Market of Analogue Watch with 
the Technologies Garnered in Digital Watch Development 
The 30 Years of G-SHOCK History is Full of CASIO's Self-challenge 

The advantage of CASIO used to be in the field of 
digital watches. However, the analogue watches have 
always held the dominating share of the market. This 
is especially apparent in the Baselworld Watch and 
Jewelry Show, known as an expo for analogue watches. 
In 2008, CASIO returned to the Baselworld Watch and 
Jewelry Show after six years of absence, declaring 
its claim to the field of analogue watches . This return 
also demonstrated CASIO's faith that its technologies 
developed in the digita l field would serve in the 
analogue watch market as well. As the pathfinder, 
CASIO released the MRG-8000, the first MR-G released 
in Europe . Made with leading-edge technologies 
completely different from those in previous MR-G 
models, MRG-8000 received high praises. 
With the potentiating effect between analogue and 

digital watches, the reputation of G-SHOCK improved 
steadily worldwide. Since 2009, the annual "SHOCK 
The World Tour" has been held in the major cit ies 
around the globe, attracting G-SHOCK fans as well as 
stars. In 2012, CASIO released GB-6900, the Bluetooth 
model capable of connecting w ith smartphones 
through the Bluetooth wireless technology. 
The past 30 years of G-SHOCK history is exactly 
record of challenges ade by the CASIO development 
team . This attraction will never fade in the endless 
evolution of G-SHOCK. No matter which direction 
it takes, G-SHOC~ will--always carry on the orig inal 
"unbreakable" concept and advance forward . This is 
the very unique characteristic of G-SHOCK, which 
changed the common sense of watch in a revolutionary 
way in 1983. 
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TURN UP YOUR NOISE 
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GROOVE CENTER 
II-in one remix beat machine, working with sampler, 

sequencer and synthesizer. 

fflmll ii II 
Syntllesizer Sequence, Sampler Effector 
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DJ CONTROLLER 
New style DJ Controller, equipped with 7-inch 

disc to make a professional scratch play possible, 

internal speaker and battery powered. 

djay 

Perform Anywhere! Anytime 

Control DJ Apps 
Connect the XW-DJ1 to your PC, Mac, iPhone, iPad 

or other devices. Just download a DJ app onto your 

device, and start spinning your favorite tracks. 

• □eck::adance @TRAKTOR PRO 2 

Effect / Loop Buttoos 

Mix Fader 

TM~C:KP::CMMEM 
CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD. Tokyo, Japan http ://world. casio .com/ 
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Evolutionary Lineage of G-SHOCK 

Over 30 years of history and technology built into the G-SHOCK of today 

-- Over the past 30 years, more than 2,000 G-SHOCK 
models have been produced. Such a large variety 
makes it impossible to imagine their lineage. We 
are now organizing the original models and current 
model, classifying them by their evolution in both 
functions and designs, and listing the most classic 
models of both digital and analogue products. 
The leading model in early 1980s was DW-5500, 
which features a dust-resistant and mud-resistant 
structure, a revolutionary technology. Though this 

------ --------

1983 

028 

----

1983 

1985 
DW-5500 , the first 
G-SHOCK equipped with 
drop shock-resistant system 
was created. It is also the 
ancestor of Mudman 

range temperature 
model built to 
withstand low 
temperature 

The second lineup 
in the WW series, 
WW-5300 

1985 
The first round
face G- SHOCK , 
DW-5400 

model did not attract much attention back then, 
• • • • flagship series 
"Master of G". 
The first analogue G-SHOCK was created in 1989. 
After the third generation, the entire product line 
seemed to have disappeared. In 2006, the model 
was revived and equipped with both Radio Wave 
Ceptor and Tough Solar. The current leading 
market position of G-SHOCK entirely comes from 
its accumulation over the past 30 years. 

-

- ---- -----

1989 
AW-500 was created , 

1987 
The second round
face G-SHOCK for 
overseas market , 
DW-5700 

The ancestor of 
Baby-G, DW-500 

Th e f i rs t 
generation "Triple 
Eye" G-SHOCK 
for overseas 
market, DW-5900 

1992 
The first G-SHOCK 
equipped with 
sensor, DW-6100 

- . 
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1996 
MRG-100 was 
created as the first 
full-metal G-SHOCK 

1995 
Frogman made 
of titanium alloy, 
DW-8200 

1995 , ........................... □w~·~400 , the first 

Mudrnan model , 
featJring a mud
and dust-resistant 

AW -5$0 , the third 
generation analogue 
G-SHQCK 

1999 
GC-2000 , built in 
triple floating 
protective structure 

as the first model 
of MR-G series 

1998 
GS-500, 
model designed for 
mature males 

1998 
DW-9300, a model of 
Raysman seri~s and 
the first G-SHOCK 
equipped with 'Tough 
Solar power system 

DW-5600E equipped 
with EL backlight 
system 

2000 
GW-100, a model of 
Antman se;ies and 
the first G-$HOCK 
equipped with Radio 
Wave Ceptoi 

2004 
MRG-2100 adopted DLC 
coating, which is more 
durable than IP coating. 

2002 2003 
"The G" in full-metal MTG-910 adopted scratch-
structure, MTG-900 proof black IP coating 

2002 
G-5600 equipped 
with Tough Solar 
power system 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

1995 
DW-002, a model 
in the NEXAX 
series equipped 
with EL backlight 
system 

1994 
DW-001 , a model 
in the NEXAX 
series equipped 
with sensor 

Capture the trend of time and continue 
to upgrade the watch functions 

2004 

029 
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2005 
MRG-7000, the first 
generation full-metal 
G-SHOCK equipped with 
Radio Wave Captor and 
Tough Solar power system 

2006 
MRG-7100, featuring 
deep hardened and 
DLC processed 
bezel and case 

GS-1 000, full analogue 
chronograph G-SHOCK 

2006 
GW-9000, 
Mudman, equipped 
with Multi Band 5 
Radio Wave Captor 2008 

2008 
MRG-8100, featuring a 
double-hardened five
piece construction 
structure 

2009 
MTG-1500B, featuring 
two light-on-dark 
reverse LCDs 

2010 
GS-1400, multiple 
functions packed 
into a refined simple 
design 

2010 
GW-9110, the Gulf man, built 
in rust-resistant construction 

GW-9200, the 
Riseman , 
equipped with 
Twin Sensor 

AWG-500, equipped 
with Wave Captor 
and Tough Solar 
power system 

Gw!ssoo, equipped 
witri Wave Ceptor 
and Tough Solar 
pow¢r system 

2005 

G-8000, a model 
designed under a 
new concept 

GW-056, the thinnest 
G-SHOCK 

GA-110, a digital
analogue hybrid 
model featuring a 
multi-dial design 

&-SHDCH 
Evolutionary Lineage of G-SHOCK 

2015 
MRG-G1000B-1AJF Both case 
and band are built in deep 
hardened and DLC processed 
titanium alloy, dressed in black 

2013 
MTG-S1000 built in newly 
developed Core Guard 
structure 

2011 
GW-9300, the Mudman , 
built in dust and mud
resistant structure and 
equipped with Twin Sensor 

GW-A1100, a model in 
the GRAVITYMASTER 
series capable of 
bearing detection 

GB-6900, a G-SHOCK 
model equipped with 
Bluetooth technology 

GIEZ 

MASTER of G 

GW-9400, the Rangeman, 
the first G-SHOCK 
equipped with Triple Sensor 

GPW-1000, GPS + 
Radio Wave Captor 
hybrid G-SHOCK 

GBA-400, a G-SHOCK 
model capable of 
remote controlling 
music playback on 
smartphones 

J 
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1983 
The toughest watch 
in the world was 
created 
Aiming at the goal of "10-
year battery life, 10-Bar 
water - resistance and 
10-meter free fall drop 
shock-resistance", the young 
engineer team at CASIO 
created the first G-SH0CK: 
0W - 5000C through 
countless failures. lt was 
named after the force that 
makes objects drop: the 
GRAVITY 

WW-5300C-1 
The upgraded model of 
WW-5100C-1 featuring 
four arrows, released in 
December 

1988 
A size-reduced model 
before BABY-G 
The production line of 
G-SH0CK models with 
200-meter water-resistance 
function was enriched with a 
size-reduced male model 
"Boys Size G" with 
1 DO-meter water-resistance. 
Though it can be loosely 
regarded as the ancestor of 
Baby-G, it is after all a 
smaller model created for 
male consumers, a direct 
descendant of the original 
wsquare face" family. 

DW-6000CJ-2 
Equipped with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch , a 
golden LCD on royal 
blue background, 
released in November 

AW-550-1E 
The second analogue 
G-SHOCK three years 
after its predecessor, 
designed in an 
octagonal profile, 
released in November 

032 

DW-5DOOC-1A 
Built in an amazing 
shock-resistant structure, 
the memorable first 
G-SHOCK, released in 
April 

1985 
Additional value 
created, dust and 
mud resistance 
The first "round face" design 
in G-SH0CK history. Adopting 
round design after square 
design also expresses 
G-SH0CK's innovation and 
pursuit of unconventional 
design. Meanwhile, DW-
5500C was created as the 
predecessor of the current 
Mudman series. In this year, 
the direction of G-SH0CK's 
evolution was defined. 

DW-500C-1 
This model was created 
by simply reducing the 
size of DW-5600C. It is 
the antecedent of Baby-G, 
released in March 

DW-6000CJ-3 
Golden LCD on green 
background, adorned 
with red buttons, 
released in November 

AW-550-7E 
The white-dial 
variation of AW-
550-1 E, released 
in November 

DW-5DOOC-1B 
A variation of the first 
G-SHOCK featuring 
different colors and a 
golden logo, released 
in April 

DW-5400C-1 
The first G-SHOCK 
model with a "round 
face", released in May 

1989 
First analogue model 
with same shock
resistant capability 
as a digital model 

The G-SH0CK development 
team applied the shock
resistant structure to the 
analogue model, which used 
to be considered more 
vulnerable to shocks than 
digital watches. Its solid 
design has maintained great 
popularity, and it has the 
sanie 200-meter water
resistance and dual time
zone functions as well. 

1992 
A memorable year 
when G-SHDCK finally 
earned its popularity 
in Japan 
The annual domestic sales 
volume of G-SH0CK was 
approximately 10,000 pieces 
in 1990, 30,000 pieces in 
1991, and 150,000 in 1992. 
While upholding its shock
resistant function, G-SH0CK 
developed DW-6100, the first 
model equipped with a 
sensor. In addition, the 
popularity of 0W-60000-1 
surged since it was chosen 
by baseball star lchiro Suzuki. 

AW-550E-1 
The deluxe edition of 
AW-550-1E, released 
in December for 
Christmas 

WW-5100C-1 
A toughness-improved 
variation of the first 
G-SHOCK, capable of 
withstanding low 
temperature of -30°C, 
released in November 

DW-5400C-9 
A color variation of 
DW-5400C-1 featuring 
a golden logo, released 
in May 

AW-500-1E 
The first analogue 
G-SHOCK equipped 
with pointers that 
never fall off, released 
in March 

DW-61 OOGJ-1 
Equipped with a 
temperature sensor 
and displays air 
temperature by hour, 
released in June 

DW-5600C-9B 
A limited edition 
brought yellow color to 
the black mainstream 
of G-SHOCK along 
with confidence, 
released in December 
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Seemingly 
exaggerating 
commercial ignited 
topics in 
North America 
To ful~ express the concept of 
"Toughness", G-SH0CK 
released the improved WW-
5300C-1 after ifs predecessor 
WW-5100C, which is capable 
of operating between -30°C 
and +50°C. Its TV commercial 
broadcasted in North America 
demonstrated this model being 
shot into the goal in an ice 
hockey game and made this 
model a best-seller. 

DW-5500C-1 
The first G-SHOCK built 
in a dust- and mud
resistant structure, 
released in August 

1990 
1/1000-second 
stopwatch, one 
more step forward in 
G-SHDCK evolution 

0W-6000 was the first 
wristwatch equipped with a 
1/1000 second stopwatch, 
which used to be considered 
impossible for wristwatches. 
Its measurement functions 
also include 10 lap time 
memories. Together with its 
heavy and tough 
appearance, this model 
earned popularity among 
motor sport fans. 

DW-6100J-1 
Equipped with a 
temperature sensor, 
featuring a silver LCD 
and multicolored 
dials, released in June 

DW-5900E-1 
A model with its bezel 
and inscriptions 
accented in Christmas 
colors, released in 
December 

DW-5200C-1 
A variation of DW-
5000C with improved 
details, released in 
June 

1987 
A model featuring 
G-SHDCK's original 
"square face" was 
established as a 
long-lived bestseller. 
From 5000 to 5200 , the 
Msquare face" models of 
G-SH0CK gradually matured. 
As the perfected version, 
DW-5600 was created and 
became a bestseller for nine 
years. It also appeared in the 
Hollywood film Speed and 
became all the rage for the 
time. The design and model 
number of "5600" has been 
in use all the way to date. 

DW-6000GJ-1 
A revolutionary G-SHOCK 
model equipped with a 
1/1000 second stopwatch, 
released in November 

DW-5900C-1 
Dubbed "Triple Eye", 
the first G-SHOCK 
bestseller in Japan, 
released in October 

DW-59000-1 
Each one of this model 
had a uniquely marble 
patterned band, 
released in December 

DW-5200C-9 
A color variation of 
DW-5200C-1 with a 
golden logo, released 
in June 

DW-5600C-1 
This model gained high 
popularity due to its 
appearance on Keanu 
Reeves in the film 
Speed, released in 
June 

1991 
Dubbed "F1 Model" 
due to the various 
measurement 
functions 

As DW-6000 became a 
popular model, two color 
variations were added. 
Meanwhile, functions such 
as split time were added. 
This model has nine lap time 
memories, as well as the 
best lap record and multiple 
lap records. 

DW-5900C-9 
A color variation of 
"Triple Eye" with a 
golden LCD and logo, 
released in October 

DW-56000-1 
Inherited the bezel 
design of the first 
G-SHOCK DW-5000C, 
released in December 
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DW-6100E-1 
A limited edition for the 
winter of 1992 with 
Christmas colored 
bezel, released in 
December 

DW-62006-1 
Mounted with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch and 
is ,generally referred to 
as the "Rally Model", 
featuring a golden 
LCD, released in May 

DW-6000CJ-7 
Equipped with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch and 
a white dial, released in 
September 

DW-6100FJ-2 
This limited winter 
edition was the first 
G-SHOCK model that 
introduced the concept 
of Winter Sport Games, 
released in November 

DW-6250-1 
Deluxe edition for the 
winter of 1994 dressed 
in golden metallic color, 
released in November 

DW-6100D-1 
A limited edition for the 
winter of 1992 with a 
temperature sensor, 
released in December 

DW-6300-1A 
The first ISO Standard 
compliant 200-meter 
water-resistant 
G-SHOCK, released in 
August 

DW-61 OOGJ-5A 
The brown color 
variation of DW-6100, 
released in September 

DW-6300-1 C 
A limited edition in 
Frogman series with 
different colors, 
released in November 

DW-6250-2 
Deluxe edition for the 
winter of 1994 dressed 
in silver metallic color, 
released in November 

DW-6000E-1 
The deluxe limited 
edition for the winter of 
1992 dressed in 
Christmas colors, 
released in December 

AW-550B-7 
A limited edition 
analogue model 
featuring a luminescent 
coated, high-visibility 
dial , released in 
September 

DW-61 OOGJ-5B 
A dealer limited edition 
with a white dial and a 
gold LCD, released in 
September 

AW-555-1E 
Deluxe edition for the 
winter of 1994, 
released in November 
1993 

DW-6100FJ-8 
Deluxe edition for the 
winter of 1994 featuring 
a topic-raising 
semitransparent bezel, 
released in November 

DW-6000D-1 
The deluxe limited edition 
for the winter of 1992 
became a hot topic due 
to the favor of the 
baseball star lchiro 
Suzuki , released in 
December 

DW-500C-9B 
The yellow limited 
edition of DW-SOOC-1 , 
featuring a compact 
design , released in 
September 

AW-500G-1E 
The shock-absorbing 
status is displayed in a 
graph on the dial of 
this model, released in 
November 

DW-5950-1 
Deluxe edition for the winter 
of 1994, featuring a tough 
and low-temperature 
tolerating band designed to 
be used in very cold areas, 
released in November 

DW-6100GJ-5C 
A dealer limited edition 
with a red logo, released 
in November with a 
complimentary key ring 

1993 

A unique one in 
6-SHOCK, ISO 
Standard compliant 
diving watch! 
Officially dubbed "Frogman', 
0W-6300 was created as an 
ISO Standard compliant 
200-meter diving watch . 
This model adopted an 
asymmetric design in order 
to make way for the wrist 
movement. A deluxe edition 
was released after the 10th 
Anniversary Commemorative 
Model. 

AW-500B-7 
An analogue model 
with a luminescent 
coated dial for good 
visibility, released in 
September 

AW-500B-7C 
A limited edition with a 
luminescent coated 
dial and a green logo, 
released in November 

DW-5950-2 
Limited edition for the 
winter of 1994, featuring 
snowflake-themed 
coating , released in 
November 

DW-6200-1C 
A dealer limited edition 
of the "Rally Model ", 
featuring yellow side 
buttons, released in 
November 

DW-1983-1 
The 10th Anniversary 
Commemorative 
Model of G-SHOCK, 
limited to 1,983 pieces, 
released in May. 
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DW-6100J-7 
A color var i ation 
featuring a white dial , 
released in November 

DW-6050-1 
Deluxe edition for the 
winter of 1994 dressed in 
dark metallic grey color, 
featuring 1/1000 second 
stopwatch function , 
released in November 

1994 

"Space Capsule" 
shock-resistant 
adopted in 001 and 
002 

The "Space capsule" shock
resistant structure wraps the 
entire case and case back in 
urethane material. This 
newly developed shock
resistant structure freed the 
urethane band that used to 
function as the back 
protector and allowed 
G-SH0CK to adopt pin
secured bands. 

DW-6200-1 
Mounted with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch, 
asymmetric design, 
released in May 

DW-5900C-7 
A limited edition of the 
" Triple Eye" DW-
5900C-1 , featuring a 
white dial, released in 
September. 

DW-6100FJ-5 
The deluxe edition for 
the winter of 1994, 
designed for low-
temperature tolerance, 
released in November 

DW-6050-2 
Limited edition for the 
winter of 1994, 
featuring 1/1000 
second stopwatch 
function , released in 
November 

DW-6400C-1 
Dubbed with the 
nickname of "Gundam", 
this model features a 
bezel constructed with 
metal parts, released in 
January 
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DW-64008-1 
A variation of 
"Gundam" featuring a 
shock-absorbing textile 
band, released in 
January 

AW-594-1E2 
An official commemorative 
model for the 94 FIFA 
World Cup, modeled from 
an analogue G-SHOCK, 
released in May 

DW-6094-lC 
A variation model 
commemorating the 94 
Fl FA World Cup , 
featuring a different 
mascot, released in May 

AW-560-182 
The third generation 
digital/analogue hybrid 
model with a golden 
logo and inscription, 
released in June 

DW-6600BJ-5 
A brown colored model 
featuring the RASTA 
colors, red, yellow and 
green, released in July 
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DW-6500J-1A 
"Sky Force", the first 
G-SHOCK equipped 
with an altitude sensor, 
released in February 

AW-594-7E2 
An official commemorative 
model for the 94 FIFA 
World Cup, modeled from 
a white analogue 
G-SHOCK, released in May 

AW-5608-lA 
A simplified model, 
featuring a dial without 
Arabic numerals, and 
was extremely popular, 
released in June 

DW-6300-9 
A yellow limited edition 
of the "Frogman", 
compliant with the ISO 
standard for 200-meter 
water- resistance, 
released in July 

DW-6500GJ-1A 
A "Sky Force" model 
equipped with a pressure 
sensor, capable of 
measuring atmospheric 
pressure, altitude and water 
depth, released in February 

DW-6100DW-9 
The first model in 
"Dolphin & Whale" 
series, equipped with a 
temperature sensor, 
released in May 
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DW-66008-18 
The letter "G" will 
surface on the EL 
lighted screen once the 
blue illumination button 
is pressed, released in 
June 

DW-6700J-3 
Further evolved "Sky 
Foree" with the 
function of temperature 
measurement, released 
in September 

DW-6500GJ-1 B 
A "Sky Force" variation 
with a golden LCD and 
green background , 
released in February 

AW-594-7E 
The 94 FIFA World Cup 
commemorative variation 
of analogue G-SHOCK, 
featuring a white dial , 
released in May 

DW-6194-lC 
A 94 FIFA World Cup 
commemorative model 
featuring the flag of the 
host nation, the Untted 
States, released in May 

AW-560J-1 
A reggae-themed 
model featuring the 
RASTA colors , red, 
yellow and green, 
released in July 

DW-6700J-6 
A variation of the "Sky 
Force" with a purple 
logo and silver LCD, 
released in September 

AW-594-lEl DW-5994-18 
An official commemorative An official commemorative 
modelforthe94FIFAWorld model for the 94 FIFA 
Cup, released in May 

DW-6294-18 
The 94 FIFA World Cup 
commemorative variation 
of the "Rally Model ", 
featuring the logo and 
mascot of the 94 FIFA 
World Cup, released in May 

AW-560J-2 
A limited edttion reggae 
model featuring the 
RASTA colors , red , 
yellow and green , 
released in July 

DW-OOlJ-9 
The yellow variation of 
the '" Nexax " series , 
generally referred to as 
"Jason", released in 
November 

World Cup, released in May 

DW-66008-lA 
The f irst G-SHOCK 
equ i pped with EL 
(Electroluminescent) 
backlight system, 
dubbed " Fox Fire" , 
released ln June 

DW-6600BJ-1 
The first reggae-
themed G-SHOCK 
model equipped with 
EL (electroluminescent) 
backlight system , 
released in July 

DW-OOlJ-2 
A fully wrapped model 
of the "Nexax" series, 
equipped with 
temperature sensor, 
released in November 

DW-6194-18 
An official commemorative 
model for the 94 FIFA 
World Cup, released in May 

DW-6094-18 
The 94 World Cup 
commemorative edition 
modeled from DW-
6000, featuring 1/1000 
second stopwatch , 
released in May 

AW-560-181 
The third generation 
digital/analogue hybrid 
model since AW-500, 
round dial, released in 
June 

DW-6600BJ-2 
A RASTA reggae-
themed variation 
modeled from the blue 
"Fox Fire", released in 
July 

DW-OOlJ-18 
The grey color variation 
of the "Nexax" series, 
equipped with a built-
in shock-absorber in 
the case, released in 
November 



DW-001J-1 
A color variation of the 
"Nexax" series, with 
red emphasized on the 
background of grey 
and black, released in 
November 

DW-002J-1 
A variation of the 
second generation 
"Nexax" with smartly 
matched yellow 
buttons, released in 
November 

DW-6630B-2 
The blue variation of 
"Fox Fire" with a face 
protector, released in 
November 

1995 
Water resistance 
and mud resistance, 
a harvest of tough 
design masterpieces 
The super long-lived 
be-lling "Thrasher" senes 
0W-6900H, the "Mudman" 
with enhanced dust and mud 
resistance, and the first 
G-SHOCK built from titanium 
" Frogman " , these 
masterpieces were all 
created in this year. In 
addition, "Crazy Ganster" 
and coin patterned EL 
backlight were also released. 

DW-8000-2 
A model with buffalo 
head graph on EL 
backlight, featuring a 
blue bezel and black 
band, released in May 

DW-001J-8 
A color variation of the 
"Nexax" series with 
perfectly balanced red 
and grey, released in 
November 

DW-002J-8 
A variation of the 
second generation 
"Nexax" in bright 
purple that feels fresh, 
released in November 

DW-6630B-6 
The purple variation of 
"Fox Fire" with a face 
protector, released in 
November 

DW-6800-1 
Remodeled for 
domestic market from 
the overseas model, 
equipped with EL 
backlight, released in 
March 

DW-8000-6 
A model with buffalo 
head graph on EL 
backlight, featuring a 
purple bezel and black 
band, released in May 

DW-002J-4 
The second generation 
" Nexax ", equipped 
with EL backlight , 
released in November 

DW-002J-9 
A variation of the 
second generation 
"Nexax", featuring a 
dual - color formed 
bezel and yellow back, 
released in November 

DW-6630B-9 
The yellow variation of 
"Fox Fire" with a face 
protector, released in 
November 

DW-6900-FS 
Featuring a desert 
camouflaged band, 
released in March 

DW-8100-1 
A model with flying 
eagle graph on EL 
backlight, featuring a 
metal bezel, released 
in May 

DW-002BJ-1 
The second generation 
"Nexax" with the theme 
of " Space Capsule " 
and all parts wrapped 
in, released in 
November 

DW-6620-2 
The 94 model of "Fox 
Fire", featuring a 
popular Scorpio and 
scorpion patterns on 
the EL backlight screen, 
released in November 

DW-6300B-2 
A color variation of the 
"Frogman " DW-6300 , 
released in November 

DW-6900H-1 
A limited edition 
designed for roller 
skiers, released in 
March 

DW-8100-3 
The dark green 
variation of the eagle 
graph model, featuring 
a metal bezel, released 
in May 

DW-002BJ-4 
A red variation of the 
second generation 
"Nexax", with a "Space 
Capsule" protective 
structure, released in 
November 

DW-6620-3 
The deluxe winter 
edition " Fox Fire ", 
released in November 

DW-6300B-8 
A color variation of the 
"Frogman" DW-6300 , 
in metallic grey , 
released in November 

DW-6900H-4 
A red variation of "Fox 
Fire" designed for roller 
skiers , released in 
March 

DW-8100-6 
The purple variation of 
the eagle graph model, 
featuring a metal bezel, 
released in May 

DW-002BJ-6 
Black and grey dual
color formed bezel 

DW-6695-A 
A model featuring 
alphabetic EL backlight 
images from A to Z, 
total 26 variations , 
released in December 

DW-6900H·9 
A yellow limited edition 
designed for roller 
skiers, released in 
March 

DW-8200·1A 
The second generation 
" Frogman " with a 
titanium bezel , light 
and rust-resistant , 
released in June 

DW-002J-1B 
A variation of the 
second generation 
"Nexax" equipped with 
a golden LCD, released 
in November 

DW-6620-6 
The purple variation of 
the 94 model "Fox 
Fire " , released in 
November 

DW-6640-3 
Dubbed "Scorpion" due 
to the EL backlight 
graphic, equipped with 
a camouflage patterned 
band, released in 
December 

DW-8000-1 
A model with buffalo 
head graph on EL 
backlight, released in 
May 

DW-002D-2 
The official watch for 
the Surf Rid er 
Foundation (S.R.F.), 
released in June 
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DW-002D-3 
The green variation of 
the official watch for 
the Surf Rider 
Foundation (S.R.F.) , 
released in June 

DW-8195·3 
"Crazy Gangsters " , 
with EL backlight graph 
as a warrior, released 
in June 

DW-002RS-5 
A limited edition with 
the theme of Rock & 
Roll, featuring a skull 
graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
July 

DW-8020·1 
Featuring the letter "G" 
spinning like a slot 
machine on EL 
backlight, released in 
August 

DW-8300BG·1 
The model of " lnline 
Hockey" with a metal 
bezel, released in 
September 
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DW-8195-lAl 
"Crazy Gangsters" , 
featuring a dragon 
graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

DW-8195·4 
" Crazy Gangsters", 
featuring a poster girl 
graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

DW-002RS-8 
A limited edition with 
the theme of Rock & 
Roll, featuring a guitar 
graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
July 

DW-8020-2 
Featuring the letter "G" 
spinning like a slot 
machine on EL 
backlight, released in 
August 

DW-8400-1 
Also known as the 
"Mudman", a 
descendant of the 
original mud-resistant 
model, released in 
November 

DW-8195-1 A2 
"Crazy Gangsters", 
featuring an eagle 
graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

DW-8195·6 
" Crazy Gangsters", 
featuring a poster girl 
graph on 1he EL 
backlight and purple 
accent, released in 
June 

DW-0028M-1 
A reggae-themed 
model in the RASTA 
colors, released in July 

DW-8110G-1 
Featuring the letter "G" 
spinning like a coin on 
EL backlight, released 
in August 

DW-8400G·1 
The golden LCD 
variation of the 
" Mudman " , with 
excellent mud-resistant 
function , released in 
November 

DW-8195-1A3 
"Crazy Gangsters", 
featuring a poster girl 
graph on the EL 
backlight and black 
accent, released in 
June 

DW-8060-1 
The commemorative 
model of the film The 
Endless Summer II, 
featuring a surfer graph 
on the EL backlight, 
released in June 

DW-002BM-8 
A color variation of the 
reggae themed model, 
originated from the 
"Space Capsule" 
design, released in July 

DW-8120-1 
Featuring three letter 
G's spinning like in a 
slot machine on EL 
backlight, released in 
August 

DW-85008-3 
A model of the "Code 
Name" series, 
equipped with phone 
number memories, 
released in November 

DW-8195-1A4 
The EL backlight graph 
on this model is 
Chimera in the Greek 
myth, released in June 

DW-8160D-lA 
A limited edition of the 
surfer commemorative 
model, released in 
J u n e with a 
complimentary band 

DW-002BM-9 
A reggae-themed 
model in the RASTA 
co Io rs , with 
emphasized red and 
"Space Capsule" 
structure, released in 
July 

DW-8120-6 
Featuring interesting, 
slot machine styled EL 
backlight and a purple 
bezel, released in 
August 

DW-69008D-lT 
A model named after 
the snowboard 
movement "540. " , 
featuring a red logo, 
released in November 

DW-8195-1 A6 
"Crazy Gangsters", 
with EL backlight graph 
as wings, helmet and 
sword, released in 
June 

DW-81600-1 B 
A limited edition of the 
surfer commemorative 
model, released in 
J u n e with a 
complimentary band 

DW-002J-9B 
The yellow variation of 
the "Space Capsule" 
model with a dual-color 
fonmed bezel, featuring 
the letter "G" on EL 
backlight, released in 
August 

DW-8200·9A 
A limited edition of 
"Frogman" with black-
coated titanium case, 
released in September 

DW-6900BD-2T 
The first generation 
X-treme series, 
Snowboard 540" with a 
blue logo, released in 
November 

DW-8195-2 
"Crazy Gangsters", 
with EL backlight graph 
as bee, released in 
June 

DW-002RS-1 
A limited edition with 
the theme of Rock & 
Roll , featuring a sexy 
girl graph on the EL 
backlight, released in 
July 

DW-8010G-1 
Featuring the letter "G" 
spinning like a coin on 
EL backlight, released 
in August 

DW-00280-1 T 
Snowboard 540", a 
model of the X-treme 
series, built in the 
"Space Capsule" 
structure, released in 
November 



DW-002BD-2T 
Limited winter edition 
of 540°, a model named 
after the snowboard 
movement, released in 
November 

DW-8500B-1 
"Code Name" series, 
capable of memorizing 
personal ID and featuring 
a built-in mud-resistant 
structure, released in 
November 

DW-6900K-8CT 
Commemorative Model 
of the Fifth International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference , dubbed 
"The Sun", released in 
March 

DW-002S-1T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series , dressed in 
black, released in May 

DW-002DJR-1 
Collaborative model 
with "R HALL" Club, 
released in June 

DW-002BD-3T 
Limited winter edition 
of 540• dressed in 
green, released in 
November with a 
complimentary textile 
band 

DW-8500B-4 
Red variation of the 
"Code Name" series , 
capable of memorizing 
personal ID, released in 
November 

DW-6900K-8AT 
Commemorative Model 
of the Fifth International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference, featuring a 
black EL backlight 
button , released in 
March 

DW-002S-4T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series, dressed in red 
and equipped with a 
diving clock, released 
in May 

DW-002DJ-1 
A hip-hop style model 
designed for club fans, 
released in July 

DW-002BD-4T 
Limited winter edition 
o f 540" built in a 
"Space Capsule " 
structure, released in 
November 

DW-8300D-1 
Developed from the 
"lnline Hockey" design, 
dressed in black , 
released in December 

DW-8200K-8 
Commemorative Model 
of the Fifth International 
Dolph in and Whale 
Conference , also 
known as the "Ocean", 
released in March 

DW-002S-9T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series , dressed in 
yellow, released in May 

DW-002DJ-9 
The yellow variation of 
hip-hop model, 
orig inated from the 
" Space Capsule " 
design, released in July 

DW-6900BD-4T 
Snowboard 540", a 
model of the X-treme 
series, originated from 
the large 6900 series 
featuring EL backlight, 
released in November 

DW-6900BF-1T 
A collaborative model 
with the snowboarding 
appearance 
manufacturer Blackflys, 
dressed in grey , 
released in December 

DW-6900S-1T 
The second generation 
official watch for S.R.F. 
with a face protector, 
released in May 

DW-5600EG-9 
The all-time bestseller 
DW-5600 is mounted 
with EL backlight, 
released in June. 

MRG-1-1 
The first generation 
"MR-G" designed for 
the hardcore G-SHOCK 
fans, released in July 

DW-6900BD-6T 
Limited winter edition 
of 540° modeled from 
the large 6900 series, 
featuring a purple logo, 
released in November 

DW-002BF-1T 
A collaborative model 
with the snowboarding 
appearance manufacturer 
Blackflys, built in "Space 
Capsule" structure , 
released in December 

DW-6900S-2T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series, featuring a blue 
transparent appearance, 
released in May 

DW-002R-4 
This reggae-themed 
model adopts the three 
RASTA colors in its 
design, with the red as 
the main color, released 
in June. 

MRG-1G-1 
The golden LCD 
variation of the first 
generation " MR-G", 
released in July with a 
titanium presentation 
box 

DW-69008D-BT 
Limited winter edition 
of 540°, featuring a light 
blue logo on a grey 
bezel , released in 
November 

1996 
2nd generation 
"Dolphin & Whale" 
and lovers collection 
became bestsellers 
The second generation 
"Dolphin & Whale" and lovers 
collection both became 
bestsellers. The shock
resistant design relying 
exclusively on resin material 
was realized in the full-metal 
MRG-100. G-C00L dressed 
in fashionable grey was 
exhibited on fashion shows 
in Paris and Milan, making a 
perfect fusion between 
toughness and fashion. 

DW-6900S-6T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series , featuring a 
purple transparent 
appearance, released 
in May 

DW-002R-9 
The yellow variation of 
the 96 reggae model 
designed with three 
RASTA colors, released 
in June 

DW-8600J-1A 
The first generation 
"Fisherman", capable 
of display i ng the 
sunrise and sunset 
time, released in July 

DW-6695D-A 
The second generation 
of "Crazy Gangsters", 
featuring alphabet 
graphics on the EL 
backlight, released in 
November 

G 

DW-6900K-8BT 
Commemorative Model 
of the Fifth International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference , first 
adopting the transparent 
design , released in 
March 

DW-6900S-8T 
The 96 summer limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
6900 series, featuring a 
grey transparent 
appearance, released 
in May 

\ 
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DW-002RX-3 
The first generation of 
the coming "Xaymaca" 
series, released in June 

DW-8600J-8A 
The first generation 
" Fisherman ", made 
from so l id and 
corrosion-resistant 
titanium alloy, released 
in July 
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DW-8700-1 
EL backlight was mounted 
on the DW-6000 , 
equipped with a 1/ 1000 
second stopwatch, 
released in August 

DW-002K-38 
Domestic version of 
the "Jungle Model" 
that enjoyed great 
popularity in London, 
released in September 

DW-8800MJ-1 
The " Masai Mara " 
G-SHOCK model developed 
to contribute to the efforts 
of wild animal preservation, 
with a camouflaged band, 
released in November 

DW-6900X-2T 
The 96 winter limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series , modeled from 
DW-6900, released in 
November 

MRG-100T-8 
MR-G , the first 
G-SHOCK in a full
metal shock-resistant 
structure, made of 
titanium alloy, released 
in November 
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DW-87006-1 
This model succeeded 
the design of DW-6000, 
and was equipped with 
EL backlight, released 
in August 

MRG-18-1 
MR-G upgraded again, 
black-coated titanium 
alloy , released in 
September 

DW-8800MJ-3 

DW-5600ED-4 
A red replica edition of 
the conventional OW-
5600, equipped with 
EL backlight, released 
in August 

AW-500UA-1 E 
A collaborative model 
with United Arrows , 
released in October 

DW-003X-1T 

DW-5600ED-8 
DW-5600 equipped 
with EL backlight and a 
face protector, dressed 
in grey, released in 
August 

- I! 
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DW-8800BJ-1 
Dubbed "Code Name 
Cypher", this model is 
capable of transmitting 
Morse code, released 
in November 

DW-003X-2T 

DW-5600ED-9 
A yellow replica of OW-
5600, dubbed the 
"Speed", released in 
August 

DW-8800BJ-2 
The blue variation of 
"Code Name Cypher", 
with 18 emergency 
Morse codes stored in 
its memory, released in 
November 

DW-003X-3T 
The blue variation of the 
96 winter limited edition 
of the "X-treme" series 

G-SHOCK donated part of the The 96 winter limited The blue variation of 
sales revenue to the Masai edition of the "X-treme" the 96 winter limited 
Mara National Reserve of Kenya series, equipped with a edition of the "X-treme" 
for wild animal preservation , double-layer textile series , released in 
this variation featuring a yellow band , released in November 
logo, released in November November 

DW-6900X-8AT DW-6900X-88T DW-6900X-9T 
The winter limited The sliver variation of the winter The golden variation of 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series, designed for 
snow boarder, released 
in November 

MRG-100-7 
The first G-SHOCK in a 
full-metal shock
resistant structure, 
featuring a stainless 
steel square face , 
released in November 

limited edition of the "X-treme" the winter limited 
series, capable of withstanding edition of the "X-treme" 
low temperature of -20 °C, series, released 
released in November 

MRG-100-8 
A variation of the full
metal square-faced 
G-SHOCK, equipped 
with a titanium band, 
released in November 

November 

GT-0008J-7 
G-COOL was created , 
featuring an all-new 
streamline design, 
released in November 

in 

GT-OOOBJ-8 
Fashionable grey 
G-COOL, demonstrated 
in Paris Fashion Show, 
released in November 

DW-8600IJ-9 
The official commemorative 
watch of the Hawaiian 
International Billfish 
Tournament , released in 
August 

DW-8800BJ-4 
The golden LCD 
variation of " Code 
Name Cypher", with rts 
EL backlight linked to 
Morse codes, released 
in November 

DW-003X-4T 
The red variation of the 
96 winter limited edition 
of the "X-treme" series, 
capable of withstanding 
low temperature of -20°C, 
released in November 

MRG-100·1 
Maturity accomplished 
through over 13 years 
of growth since the first 
G-SHOCK, a full-metal 
G-SHOCK, released in 
November 

GT-OOOBJ-1 
A variation of G-COOL, 
featuring a light-on
dark full-dot reverse 
LCD on the upper part 
of the screen, released 
in November 

DW-8600BJ-1 
The black titanium 
variation emphasizing 
the solid feeling , 
released in September 

DW-8800BJ-8 
The silver LCD variation 
of "Code Name 
Cypher", released in 
November 

DW-003X-9T 
The yellow variation of 
the 96 winter limited 
edition of the "X-treme" 
series, released in 
November 

MRG-100-7 
MR-G , the first 
G-SHOCK boosting a 
full-metal structure, 
made of stainless steel, 
released in November 

GT-001 BJ-1 
A variation of G-COOL 
featuring a full-dot 
LCD, released in 
November 



GT-001B-2 
A variation of G-COOL 
featuring a full-dot LCD 
and textile band , 
released in November 

DW-691 OK ·2AT 
The 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative Model, 
dressed in purple , 
released in February. 

DW-6910K-9T 
The 6th International Dolphin 
and Whale Conference 
Commemorative Model , 
featuring yellow EL 
backlight , released in 
February. 

DW-003B-2 
The black / blue 
variation of the new 
"Nexax" series, built in 
a "Space Capsule" 
structure, released in 
March 

DW-003-8 
The black / gre y 
variation of the newly 
e v ol v ed compact 
"Nexax", released in 
March 

0 
GT-001-1 
A variation of G-COOL 
featuring a full-dot 
reverse LCD and resin 
band , released in 
November 

I 

DW-691 OK ·2BT 
The 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative 
Model, dressed in blue, 
released in February. 

DW-003IS ·2T 
A collaborat ion model 
with International 
Snowboard Federation 
(I.S .F.), dressed in light 
blue, with the logo on 
the band, released in 
February 

DW-003B-4 
The black/red variation 
of the new compact 

LDV!l6·1 
The first generation " Lover's 
Collection " led Japan into a 
frenzy, released in November 

I 

DW-003IS ·6T DW-003IS ·BAT 

LOV96-2 
Featuring a devil graph on 
EL backlight, paired up 
with a Baby-G featuring 
an angel graph on EL 
backlight , released in 
November 

I 
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DW-691 OK -3T 
The 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative Model, 
dressed in green , 
released in February. 

DW-003IS ·BBT 
A collaboration model with 
International Snowboard 
Federation (I .S.F.), the 
largest snowboard society 
in the world, released in 
February 

The white/ blue color 
variation of the ISF 
collaboration model , 
released in February 

The white/grey color 
variation of the ISF 
collaboration model, 
released in February 

co [IJ 

DW-003B-9 

"Nexax " series , - -

The black / yellow 
variation of the newly 
evolved compact 
"Nexax", re leased in 
March 

released in March ,,,---...., , 

L 

DW-003-9 GT-OOOSJ-2 GT-OOOSJ-3 GT-OOOSJ-4 
The yellow variation of G-COOL spring series The green band The orange band 
the newly evolved dressed in vivid color, v ariat i on of the variation of the 
compact " Nexax ", released in March G-COOL spring series, G-COOL spring series, 
released in March released in March released in March 

LOV96•3 
The first generation lover's 
collection , featuring a 
graph of polar bear and 
penguin on EL backlight, 
released in November 

DW-691 OK -BAT 
The 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative Model, the 
most transparent one in the 
series, released in February 

DW-003IS-9T 
The white/yellow color 
variation of the ISF 
collaboration model , 
released in February 

DW-003-1 
The black variation of 
the newly evolved 
compact "Nexax" , 
released in March 

GT-OOOSJ·B 
The grey band variation 
of the G-COOL spring 
series , released in 
March 

1997 
Supporting 
environment 
protection activities 
To support W.C.C.S. (World 
Coral-reef Conservation 
Society), G-SH0CK released 
a watch as part of their 
environment protection 
campaign and donated part 
of its sales revenue to the 
Society. In addition, the sky
themed series "Riseman" 
was also released. Among 
the limited editions, the "Man 
In Black" attracted much 
public attentions. 

G 

DW-691 OK -BBT 
The 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative Model, 
dressed in grey, released 
in February. 

DW-003B-1 
The compact version 
of the "Nexax" series, 
built in a " Space 
Capsule " structure, 
released in March 

DW-003-4 
The black/red variation 
of the newly evolved 
compact " Nexax " , 
released in March 

GT-OOOSJ-9 
G-COOL spring series 
model equipped with a 
beautiful band in vivid 
yellow, released in 
March 
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0W-9000XS-2T 
97 summer limited 
edit ion of the X-treme 
series, blue transparent 
variation , released in 
April 

0W-003XS-4T 
97 summer limited 
edition of the X-treme 
series, dressed in red 
and black, released in 
April 

0W-6900WC-6T 
The official watch of 
w.c.c.s. , purple 
transparent variation, 
released in May 

0W-9000SR-9T 
The third generation 
official watch for the 
ocean - loving society 
S.R.F. , released in June 

MRG-100L-2A 
Analogue version MR-
G, made of stainless 
steel with a pin buckle 
band, released in June 
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0W-9000XS-3T 
97 summer limited 
edition of the X-treme 
series , green 
transparent variation , 
released in April 

0W-003XS-9T 
97 summer lim ited 
edition of the X-treme 
series, yellow variation 
built in the " Space 
Capsule " structure , 
released in April 

0W-6900WC-2AT 
The official watch of 
W.C.C.S., w hite 
transparent variat ion , 
released in May 

DW-9100BJ-1A 
Riseman , equipped 
with temperature and 
atmospheric pressure 
Twin Sensor, released 
in June 

0W-91 OOP J-7 
A limited edition of the 
"Riseman" developed 
in collaboration with 
U.S.P.A. (United States 
Parachute Association), 
released in July 

0W-9000XS-7T 
97 summer edition of 
the X- treme series, 
transparent variat ion , 
released in April 

MRG-120T-1A 
The first analogue MA
G, made of tough and 
solid titanium alloy, 
released in April 

DW-6900WC-2BT 
The official watch of 
w .c.c .s. ' b I u e 
transparent variation 
symbolizing the ocean, 
released in May 

0W-91 OOBJ-1 B 
Yellow variation of the 
Riseman , w ith the 
graph of I c arus in 
Greek myth engraved 
on its case back, 
released in June 

0W-003R-5T 
The second generation 
" Xa y maca " series , 
symbolizing the woods, 
water and lands , 
released in July 

0W-9000XS-9T 
97 summer limited 
edition of the X-treme 
series , black 
transparent variation, 
released in April 

MRG-120-lA 
Analogue version was 
added to the full-metal 
MR-G line, featuring a 
crown positioned on 
the left side, released 
in April 

DW-6900WC-3T 
The official watch of 
w.c.c.s. , with a 
beautiful green 
transparent appearance, 
released in May 

DW-91 OOBJ-2A 
Blue variation of the 
Riseman , w ith a band 
made of parachute 
materials , released in 
June 

0W-003R-4T 
97 summer reggae 
model dressed in red 
and black, featuring a 
green-on-dark reverse 
LCD, released in July 

0W-003XS-9T 
97 summer limited 
edit ion of the X-treme 
series , y ellow 
transparent variation , 
released in April 

MRG-120-2A 
The first analogue 
MR-G with EL 
backlight , made of 
stainless steel, released 
in April 

0W-9000AS-2T 
The limited edit ion 
commemorating Surfing 
G-SHOCK World Cup, with 
the official logo of Triple 
Crown of Surfing G-SHOCK 
World Cup engraved on 
case back, released in May 

MRG-lOOTB-1 
Textile band secured 
by tri-lolding buckle for 
the titanium MR-G , 
released in June 

0W-003R-9T 
The yellow variation of 
the 97 summer reggae 
mode I w ith 30 
telephone number 
memories, released in 
July 

0W-003XS-1T 
97 summer limited 
edition of the X-treme 
series , grey variation 
built in the " Space 
Capsule " structure , 
released in April 

• 

0W-8250WC-7AT 
The official watch of 
W.C .C.S. (World Coral
reef Conservation 
Society), with a Manta 
Ray graph on the EL 
backlight, released in May 

0W-9000AS-8AT 
The limited edition 
commemorating Surfing 
G-SHOCK World Cup , 
with the official logo of Triple 
Quwn of Surfing G-SHOCK 
World Cup engraved on 
case back, released in May 

MRG-100B-2 
Black dial variation of 
the textile band MR-G, 
released in June 

DW-003H-2T 
97 summer Club model 
with a green-on-dark 
reverse LCD, designed 
under the concept of 
Los Angeles, released 
in July 

0W-003XS-1 T 
97 summer limited 
edition of the X-treme 
series, blue variation 
built in the "Space 
Capsule " structure , 
released in April 

e 
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0W-8250WC-7BT 
The official watch of 
W . C . C . S ., white 
transparent variation 
modeled from the 
"Frogman", released in 
May 

0W-9000AS-8BT 
The limited edition 
commemorating Surfing 
G-SHOCK World Cup, 
with the official logo of Triple 
Crown of Surt,ig G-sHOCK 
World Cup engraved on 
case back, released in May 

MRG-100TL-1A 
Analogue version MR-
G, also with a textile 
band, released in June 

0W-003H-4T 
Orange variation of the 
97 summer Club 
model, America West 
Coast style, released in 
July 



DW-003H-9T 
Yellow variation of the 
97 summer Club model 
with a reverse LCD, 
released in July 

DW-003E-4CT 
Red variation of the 
Ethno-G series, full of 
ethnic beauty, released 
in August 

MRG-ll0TZ-5 
The round face grey 
variation of the Jazz 
color series, themed 
after Jazz music , 
released in August 

GT-OOlAT-7 
White variation of the 
Antwerp Royal 
Academy of Fine Arts 
collaboration G-COOL, 
released in August 

DW-8200Z-1T 
"Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
"Frogman", made of 
titanium alloy, released 
in October 

DW-003C-1T 
Black grey variation of 
the 97 summer Club 
model with a reverse 
LCD, released in July 

DW-003E-8AT 
Black and grey 
variation of the 
Ethno-G series, 
featuring a giant lizard 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in August 

MRG-ll0TZ-3 
The square face grey 
variation of the Jazz 
color series, full-metal 
MR-G, released in 
August 

GT-OOlAT-8 
Silver variation of the 
Antwerp Royal 
Academy of Fine Arts 
collaboration G-COOL, 
released in August 

AW-5702-lT 
" Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
analogue " Mudman", 
released in October 

DW-003C-n 
Club fan edition of the 
" G-MIX " series , 
designed in New York 
style, released in July 

DW-003E-8BT 
Grey variation of the 
Ethno-G series, full of 
ethnic beauty, released 
in August 

MRG-120TZ-3A 
The round face 
analogue variation of 
the Jazz color series, 
dressed in a brown 
accent , released in 
August 

AW-570-lA 
The first analogue/ 
digital hybrid 
"Mudman", with a mole 
graph engraved on the 
case back, released in 
September 

DW-84002-lT 
" Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
digital " Mud man ", 
released in October 

DW-003C-8T 
White and grey 
variation of the club fan 
edition, released in July 

DW-003E-9CT 
Yellow variation of the 
Ethno-G series , 
featuring a quetzal 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in August 

--
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MRG·120TZ-8A 
The round face 
analogue variation of 
the Jazz color series, 
dressed in silver color, 
released in August 

AW•570•9A 
The first analogue/ 
digital hybrid 
"Mudman", featuring a 
bright yellow case , 
released in September 

DW-91 OOZJ-lT 
" Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
" Riseman", equipped 
with Twin Sensor, 
released in October 

DW-8200WC-7AT 
Semi transparent 
limited edition 
"Frogman", titanium 
material , released in 
August 

MRG-ll0TBN-2 
A collaboration model 
with New York Jazz 
Club "Blue Note " , 
released in August 

GT-OOlAT-1 
A collaboration model 
of G-COOL series with 
the renowned Antwerp 

• Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts , released in 
August 

MRG-12-1 
Black MR-G, urethane
coated titan i um 
presents ent i rely 
different feelings from 
metal , released in 
October 

DW-003E· 1 BT 
Ethnicity and 
technology themed 
Ethno-G series , 
released in August 

GT-OOlAT-2 
Blue variation of the 
Antwerp Royal 
Academy of Fine Arts 
collaboration G-COOL, 
released in August 

GT-OOOC-1 
G-COOL matched with 
a metal band, 
expressing a strong 
high-end feeling , 
released in September 

DW-8800MM-1T 
The sales revenue of 
" Masai Mara " was 
partially donated to the 
wild animal 
preservation, released 
in November 

DW-003E-2AT 
Blue variation of the 
Ethno-G series, featuring 
a band embellished with 
Bali and Maya ethnic 
patterns , released in 
August 

MRG-11 0TZ-5 
Jazz color ser i es , 
featuring a LCD 
surrounded in solid 
Jazz color, released in 
August 

GT-OOlAT-5 
Brown variation of the 
Antwerp Royal 
Academy of Fine Arts 
collaboration G-COOL, 
released in August 

DW-8600ZJ-1 T 
The first generation 
" Man In Black", 
modeled from the 
"Fisherman", released 
in October 

DW-8800MM-2T 
The blue limited edition 
of the " Masai Mara" 
model , equipped with 
a camouflage band , 
released in November 
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GT-0000-7 
G-COOL, featuring a 
white leather band 
secured by tri-fold 
buckle , released in 
October 

DW-003RB·8AT 
"Rock & Native" series, 
silver variation, 
released in November 

L0V97·4 

GT-0000-8 
A color variation of 
G-COOL, featuring a 
gridded glass, released 
in October 

0W-003RB·8BT 
"Rock & Native" series, 
featuring a beaver 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in November 

_..,,..s. ...... ~ 

-----------

The second generation lover's collection, with a devil 
graph on EL backlight, released in November 

DW-004X-7T 
White variation of 
X-treme series , 
designed for extreme 
sports , released in 
November 

DW-003HH-9AT 
Yellow and black 
variation of the "G'MIX 
Groove", released in 
November 
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DW-004X-8T 
X-treme series, with 
both the case and the 
band dressed in 
metallic grey, released 
in November 

DW-003HH-9BT 
A variation of the 
" G'MIX Groove", 
dressed in golden 
color, released in 
November 

GT-OOOL-1 
G-COOL, featuring a 
leather band secured 
by tri-fold buckle , 
released in October 

I 
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L0V97·1 

DW-8800MM-3T 
The metal accent 
variation of the "Masai 
Mara" model, equipped 
with a camouflage 
band , released in 
November 

The second generation lover' s 
collection, with angel and devil 
graphs on EL backlight respectively, 
released in November 

L0V97·5 
97 edition lover ' s 
collection , with a 
succubae graph on EL 
backlight, released in 
November 

DW-004X-9AT 
Yellow variation of 
X-treme series , 
equipped with 
automatic EL backlight, 
released in November 

MRG-210T-7 
Titanium MR-G , 
capable of memorizing 
20 telephone numbers, 
released in November 

DW-004X-1T 
97 winter limited edition 
X-treme series dressed 
in metal color accent, 
released in November 

DW-004X-9BT 
A variation of X-treme 
series, presence 
emphasized by its 
color match between 
silver and golden , 
released in November 

MRG-200T-7 
Round face variation of 
the full-metal MR-G , 
with detailed attention 
paid to its functions 
and materials, released 
in November 

DW-003RB-1T 
The "Rock & Native" 
series based on Hip
hop culture, released in 
November 

L0V97-2 
The second generation 
lover's collection, with 
Pegasus and unicorn 
graphs on EL backlight 
respectively, released 
in November 

DW-004X-3T 
Metallic green variation 
of X-treme series, 
equipped with a textile 
band , released in 
November 

DW-004X-2BT 
X-treme series, built in 
the "Space Capsule" 
structure and dressed 
metallic color, released 
in November 

MRG-200T-8 
Evolved MR-G, with its 
EL backlight button 
moved to the front , 
released in November 

DW-003RB-5T 
The brown variation of 
"Rock & Native" series, 
emphasizing the solid 
feeling, released in 
November 

L0V97·3 
The second generation 
lover's collection, with a 
unicorn graph on EL 
backlight, released in 
November 

DW-004X-4T 
Metallic red variation of 
X-treme series, limited 
winter edition, released 
in November 

DW-003HH-4T 
"G'MIX Groove ", 
designed from Hip-hop 
club fans, released in 
November 

MRG-210T-8 
Square face MR-G with 
its EL backlight button 
moved to the front , 
released in November 

DW-003RB-7T 
The clean white 
variation of "Rock & 
Native" series, released 
in November 

DW-004X-2AT 
Metallic blue variation 
of X-treme series, 
(-20°C)low temperature 
tolerance, released in 
November 

DW·003HH-7T 
White variation of the 
"G'MIX Groove", 
released in November 

MRG-210-7 
MR-G dressed in silver, 
equipped with a band 
secured by a tri-fold 
buckle , released in 
November 



MRG-200-7 
MR-G, equipped with 
20 telephone number 
memories, round face 
full of sport sp irit , 
released in November 

GT-OOOAB-1 
G-COOL designed by 
Annelies Braeckman, 
red variation, released 
in November 

DW-0048D-&T 
Terje Haakonsen model of 
the X-treme series , 
designed to withstand low 
temperature of -2o •c, 
released in January 
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DW-8800AJ-7AT 
White variation Musher 
model, with snow flake 
pattern on the band , 
released in January 

DW-8600YJ-9T 
" Man In Ye l low " 
modeled from 
Fisherman series, 
featuring a corrosion
resist ant design, 
released in March 

GT-003TH-2T 
G'MIX Digital Tune, 
developed under the 
concept of •rechno• , 
released in November 

GT-OOOAB-5 
G-COOL, capable of 
recording up to 100 
appointments, released 
in November 

DW-0048D-&T 
Color variation of Terje 
Haakonsen model of 
the X- t reme series , 
released in January 

DW-8800AJ-78T 
A.D.M.A. official watch, 
cream color variation, 
released in January 

DW-8250Y-9T 
" Man In Yello w" 
modeled from Frogman 
series, featuring a frog 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in March 

GT-003TH-7AT 
White variation of 
G'MIX Digital Tune , 
with a unique oval dial, 
released in November 

GT-OOOAB-2 
G-COOL designed by 
Annelies Braeckman, 
color v ariat i on , 
released in November 

DW-8800AJ-8T 
A.D.M.A. official watch, 
with A .D .M.A . logo 
engraved on both the 
case back and the band, 
released in January 

AW-570Y-9T 
" Man In Yel l o w" 
mode l ed from 
Gaussman series, with 
a LCD display, released 
in March 

GT-003TH-7BT 
Golden variation of 
G'MIX Digital Tune , 
released in November 

GT-OOOAB-7 
G-COOL designed by 
Annelies Braeckman, full
with a variation, equipped 
with drilled band, released 
ln November 
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GT-002C-1 

1 

A G-SHOCK featuring 
impressi ve polygon 
glass, released in 
January 

DW-8400Y-9T 
" Man In Ye l low " 
modeled from Mudman 
series, featuring a mole 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in March 

GT-003TH-8AT 
Sil ver variation of 
G' MIX Digital Tune , 
released in November 

1998 
Keep advancing 
towards a colorful 
variety 
Raysman , the first series 
equipped with Tough Solar 
system was created , no 
more frequent battery 
change. Gulfman was 
created in an excellent 
magnetism - resistant 
structure as an analogue 
watch affected to magnetic 
fields. The "Men in Black" 
family was enriched with 
yellow and smoke colors, 
driving G-SH0CK fashion to 
its peak. 

DW-004BD-9T 
Brown and w hite 
variation of the X-treme 
series , released i n 
January 

DW-9300J-1 
Raysman series , the 
first G-SHOCK 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in March 

DW-8600KJ-2T 
The 7th International 
Do lph in and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative model, 
featuring a blue whale 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in March 

GT-003TH-8BT 
Black variation of 
G 'MIX Digita l Tune, 
released in November 

DW-0048D-2T 
Terje Haakonsen (the 
most talented snowboard 
athlete in history) model 
of the X-treme series, 
released in January 

DW-8800AJ-2AT 
A.D.M.A. (Alaska Dog 
Mushers' Association) 
official watch, released 
in January 

DW-9300J-9 
Color v ariation of 
Raysman , the first 
G-SHOCK equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in March 

DW-8600KJ-7T 
The 7th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorati v e 
limited model, featuring 
a white logo " G ", 
released in March 

GT-OOOAB-1 
G-COOL designed by 
Annel ies Braeckman, 
released in November 

DW-004BD-3T 
Terje Haakonsen model 
of the X-treme series, 
green variation , 
released in January 

DW-8800AJ-2BT 
Musher model dressed 
in pearl white and with 
a blue band, released 
in January 

DW-91 OOY J-9T 
"Man In Yellow" 
modeled from Riseman 
series employing 
parachute materials, 
released in March 

DW-8600KJ-8T 
Grey variation of the 
7th International 
Do lph in and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorati v e 
limited model, released 
in March 
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DW-9200K-2AT 
The 7th International Dolphin 
and Whale Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model , the 4th generation, 
aqua blue , released in 
March 

MRG-200TZ-2 
The second generation 
" Jazz Color" MR-G 
emphasizing the 
mature and masculine 
qualities, released in 
March 

GT-003PF-7BT 
The official watch of 
Pizzicato Five modeled 
from G-COOL, blue 
variation , released in 
March 

DW-004XS-1T 
The black color 
variation of the 98 
summer edition 
X-treme, released in 
April 

MRG-200-7 
This MR-G features a 
streamline design , 
released in April 
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DW-9200K-2BT DW-9200K-4T DW-9200K-7T DW-9200K-8T 
The 7th International Dolphin The 7th International Dolphin The 7th International Dolphin "Dolphin and Whale" 
and Whale Conference and Whale Conference and Whale Conference model originated from 
Commemorative limited 
model, the 4th generation, 
released in March 

MRG-200TZ-5 
The 98 edition "Jazz 
Color" MR-G, dressed 
in impressive golden 
color, released in 
March 

GT-003PF-7CT 
The official watch of 
Pizzicato Five modeled 
from G-COOL, orange 
variation, released in 
March 

DW-004XS-2T 
The 98 summer edition 
X-treme, equipped with 
a water-resistant thin 
band, released in April 

GT-003B1S-TT 
A collaborative model 
with the art group 
B.I.S., released in April 

Commemorative limited Commemorati ve limited 9200 , right whale 
model, red variation, released model, killer whale theme, theme , released in 
in March 

MRG-210TZ-3 
The green variation of 
the 98 edition "Jazz 
Color" MR-G, released 
in March 

DW-9500XS-2T 
The 98 edition of X-treme 
series, equipped with a 
sensor for atmospheric 
and water temperatures, 
released in April 

DW-004XS-1T 
The red color variation 
of the 98 summer 
edit ion X-treme , 
released in April 

DW-9350J-1T 
Designed with the 
theme of sailing yacht 
race, Raysman series 
is equipped with 
altitude measurement 
function , released in 
May 

released in March 

MRG-210TZ-6 
This dark purple 
variation of MR-G 
features an inlayed and 
stamped band buckle, 
released in March 

DW-9500XS-3T 
The X-treme series in 
an all-new case, green 
variation , released in 
April 

DW-004XS-9T 
The yellow transparent 
variation of the 98 
summer edition 
X-treme, released in 
April 

DW-9350J-8T 
Designed for sailing 
yacht race in the 
Mediterranean , 
Raysman series is 
equipped with altitude 
measurement function, 
white variation, 
released in May 

March 

GT-003PF-2T 
The official watch of 
Pizzicato Five, modeled 
from G-COOL, released 
in March 

DW-9500XS-4T 
The orange variation of 
the X-treme series , 
equipped with a sensor 
for atmospheric and 
water temperatures, 
released in April 

MRG-200TBN-9 
The collaborative MR-G 
model with New York 
Jazz Club "Knitting 
Factory" , titanium 
construction, released in 
April 

DW-9350J-9T 
Yellow variation of the 
Mediterranean sailing 
yacht race model , 
or i ginated from 
Raysman , released in 
May 

DW-9200K-9AT 
The logo of "Dolphin 
and Whale Conference" 
is engraved on the 
case back of this 
model, released in 
March 

GT-003PF-4T 
The official watch of 
Pizzicato Five modeled 
from G-COOL, red 
band variation , 
released in March 

DW-9500XS-7T 
The X-treme series 
G-SHOCK, with arc 
designs of the face and 
band allowing quicker 
drying of sweat and 
water, released in April 

MRG-200T-1 
This MR-G features a 
streamline design and 
so Ii d titanium 
construction, released 
in April 

DW-6900WF-1T 
The official watch for 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, 
released in May 

DW-9200K-9BT 
"Dolphin and Whale 
Conference " model 
adorned with golden 
elements, re leased in 
March 

GT-003PF-7AT 
The official watch of 
Pizzicato Five modeled 
from G-COOL, white 
band var i ation , 
released in March 

DW-9500XS-BT 
A color variation of the 
X-treme series , 
featuring surfing timer 
and auto EL backlight, 
released in April 

MRG-2001-8 
Full-metal MR-G crafted 
with newly developed 
forming technologies to 
bring more comfortable 
wearing experience , 
released in April 

DW-6900WF-2T 
The official watch for 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, 
blue transparent 
variation , released in 
May 



DW·6900WF-4T 
The official watch for 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, 
red transparent 
variation , released in 
May 

MRG-120WF-1AT 
FIFA World Cup 
commemorative MR-G, 
analogue variation built 
in titanium construction, 
released in May 

DW-004ASJ-2T 
The commemorative model 
for the "Triple Crown " 
tournament, namely the 
Hawaiian Pro, World Cup 
and Pipeline Masters , 
released in June 

0 

0 

DW-8201WC-8T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
modeled from 
Frogman, with a black 
logo on the transparent 
bezel, released in June 

DW-9600WC-9T 
W.C.C.S. model, yellow 
transparent variat ion, 
released in June 

DW-6900WF-7T 
The official watch for 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, 
white transparent 
variation , released in 
May 

DW-9500SR-2T 
The 4th generation 
official watch for the 
Surf Rider Foundation 
(S .R.F.), released in 
May 

DW-004ASJ-7T 
The commemorative model 
for the "Tr iple Crown " 
tournament, namely the 
Hawaiian Pro, World Cup 
and Pipeline Masters, white 
variation, released in June 

0 

DW-8201WC-9T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
modeled from 
Frogman, with a golden 
logo on the transparent 
bezel, released in June 

MRG-130T-1A 
The first analogue/ 
digital hybrid MR-G in 
titanium construction, 
equipped with dual 
time zone function, 
released in June 

DW-6900WF-8T 
The official watch for 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, 
grey transparent 
variation , released in 
May 
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DW-9500SR-3T 
The 4th generation 
official watch for the 
Surf Rider Foundation 
(S.R.F.). green variation, 
released in May 

DW-004ASJ-8AT 
The commemorative model 
for the "Triple Crown " 
tournament , namely the 
Hawaiian Pro, World Cup 
and Pipeline Masters, grey 
variation, released in June 

DW-9600WC-2T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
with a blue transparent 
appearance, released 
in June 

MRG-130T-8A 
MR-G with a streamline 
profile, released in 
June 

G-WCUP98 
The limited edition trio commemorating 
the 98 FIFA World Cup, released in May 
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DW-9500SR-4T 
The 4th generation 
official watch for the 
Surf Rider Foundation 
(S.R.F.), orange variation, 
released in May 

DW-004ASJ-8BT 
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DW-9500SR-8T 
The grey variation of the 
S.R.F. model, partial sales 
revenue was donated to 
support the efforts on ocean 
environment protection, 
released in May 

DW-004ASJ-9T 
The commemorative model 
for the " Triple Crown " 
tournament , namely the 
Hawaiian Pro, World Cup 
and Pipeline Masters, pearl 
variation, released in June 

The "Triple Crown " 
tawny variation, 
released in June 

DW-9600WC-3AT 
W.C.C.S. model, with 
graph of three manta 
rays on EL backlight, 
released in June 

MRG-130-lA 
The first analogue/ 
digital hybrid MR-G, 
released in June 

DW-9600WC-3BT 
W . C.C.S . model 
dressed in fresh 
transparent green, 
released in June 

GT-004LJ-7 
The second generation 
G-COOL, setting new 
fashion standard with 
its attractions, released 
in June 
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DW-9500SR-9T 
The official watch for 
the Surf Rider 
Foundation (S.R.F.). 
released in May 

0 

DW-8201WC-2T 
The second generation 
official watch for W.C.C.S. 
(World Coral-reef 
Conservation Society), with 
a blue logo, released in 
June 

DW-9600WC-7T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
with a white transparent 
appearance and graph 
of flying fish on EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

GT-004BJ-:I 
The refreshing 98 
edition G-COOL , 
dressed in black , 
released in June 

MRG-100WF-7T 
The official 98 FIFA World 
Cup commemorative 
watch modeled from MA
G, titanium construction, 
released in May 

DW-9350MSJ-2T 
Designed under the 
concept of Malta 
Island, the start point 
of the Mediterranean 
sailing race, released in 
June 

DW-8201WC-7T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
modeled from 
Frogman, with a white 
logo on the transparent 
bezel, released in June 

DW-9600WC-8T 
Official W.C.C.S. watch 
with a grey transparent 
appearance and graph 
of flying fish on EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

GT-004BJ-7 
Formed by delicate 
curves and a spherical 
face, the uniqueness of 
G-COOL is fully 
expressed, released in 
June 
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GT-006CJ-1 GT-006CJ-7 GT-006BJ-1 GT-0068J-7 GT-0068J-8 GT-0078-5 GT-0078-7 
Square face G-COOL, Square face G-COOL, The black variation of the The white variation of The grey variation of G-COOL mod el, The white variation of 
featuring a metal band, featuring a synthetic polygon G-COOL , the polygon G-COOL, the polygon G-COOL, featuring a polygon- the 98 edition G-COOL, 
released in June leather band, released featuring an automatic EL aggressiveness capable of recording shaped windshield and born in the fashion 

in June backlight that activates emphasized in the bold up to 100 telephone a black synthetic band, show and released in 
with a slight tilt of the glass cutting, released numbers, released in released in June June 
wrist, released in June in June June 

GT-007-1 GHl08CJ-1 GT-008W-7 GT-0088J-1 GT-0048J-8 GT-0058-2 GT-0058-2 
The popular G-COOL The G-COOL oval The white variation of The black variation of The round face A color variation of the The white variation of 
dressed in brown and model, featuring a G-COOL oval model, G-COOL oval model, G-COOL, mounted round face G-COOL, the fashionable round 
black, released in June mirror-polished simultaneously released with a textile and with database function, equipped with a face G-COOL, released 

stainless steel bezel, with the square face synthetic leather band, released in June synthetic leather band, in June 
released in June model in June released in June released in June 

GT-005-1 GT-0098-2 GT-0098-2 GT-009-1 GT-0088J-7 GT-0088J-8 GT-004S-3T 
A unique dark color The black variation of The white variation of The grey variation of The grey variation of The classic brown The shinny summer 
variation of G-COOL, the oval digi t al the ova I dig it a I the oval G-COOL , the oval G-COOL , variation of the oval edition of G-COOL, 
bringing the feeling of G-COOL, equipped G-COOL, released in equipped with equipped with G-COOL, released in dressed in green , 
soundness, released in with a synthetic leather June f lashlight function , database function , June released in June 
June band, released in June released in June released in June 

GT-004S-4T GT-006S-2T GT-006S-9T GT-008S-2T GT-008S-3T DW-9550HB-2T DW-9550HB-4T 
The shinny summer The shinny summer The shinny summer The shinny summer The shinny summer The second generation The G ' MIX Groove 
edition of G-COOL, edition of G-COOL, edition of polygon edition of o Va I edition of o Va I G'MIX Groove Tune Tune series, equipped 
dressed in orange , dressed in blue , G-COOL, dressed in G-COOL, dressed in G-COOL, dressed in series designed with with a texti le band, 
released in June released in June golden, released in blue, released in June green, released in June the theme of Hlp-hop released in July 

June culture, released in July 
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DW-9550HB-9T DW-9550HV-1T DW-9550HV-2T DW-9550HV-5T DW-9550RX-5T DW-9550RX-9T DW-95508N-1T 
The 98 summer edition The 98 summer edition The second generation The G ' MIX Groove The "Xaymaca" series The third generation The " Brazilian Mix" 
G'MIX Groove Tune , G'MIX Groove Tune , G'MIX, New York style, Tune , with brown as designed with the "Xaymaca", dressed in model, designed with 
yellow variation , b I ack variation, released in July the theme color , theme and color of the the colors of the the theme of Brazil , 
released in July released in July released in July mother land, released in mother land, released released in July 

July in July .. 
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DW-9550BN-2T 
A color variation of the 
"Brazilian Mix" model, 
with pronounced 
green, released in July 

AW-500NS-8ET 
A variation of the 
official P.S.C. model, 
featuring an eye-
catching minute hand 
on its silver dial , 
released in July 

DW-004E-2CT 
The " Ethno G " 
designed with the color 
and patterns that 
reminds India and 
Nepal, released in 
August 

GT-004TM-7T 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
featuring a square face, 
released In August 

GT-D03LT-8AT 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
model, green variation, 
released in August 

DW-9550BN-5T 
The brown variation of 
the "Brazilian Mix " 
model, released in July 

DW-93D0GA-4T 
The official watch for 
"Guardian Angels", an 
international non-profit 
organization, released 
in July 

DW-004E-5AT 
The African variation of 
the "Ethno G", with the 
graph of a throwing 
knife on EL backlight, 
released in August 

GT-006TM-7BT 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
with a verse printed on 
the band, released in 
August 

GT-003LT-8BT 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
model, brown and 
golden variation, 
released in August 
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AW-500NS-2ET 
A model developed for the 
Polar Science Center 
(P.S.C.), an organization 
dedicated to the polar nature 
studies and preservat ion, 
released in July 

DW-004E-1AT 
The model of "Ethno 
G", with strong ethnic 
flavors , released in 
August 

DW-004E-6DT 
The blue variation of 
"Ethno G", designed 
with the theme of the 
fusion between ethnic 
cultures and technology, 
released in August 

GT-D08TM-2T 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
released in August 

GT-003CT-4T 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
model , featuring a 
transparent gradient 
color band, released in 
August 

AW-500NS-3ET 
The official watch for 
P.S.C., featuring a whale 
graph on EL backlight, 
released in July 

DW-004E-1CT 
The black variation of 
"Eth no G", designed 
with the theme of the 
fusion between ethnic 
cultures and technology, 
released in August 

GT-004TM-7T 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
a London-based 
design collective, 
released in August 

GT-D08TM-4T 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
orange variation, 
released In August 

GT-003CT-6T 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
LCD model, featuring a 
transparent gradient 
purple band , released 
in August 
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AW-500NS-7E1T 
The official watch for 
P.S.C., featuring a polar 
bear graph on EL 
backlight, released in 
July 

DW-004E-2BT 
The blue variation of 
"Ethno G", designed 
with the theme of the 
fusion between ethnic 
cultures and technology, 
released in August 

GT-004TM-8T 
The silver variation of 
G-COOL, designed by 
Tomato, released in 
August 

GT-D08TM-5T 
A collaborative 
G-COOL with Tomato, 
featuring a light-on-
dark LCD, released in 
August 

AW-571-lA 
The "Gaussman" 
model built in an anti-
magnetism and mud-
resistant structure , 
released in August 

AW-500NS-7E1T 
A color variation of 
the official watch for 
P.S.C. , an organization 
advocating environment 
protection, released in 
July 

DW-004E-2CT 
The " Ethno G" 
designed with 
Japanese ethnic 
patterns such as 
dragon and grasses, 
released in August 

GT-D05TM-1T 
The reverse LCD 
variation of G-COOL, 
designed by Tomato, 
released in August 

GT-003LT-1T 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
model, featuring a 
metal bezel and leather 
band , released in 
August 

AW-571-9A 
The yellow variation 
of the analogue 
"Gaussman" model, 
released in August 
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AW-500NS-7E3T 
A variation of the P.S.C. 
model, on EL backlight 
featuring the graph of a 
walrus, a near-extinction 
animal, released in July 

DW-004E-3BT 
The " Eth no G ", 
designed with the Inca 
geometrical patterns, 
released in August 

GT-ll06TM-1T 
A color variation of 
Tomato designed 
G-COOL, dressed in 
black and white, 
released in August 

GT-003LT-2T 
A "G'MIX Groove Tune" 
model, featuring a 
band dressed in 
metallic blue, released 
in August 

DW-91DOMS-8T 
A "Riseman" model 
designed with the theme 
of "Smoke", featuring a 
graph of frigate bird on 
EL backlight, released in 
September 
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DW-8600MS-8T 
A "Fisherman" model 
designed with the theme 
of "Smoke", featuring a 
graph of turtle on EL 
backlight, released in 
September 

DWX-100-2T 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series, blue and white 
variation, released in 
October 

MRG-1001T-2 
A pure-blood sail yacht 
race watch , MR-G 
Tactician series , 
released in October 

DW-8200BM-1T 
The second generation 
"Man In Black" modeled 
from the digital "Frogman", 
featuring a graph of frog 
on EL backlight, released 
in November 

LOV98B-2 

DW-9300MS-8T 
A " Raysman " model 
designed with the 
theme of " Smoke " , 
featuring a graph of bat 
on EL backlight, 
released in September 

DWX-100-3T 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series, green and white 
variation , released in 
October 

GS-100-1A 
The first generation 
GIEZ, designed for 
elegant and mature 
men, digital variation, 
featuring a silver bezel, 
released in October 

AW-571BM-1T 
The second generation "Man 
In Black" modeled from the 
digital " Gaussman ", 
featuring a graph of echidna 
on EL backllght, released in 
November 

The third generation " Lover 's 
Collection ", with a graph of 
Pegasus of the Greek myth on 
the EL backlight, released in 
November 
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DW-8200MS-8T 
A "Frogman " model 
designed with the 
theme of "Smoke" , 
featuring a graph of 
frog on EL backlight, 
released in September 

' 
DWX-100-4AT 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series, red and white 
variation, released in 
October 

GS-1000-1A 
The first generation 
GIEZ. designed for 
elegant and mature 
men, digital variation , 
featuring a black bezel, 
released in October 

DW-8600BM-1T 

AW-570MS-8T 
A "Gaussman" model 
designed with the theme 
of "Smoke", featuring a 
graph of echidna on EL 
backlight, released in 
September 

DWX-100-4BT 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series, grey and orange 
variation , released in 
October 

GS-100G-9A 
The first generat ion 
GIEZ , designed for 
elegant and mature 
men, digital variation, 
featuring a golden 
bezel , released in 
October 

DW-8400BM-1T 

DWX-101-H 
The w inter limited 
edition "G-lide" of the 
X-treme series , 
released in October 

' 
DWX-100-ST 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series, grey and white 
variation , released in 
October 

GS-100-1B 
The first generation 
GIEZ , designed for 
elegant and mature 
men, digital variation, 
featuring a silver bezel 
and black logo , 
released in October 

LOV98A-1 

DWX-101-2T 
The winter edition 
"G-lide" of the X-treme 
series, blue variation, 
released in October 

DWX-100-9AT 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series , cream and 
white v ariation, 
released in October 

DW-9300BM-1T 
The second generation 
"Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
digital " Ra ysman" , 
featuring a graph of bat 
on EL backlight , 
released in November 

The second generation The second generation The third generation "Lover's 
" Man In Black" modeled "Man In Black" modeled Collection", five pairs of new 
from the digital "Fisherman", from the digital "Mudman", models were released in 
featuring a graph of turtle featuring a graph of mole 1998, released in November 
on EL backlight, released in on EL backlight, released 
November 

LOV98A-2 
The white variation of 
the third generation 
"Lover 's Collection " , 
paired up w ith BG , 
released in November 

in November 

LOV98B-2 
The black variat ion of 
the third generation 
" Lover 's Collection ", 
paired up with BG , 
released in November 

LOV98B-3 
The black variation of the 
third generation "Lover 's 
Collection" , featuring a 
graph of dragon on EL 
backlight, paired up with 
BG , released i n 
November 

DW-9500HH-2T 
The " G' MIX Groo ve 
Tune " mounted with 
the BPM (Beat Per 
Minute) measurement 
function, released in 
November 

DWX-101-2T 
The winter edition 
"G-lide", featuring an 
eye-catching yellow on 
the dual color band , 
released in October 

DWX-100-9BT 
The "G-lide" of X-treme 
series , bright yellow 
variation, released in 
October 

DW-91 OOBM-1T 
The second generation 
" Man In Black " 
modeled from the 
digital " Riseman" , 
featuring a graph of bat 
on EL backlight , 
released in November 

DW-9500HH-4T 
The red v ariation 
G'MIX, designed with 
the theme of Hip-hop 
culture, released in 
November 



DW-9500HH-9T 
The desert color 
variation G ' MIX, 
designed with the 
theme of Hip-hop 
culture, released in 
November 

DW-9500RL-5T 
"Tribal Fist", with Hipo 
symbolic script 
engraved on the case 
back, released in 
November 

MRG-121T-1A 
The popular three
pointer MR-G built in 
solid titanium 
construction, featuring 
a red minute hand , 
released in November 

GS-5006-98 
The new GIEZ series, 
with a golden bezel 
and red hour hand, 
released in November 

GT-007M-TI 
The "Cool Britannia" 
series of G-COOL, 
white variation, 
released in November 

DWM-100-H 
A variation of the 
"G'MIX Groove Tune", 
featuring a light-on-
dark reverse LCD, 
released in November 

DW-9500RL-9T 
"Tribal Fist" dark brown 
variation, inspiring the 
feeling of the great 
nature, released in 
November 

MRG-121T-8A 
The three - pointer 
analogue MR-G , 
featuring a yellow 
minute hand, released 
in November 

GS-500D-1A 
The new GIEZ series, 
with a black bezel and 
red hour hand, released 
in November 

GT-001P-1T 
The " Cool Britannia" 
series of G-COOL, 
black v ariation, 
released in November 

DWM-100-2T 
The reverse LCD 
"G'MIX Groove Tune", 
blue variation, released 
in November 

MRG-1000T-1 
The "Tactician", a pure
blood sail yacht race 
watch built in titanium 
construction, released 
in November 

MRG-121-SA 
The three-pointer 
analogue MR-G , 
featuring a silver dial 
with EL backlight , 
released in November 

GS-500D-18 
The new GIEZ series, 
with a black bezel and 
red second hand , 
released in November 

GT-001P-TI 
The "Cool Britannia" 
series of G-COOL , 
white variation with 
reverse LCD, released 
in November 

DWM-100-TI 
The reverse LCD 
"G'MIX Groove Tune", 
silver variation, 
released in November 

I 

MRG-130TGR-7A 
The " Polo " themed 
MR-G , built in 
collaboration with 
Rutland Polo Club, 
titanium construction, 
released in November 

GS-500-1A 
The new GIEZ series, 
with a silver bezel and 
yellow second hand, 
released in November 

1999 
G-SHDCK now comes 
with electronic 
compass and pulse 
sensor 
Wademan series, equipped 
with an electronic compass 
with 1 ° precision; Gulf man 
series, equipped with Triple 
Sensor, including a pulse 
sensor; and the official 
snowboard championship 
models took G-SH0CK into 
every field and made it a 
public acknowledgement 
among people. 

DW-9500RL-1T 
"Tribal Fist" , designed 
with the theme of Hopi 
people (native Americans 
dwelling in Indian tribes 
on the south side of 
Arizona) , released in 
November 

MRG-130TGR-3A 
The "Polo" themed MR
G, built in collaboration 
with Rutland Polo Club, 
released in November 

GS-500-18 
The new GIEZ series, 
with a silver bezel and 
red hour hand, released 
in November 

DW-5600VT-1T 
The first generation 
" Fairy 's Charm ", 
developed as a gift 
between lovers, 
released in January 

DW-9500RL-4T 
"Tribal Fist" designed 
with the theme of 
Native American, red 
band variation, 
released in November 
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MRG-1000T-8 
The " Tactician" , 
equipped with tidal 
graph, released in 
November 

MRG-220TGR-1 
The "Polo" themed 
MR-G , built in 
collaboration with 
Rutland Polo Club , 
LCD model, released in 
November 

GT-003M-2T 
The "Cool Britannia" 
series designed in 
British Mods style , 
released in November 

DW-5600VT-TI 
The first generation 
" Fairy 's Charm ", 
transparent variation , 
released in January 

DW-9500RL-5T 
"Tribal Fist" brown 
band variation , 
inspiring the feeling of 
dignity and prudence, 
released in November 

MRG-1000-7 
The " Tactician" 
developed under the 
advice of top sailors, 
released in November 

GS-500G-9A 
GIEZ series , the 
titanium alloy band 
inspires the feeling of 
top grade, released in 
November 

GT-003M-3T 
The "Cool Britannia" 
series of G-COOL, dark 
green variation, 
released in November 

DW-5600VT-9T 
The first generation 
"Fairy's Charm" yellow 
variation , equipped 
with a face protector, 
released in January 
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DW-91008D-H 
The " G•lide " of the 
X-treme series, black 
and grey variation , 
released in January 

GS-500Bl-5BT 
The blues music 
themed GIEZ series, 
gre y transparent 
variation, released in 
February 

MRG-121TS-3A 
The M R-G commemorating 
the anniversary of the Jazz 
music magazine Straight 
No Chaser, released in 
February 

DW-9700K-7T 
The 8th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model, silver variation, 
released in March 

DW-9000K-9T 
The 8th International Dolphin 
and Whale Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model, embellished with a 
golden logo and inscription, 
released in March 
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DW-91008D-21 
The "G-lide" of the 
X-treme series, white 
and blue variation , 
released in January 

AW-500D-2ET 
The blue dial variation 
of the "Galapagos" 
collaborative model , 
originated from AW-500, 
released ln February 

DW-9700K-9T 
The 8th International Dolphin 
and Whale Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model, featuring a golden 
logo on EL backlight button, 
released in March 

DW-5600EGP-9T 
The 1999 deluxe 
edition sold with a 
matching fountain pen, 
released in March 

DW-91 OOBD-4T 
The " G-lide" of the 
X-treme series, black 
and purple variation, 
released in January 

AW-500D-4ET 
The red variation of the 
" Galapagos ", a 
collaborative model with 
Charles Darwin Research 
Station (CDRS), released 
in February 

DW-91 OOBD-8AT 
The "G-lide" of the 
X-treme series, white 
variation , released in 
January 

AW-500D-3ET 
The green variation of 
the "Galapagos " 
collaborative model , 
released in February 

DW-91 OOBD-8BT 
The " G-lide" of the 
X-treme series, semi-
transparent variation, 
released in January 

AW-500D-9E1 T 
The yellow dial 
variation of the 
" Galapagos " 
collaborative model , 
released in February 

GS-500MG-4BT 
The GIEZ series, 
designed with the 
theme of blues music 
and street culture , 
released in January 

AW-500D-9E2T 
A variation of the 
" Galapagos " 
collaborative model , 
fully dressed in bright 
yellow, released in 
February 

GS-500BL-1BT 
The blues music 
themed GIEZ series, 
black transparent 
variation, released in 
February 

AW-9350DJ-2T 
A " Galapagos " 
collaborative model , 
modeled from the 
"Raysman", released in 
February 

AW-571 E-4A3T AW-571 E-4A2T AW-571E-4A1T DW-9700K-1T DW-9700K-2T 
The official watch for The official watch for The official watch for The 8th International Dolphin The 8th International Dolphin 
Wor Id Endure World Enduro World Endure and Whale Conference and Whale Conference 
Championship , Championship , Championship, black Commemorative model , Commemorative limited 
released in March released in March variation , released in equipped with Tough Solar model, featuring a blue logo 

DW-9000K-2AT 
The 8th International 
Dolph i n and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model, featuring a light 
blue dial, released in March 

DW-002BPJ-1T 
A variation of the 1999 
deluxe edition, with the 
numerals of "1999" on 
EL backlight, released 
in March 

March power system, released in on EL backlight button, 

DW-9000K-2BT 
The 8th International 
Dolphin and Whale 
Conference 
Commemorative limited 
model, a color variation, 
released in March 

DW-003P-1T 
A variation of the 1999 
deluxe edition , 
featuring a golden LCD 
and logo, released in 
March 

March released in March 

DW-9000K-3T 
The 5th generation 
"Dolphin and Whale" 
model, featuring a 
graph of whale on the 
EL backlight, released 
in March 

DW-003BP-1 T 
A variation of the 1999 
deluxe edition, 
featuring a standard 
LCD and red logo, 
released in March 

DW-9000K-7T DW-9000K-8T 
The 8th International The 8th International 
Dolphin and Whale Dolphin and Whale 
Conference Conference 
Commemorative limited Commemorative limited 
model, grey dial variation, model, equipped with 
released in March functions such as moon age 

DW-8700P-1T 
The 1999 deluxe 
edition modeled from 
DW-8700 , standard 
LCD, released in March 

display, released in March 

DW-8700GP-1T 
The 1999 deluxe 
edition modeled from 
DW-8700, golden LCD, 
released in March 



MRG-1001 V-4A 
MR-G model developed 
to support America 's 
Cup sail yac ht race , 
released in March 

DWX-110·2BT 
The limited edition 
"G-lide" of the X-treme 
series, blue variation, 
featuring tide graph 
display function , 
released in April 

DWX-110-ST 
The yellow var iat ion 
"G-lide" of the X-treme 
series, released in April 

DWX-110PS-2T 
The "Triple Crown", 
modeled from the 
" G-lide " of the 
" X-treme " s er ies , 
released in May 

DW-8250YIJ-9T 
The yellow variation of 
99 edition "Frogman" 
series, released in May 

GS-1 DDEC-1T 
A limited model bearing 
the s ignature of the 
renowned musician 
Eric Patrick Clapton , 
released in April 

DWX-110-4T 
A color variation 
"G-lide" of the X-treme 
series, designed under 
the concept of "wave", 
released in April 

MRG-130TC-4A 
The offic i al 
commemorative watch 
of " Copper State 
1000", released in April 

DWX-11DPS-2T 
The 99 edition "Triple 
Crown ", blue and 
yellow variation , 
released in May 

DW-9900WC-1T 
The white transparent 
variation of 99 edition 
W.C.C.S. (World Coral
reef Conservation 
Society ) model , 
released in June 

DW-9800J-1A 
The "Wademan" series, 
featuring a rotatable 
bezel and bear i ng 
detection function , 
released in April 

DWX-110-4T 
The " G- lide" of the 
X-treme series , red 
variat ion, released in 
April 

MRG-122T-2A 
This MR-G model 
featuring a deep blue 
and "Kyokko" finished 
dial , equipped w ith 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in May 

DWX· 11 OUS· 7BT 
A model dedicated to 
the Hawaiian Lifeguard 
Association, released 
in May 

DW·99DDWC-2T 
The 99 edition W. 
C.C.S. model, featuring 
a blue dial, released in 
June 

DW-9800J-1B 
The yellow variation of 
the "Wademan" series, 
mounted with bearing 
detection function, 
released in April 
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DWX-110-5T 
The brown variation 
"G-lide" of the X-treme 
series, released in April 

DW-9700-1 
The red variation of the 
" Gulfman " series , 
featur ing a titanium 
alloy case and Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in May 

DW·B2DDBU-9AT 
The 99 edition 
"Frogman" series, with 
numerals "99 '" on both 
the band and the EL 
backlight, released in 
May 

DW•99DDWC-5T 
The 99 edition W. 
C.C.S. model, featuring 
a brown dial, released 
in June 

DW-9900-8 
The third generation 
" Frogman ", more 
compact yet equipped 
with more functions , 
released in April 

DWX-110-7T 
The white transparent 
variation "G-lide" of the 
X - treme series , 
inspiring the feeling of 
summer, released in 
April 

DW-9700-9 
The golden LCD 
var i ation of the 
" Gulfman " series , 
featuring a titanium 
alloy case, released in 
May 

DW-82DDZU-1T 
The black variation of 
99 edition "Frogman" 
series , featuring a 
black logo, released in 
May 

DW-99DDWC-7T 
The 99 edition W. 
C.C.S. model, featuring 
a white logo, released 
in June 

DW-9900-1A DW-9900•18 
The "Frogman" series, The yellow variation of 
equipped automatic EL the th ird generation 
backlight, featuring a " Frogman ", thinner, 
red logo , released in released in April 
April 
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DWX·110-BAT DWX-110-SBT 
The grey transparent The cool metallic color 
variation "G-lide" of the variation "G-lide" of the 
X-treme series , a X - treme series , 
statement of unique released in April 
personality, released in 
April 

DW-98008J-1 DWX-11DPS-1T 
The "Wademan" of the The off i c i a I 
"Master of G" series, commemorative model 
equipped with bearing for "Triple Crown" honor 
detection funct ion , in the 1999 Surfing 
released in May G-SHOCK World Cup, 

released in May 

DW-82DDBMU-1T DW-82DOMSU-8T 
The black variation of The grey transparent 
99 edition "Frogman" variation of 99 edition 
series , featuring a " Frogman " series , 
golden logo on the released in May 
titanium case, released 
in May 

DW-9901WC-9T DWM-1DDWC-2T 
The 99 edition W.C.C.S. The 99 ed~ion W.C.C.S. 
model , featuring a model, blue variation , 
golden logo, released in released in June 
June 
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DWM-1 OOWC-3T 
The green variation of 
the 99 edition W.C.C.S. 
model, equipped with 
tide graph d ispla y 
function , released in 
June 

DWX-1 OOP-4AT 
The red variation of the 
asymmetrical model , 
featuring automatic EL 
backlight that activates 
with a slight t ilt of the 
wrist, released in June 

GS-121TEC-1A 
A limited model bearing 
the signature of the 
renowned G-SHOCK 
fan , Eric Patrick 
Clapton , released in 
June 

DW-003US-2T 
Full of American street 
coolness , featuring a 
light-on-dark reverse 
LCD, released In July 

MRG-1200T-1A 
The "Revman" series, 
MR- G designed for 
motor sports, released 
in July 
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DWM-100WC-6T 
The purple variation of 
the 99 edition W.C.C.S. 
model , featuring a 
graph of manta ray on 
the EL backlight , 
released in June 

DWX-1 OOP-4BT 
The grey and orange 
variation of the 
asymmetrical model , 
built to withstand low 
temperature up to 
-20°C, released in June 

DW-069US-2T 
Designed with the 
theme of American 
street cultures , 
featuring a yellow EL 
light, released in July 

DW-003USB-3T 
The green variation of 
the American street 
culture series, featuring 
a dragon embroidered 
on the band, released 
in July 

MRG-1200T-1A 
The blue variation 
"Revman", released in 
July 

DWX-101P-1T 
The first G-SHOCK 
line-up equipped with 
a tri-folding buckle 
band, released in June 

DWX-100P-8T 
The grey variation of 
the asymmetrical 
model , with functions 
such as automatic EL 
backlight, stopwatch 
and hourly time signal, 
released in June 

DW-056US-8T 
Also kno w n as the 
"Slap" model, developed 
in collaboration with 
SLAP , an American 
skateboard magazine , 
released in July 

DW-003USB-8T 
The American street 
culture series, featuring 
a blue dragon on the 
band , released in July 

DW-9700UL-9T 
The official commemorative 
model of U.S.L.A. (United 
States Lifesaving 
Association) 1999 National 
Lifeguard Championship, 
released in July 

DWX-101P-2T 
The blue variation of 
the total ele v en 
asymmetrical models 
released in 99, released 
in June 

DWX-1 OOP-SBT 
The grey variation of 
the as y mmetrical 
model , adorned with 
orange elements , 
released in June 

DW-056USV-1T 
The "Slap", modeled 
from the original square 
face G-SHOCK, with a 
' G ' -shaped dragon 
embroidered on the 
band, released in July 

DW-9800AR-3T 
A model dedicated to 
the American rescuing 
organizat ion A.R.T.I. 
(American Res c ue 
Team International). 
released in July 

DWX-101 P-9T 
The yellow variation of 
the asymmetrical model, 
complimentary band 
with fire pattern included 
for replacement , 
released in June 

DWX-100P-9AT 
The golden variation of 
the asymmetrical 
model, released in 
June 

DW-056USV-5T 
The brown variation 
"Slap" model , with a 
' G ' -shaped dragon 
embroidered on the 
band, released in July 

DW-002US-5T 
The brown variation of 
the American street 
culture series, featuring 
a dragon embroidered 
on the band, released 
in July 

DW-9900MD-2T 
A model dedicated to 
the expert di vi ng 
group , Mad Dog 
Expeditions, released 
in July 

DWX-100P-2T 
The as y mmetrical 
model, featuring a 
bright blue on white 
base appearance , 
released in June 

DWX-100P-9BT 
The bright y ellow 
variation of the 
asymmetrical model, 
released in June with a 
complimentary band 
for replacement 

DW-069USV-1T 
Designed with the 
theme of Amer ican 
street cultures , 
featuring a dragon 
embroidered on the 
band, released in July 

DW-002USB-1T 
The American street 
culture series, featuring 
a brown dragon graph 
on the band. released 
in July 

DWM-1 OORX-3AT 
The 4th generation 
Xa y maca model , 
equ ipped with BPM 
measurement function, 
released in July 

DWX-100P-3T 
The green variation of 
the asymmetrical 
model, complimentary 
replacement bands 
offered in v arious 
styles, released in June 

MRG-1100-2 
The only MR-G version 
"Frogman" ever made, 
featuring ISO compliant 
200-meter water
resistant function , 
released in June 

DW-069USV-3T 
Full of American street 
cultures, featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in July 

DW-002USB-2T 
The American street 
culture series, featuring 
a green dragon graph 
on the band , released 
in July 

DWM-1 OORX-3B T 
The 4th generation 
Xaymaca model , the 
dial and band are both 
dressed in green , 
released in July 



DWM-100RX-5T 
The 4th generation 
Xaymaca model for 
summer, golden base 
color, released in July 

DWX-110AP-2T 
The limited commemorative 
model of world's largest 
professional surfing 
tournament "G-SHOCK 
ASP Pro Surfing World Tour 
99", released in September 

AW-510USB-2AT 
An analogue hybrid 
model designed with 
the element of 
American street 
cultures, released in 
September 

GS-300C-28 
The GI EZ model 
equipped with dual-
mode stopwatch 
function, blue variation, 
released in September 

GL-100V-3T 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide" of the 
"X-treme" series, 
orange variation, 
released in November 

GS-500ME-2BT 
Designed with the 
theme of the last total 
solar eclipse in the 
20th century, built in 
titanium construction, 
released in July 

DWX-111 BD-4AT 
The G-lide model 
bearing the signature of 
Steve Caballero, one of 
the best skateboarders 
in the world, released in 
September 

AW-510USB-5AT 
An analogue hybrid 
model designed to 
inspire new feelings, 
adorned with orange 
elements, released in 
September 

GS-300C-4B 
The GI EZ model 
equipped with a new 
style reverse LCD and 
dual-mode stopwatch 
function, red variation, 
released in September 

GL-100V-4AT 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide" of the 
"X-treme" series, red 
variation, released in 
November 

GS-500ME-2BT 
The GIEZ, designed with 
the theme of the last total 
solar eclipse in the 2oth 
century, featuring a lizard 
graph on the EL backlight, 
released in July 

DWX-1118D-4AT 
The G-lide model 
bearing the signature of 
Omar Hassan, one of 
the best skateboarders 
in the world, released 
in September 

AW-510USB-9BT 
An analogue hybrid 
model designed to 
inspire new feelings, 
bright yellow variation, 
released in September 

GS-300C-4B 
The GI EZ model 
equipped with a new 
style reverse LCD, 
black pointer variation, 
released in September 

GL-100V-4BT 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", dual-color 
form based on the 
color of land, released 
in November 

GS-500ME-8BT 
The deluxe edition 
GIEZ of the "X-treme" 
series, designed with 
the theme of total solar 
eclipse, released in 
July 

DWX-112AS-1T 
The official commemorative 
model of world's most high 
level snowboarding event 
"Air & Style", featuring a 
blue LCD, released in 
September 

AW-51 0US-4AT 
A hybrid model 
designed to inspire 
new feelings, red 
variation, released in 
September 

DWG-100J-1 
The "Lungman" series, 
designed for triathlon 
race, equipped with a 
pulse sensor, released 
in October 

GL-100V-8T 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", based on the 
color of land, released 
in November 

GS-500-48 
The GIEZ model, 
featuring a gradient 
color dial, released in 
July 

AW-510USB-1 B 
A digital/analogue 
hybrid model with an 
all-new dial design, 
released in September 

AW-510US-4AT 
A hybrid model 
designed to inspire 
new feelings, yellow 
variation, released in 
September 

DWG-100J-9 
The "Lungman" series, 
designed for triathlon 
race, equipped with a 
pulse sensor, released 
in October 

GL-100V-9AT 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", yellow on land 
color variation, released 
in November 

GS-500-48 
The GIEZ model with a 
gradient blue dial, built 
i n titan i u m 
construction, released 
in July 

AW-510US-28 
With an all-new dial 
design, a digital/ 
analogue hybrid model 
with an impressive blue 
hour pointer, released 
in September 

DWX-111 BD-BT 
A model bearing the 
signature of 
professional 
skateboarder Willy 
Santos, released in 
September 

GL-100V-1T 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", designed to 
withstand I ow 
temperature, red logo 
variation, released in 
November 

GL-100V-9BT 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", designed to 
withstand low 
temperature, brown 
variation, released in 
November 

AW-510-1A 
A compact analogue 
model equipped with 
date display, released 
in September 

AW-51 0US-38 
The moss-green 
variation of the digital/ 
analogue hybrid model, 
bringing all-new 
feelings, released in 
September 

GS-300C-18 
The GIEZ model 
equipped with dual-
mode stopwatch 
function, b I ac k 
variation, released in 
September 

GL-100V-2T 
The 99 winter edition 
"G-lide", designed to 
withstand Io w 
temperature up to -20°C, 
blue logo variation, 
released in November 

DWM-002RX-8T 
The 4th generation 
"Xaymaca", G'MIX 
winter edition designed 
on reggae theme, 
released in November 
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DWX-110M-8T 
The silver metallic 
model designed with 
the concept of street 
cultures, released in 
November 

LOV99A-3 

AW-510RX-9AT 
The 99 winter edition 
"Xaymaca", featuring 
Hip-hop colors , 
released in November 

DW-9000M-8T 
The silver metallic 
model developed in 
collaboration with the 
skateboard brand 
Dogtown, released in 
November 

The 4th generation Lover's Collection, 
featuring the graph of Pegasus on EL 
backlight of both watches in the set, 
released in November 

DW-9700NC-8T 
A collaboration model 
with fashion brand 
Helly Hansen, released 
in November 

GE-2000-8.JF 
The "G-COOL" designed 
by Pininfarina, released 
in November 
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GS-510-2A 
The "GIEZ" with date 
display, blue second 
pointer variation, 
released in November 

GE-2000B-1 JF 
The "G-COOL" built in 
a new shock-resistant 
structure, employing a 
stainless steel case, 
released in November 

AW-51 ORX-4AT 
The 99 winter limited 
edition "Xaymaca" , 
light brown variation, 
released in November 

DWM-100M-8T 
The silver metallic 
series modeled from 
DWM-100, released in 
November 

LOV99B-1 

AW-510RX-8AT 
The 4th generation 
"Xaymaca", G'MIX winter 
edition featuring an 
analogue/digital hybrid 
display, silver variation, 
released in November 

AW-510RX-5AT 
The 99 winter edition 
"Xaymaca", cream dial 
variation, released in 
November 

DW-9500M-8T 
The silver metallic 
series modeled from 
DW-9500, released in 
November 

LOV99B-2 
The 4th generation Lover's 
Collection, designed with the theme 
of "Angel & Devil", analogue/digital 
hybrid display, released in November 

The 99 Lover's Collection 
dressed in white, with 
graphs of dragon and witch 
printed on the bands, 
released in November 

GS-510-4B 
The "GIEZ" with a 
smaller date display 
window at three 
o ' clock position , 
released in November 

GE-2000B-7JF 
The "G-COOL" Pininfarina 
model, grey variation, with 
a fresh looking blue button 
adorned on the right side, 
released in November 

GS-510-lA 
The "GI EZ" with a 
smaller date display 
window at three o'clock 
position, yellow second 
pointer variation, 
released in November 

GC-2000-lA 
The MT-G built in an 
all-new triple floating 
protection structure , 
released in November 

GS-510-1B 
The "GIEZ" with date 
display, red second 
pointer variation, 
released in November 

GC-2000-lA 
The MT-G that achieved 
perfect fusion between 
metal and resin, yellow 
logo variation, released 
in November 

DW-003M-8T 
The silver metallic 
model dedicated to the 
renowned DJ Spooky, 
released in November 

AW-510M-8AT 
The silver metallic series 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, emphasizing the 
robustness of 
G-SHOCK, released in 
November 

LOV99A-1 
The 99 Lover's 
Collection, with graphs 
of angel and devil printed 
on the band buckles , 
released in November 

GE-2000-1 JF 
The "G-COOL" designed 
by the renowned Italian 
design studio Pininfarina, 
released in November 

DW-004M-8T 
The sliver metallic model 
dedicated to the 
renowned American 
professional skateboarder 
Eric Coston, released in 
November 

OW-6900M-8T 
The silver metallic 
model dedicated to the 
renowned graphic artist 
Eric Haze, released in 
November 

LOV99A-2 
The 99 Lover's 
Collection, designed 
with the theme of 
"Love" , released in 
November 

GE-2000-2JF 
The "G - COOL" 
Pininfarina model built 
in a unique shock
resistant structure for 
complete protection, 
released in November 

GC-2000-2A 
The blue second 
pointer variation MT-G, 
with a shock-absorbing 
curve printed on the 
dial as decoration, 
released in November 



GC-2000-2B 
The MT-G that achieved 
perfect fusion between 
metal and resin, blue 
variation, featuring an 
anti -magnetism structure, 
released in November 

AW-571 NK-3AJR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Gaussman", 
released in December 

MRG-122CT-7AJF 
The deluxe edition MA
G, featuring a natural 
onyx inlayed crown, 
released in December 

DW-9000VT-2JR 
The second generation 
"Fairy's Charm" series 
with "Triple Eye" 
design, blue variation, 
released in January 

G-100K-7AJR 
The "Dolphin & Whale 
2000 Support Project" 
model, white variation, 
released in March 

DWG-1 OOUJ-9JR 
The "Lungman" US 
Triathlon series, 
equipped with a pulse 
sensor, released in 
December 

AW-510ET-2AJR 
A collaborative model 
with the American 
record label Epitaph, 
released in December 

2000 
Antman, 
the first series 
equipped with 
Wave Ceptor 
By mounting a radio 
reception antenna in the 
resin-wrapped module, 
G-SHOCK created the 
Antman series capable of 
displaying accurate time at 
anytime. Special designs 
were adopted to minimize 
the magnetic field infiuence 
on the metal parts. The 
popular Frogman series 
evolved into the third 
generation. 

DW-9000VT-8JR 
The second generation 
"Fairy's Charm" gift 
series, white variation, 
released in January 

DW-5600A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" series 
dressed in violet and 
blue theme colors, 
released in March 

DW-9900NK-2JR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Frogman", built in 
a more compact titanium 
alloy structure, released 
in December 

AW-510ET-2AJR 
The Epitaph 
collaborative model, 
scarlet variation, 
released in December 

G-2000-lJF 
The new standard series 
aimed back to the origin 
at the end of the 20th 
century, released in 
January 

G-100-2BMJF 
A new analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
yellow logo and 
decorative shock-
absorbing curve, 
released in February 

G-2000A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" series 
modeled from the new 
standard G-2000, 
released in March 

DW-8200NK-2JR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Frogman", 
released in December 

MRG-122-1B 
The MR-G equipped 
with date display at 
three o'clock position 
on the dial and EL 
backlight system, 
released in December 

GL-100BD-2JR 
A collaborative model 
with professional 
snowboarder Terje 
HAkonsen, released in 
January 

G-100-2BMJF 
A new analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
an orange logo, released 
in February 

GL-100A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" series 
dressed in violet and 
blue base colors, 
released in March 

DW-9700NK-2JR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Gulfman", 
released in December 

MRG-122-2A 
The first analogue 
MR-G built in a shock-
resistant structure 
mounted with date 
display, released in 
December 

DW-9800BD-2JR 
A Terje HAkonsen 
collaboration, modeled 
from Wademan, 
released in January 

G-100-2BMJF 
A new analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
a yellow logo, released 
in February 

DW-004A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" series 
modeled from the DW-
004, also the first 
G-SHOCK equipped 
with a "crystal clear" 
LCD, released in March 

DW-9800NKJ-3JR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Wademan", 
released in December 

MRG-122-8B 
A color variation of the 
MR-G equipped with 
date display, released 
in December 

DW-5600BD-2JR 
A Terje HAkonsen 
collaboration, modeled 
from DW-5600, 
released in January 

G-100K-2AJR 
An analogue model 
developed to support the 
International Dolphin & 
Whale Research Network 
2000 Support Project, 
released in March 

DW-9550A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" dressed 
in cool violet and black, 
released in March 

DW-8400NK-3JR 
The "Men in navy and 
Kahki" series modeled 
from "Mudman", 
released in December 

MRG-1200TB-1AJF 
The MR-G "Revman" 
model, equipped with 
dual-mode stopwatch 
function, released in 
December 

DW-9000VT-1 JR 
The second generation 
"Fairy's Charm" series, 
designed as a gift 
between lovers, 
released in January 

G-100K-2AJR 
The "Dolphin & Whale 
2000 Support Project" 
analogue model, 
released in March 

DW-9000A-2JF 
All "Vice Eye" models 
feature a unified design 
of "violet bezel + silver 
dial", released in March 
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DW-6900A-2JF 
The "Vice Eye" series 
modeled from the 
popular 6900, released 
in March 

G-1 OOBT-3E1 JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
green variation, 
modeled from the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model of G-100 , 
released in March 

GC-2000M-2AJO 
The back of this special 
MT-G is engraved with 
signature of Daisuke 
Matsuzaka of the 
Saitama Seibu Lions, 
released in March 

GL-110V-2BJF 
The 2000 summer 
edition "G-lide" , dark 
color expresses the 
feeling of toughness, 
released in April 

DW-9700LG-8JR 
The " Men In White 
Gray" series modeled 
from " Gulfman ", 
released in May 
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G-100A-6EJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid " Vice Eye" 
modeled from AW-500, 
released in March 

G-100BT-3E2JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
dressed in e y e-
catching yellow , 
released in March 

GC-2000C-8AJF 
The MT-G fashion is 
expressed in the 
contrast between the 
grey urethane bezel 
and the black dial, 
released in March 

GL-9900-lCJF 
The third generation 
DW-9900 "Frogman " 
series in a more 
compact structure , 
featuring a red logo, 
released in April 

GL-11OTC-1JF 
The official 
commemorative model 
for Triple Crown of the 
2000 Surfing World 
Cup, released in May 

G-SHOCK 

A -
AW-510A-6EJF 
The violet "Vice Eye" 
submerged in 
mysteries, released in 
March 

G-100BT-6E1JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
fully dressed in violet, 
even the dial, released 
in March 

GL-11OV-3JF 
The 2000 summer 
edition of " G-lide" 
series, smartly adorned 
with red elements , 
released in April 

GL -9900-1 DJF 
The third generation DW-
9900 "Frogman" series in a 
more compact structure, 
featuring a blue logo and 
automatic EL backlight , 
released in April 

GL-11 OTC-2JF 
The official 2000 Triple 
Crown model, blue 
variation, released in May 

G-100BT-1E1JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
inspired by the 12 
Asian zodiacs, released 
in March 

DW-8400GP-1JO 
A special edition offered 
with complimentary 
ornament made of 
genuine leather and 
sterling silver, released 
in March 

GL-110V-8JF 
The 2000 summer 
edition " G-lide " 
designed for surfers, 
released in April 

DW-9900LG-8JR 
The " Men In Gra y" 
series modeled from 
the compact 
"Frogman", released in 
May 

GL-11OTC-7JF 
The official 2000 Triple 
Crown model , white 
variation , released in 
May 

G-100BT-1E2JR 
The "12 Beasts" series, 
featuring an Asian style, 
gradient yellow dial , 
released in March 

DW-61 OOJP-1 JO 
A special edition offered 
with complimentary 
ornament for the year of 
2000, released in March 

GL-11OV-9JF 
The summer edition 
"G-lide" in sliver dress, 
featuring a newly 
designed 30 textile 
band, released in April 

DW-8200LG-8JR 
The " Men In Gray " 
series modeled from 
DW-8200 " Frogman ", 
released in May 

GS-300NT-1 AJF 
A collaboration "GIEZ" 
model with the UK 
motorbike manufacturer 
Norton, released in May 

G-100BT-2E1JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
blue variation, Roman 
numerals on the dial 
are replaced by 
Chinese characters , 
released in March 

DW-61 OOGJP-1 JO 
The 2000 deluxe 
special edition 
featuring a golden 
LCD, released in March 

GL-11OV-1JF 
The 2000 summer 
edition "G-lide", 
featuring a screwed-on 
back, released in April 

AW-571 LG-8AJR 
The " Men In White 
Gray" series modeled 
from " Gaussman" , 
released in May 

GC-2000Y-1 A9JF 
The yel I ow dial 
variation of MT-G, 
released in May 

G-100BT-2E2JR 
The "12 Beasts" series 
violet variation full of 
exotic tastes, released 
in March 

GC-2000C-1 A7 JF 
The MT-G built in a 
triple floating protective 
structure, released in 
March 

GL-110V-2AJF 
The blue variation of 
the 2000 summer 
edition "G-lide ", 
featuring the "Triple 
Eye" design , released 
in April 

DW-8400LG-8JR 
The " Men In White 
Gray" series modeled 
from "Mudman", 
released in May 

AW-51OBM-1AJF 
The black variation of 
the street fashion 
series "G-Raven ", 
released in June 



G-2000BM-1 MJF 
The "G-Raven" series, 
design inspired by 
graffiti culture, released 
in June 

GM-100-lAJF 
The G'MIX equipped 
with a music alarm 
clock, a sword-shaped 
letter " G" on its EL 
backlight, released in 
June 

MTG-500-1 BJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid MT-G , yellow 
variation, released ln 
June 

G-2000CK-3MJF 
The dark green 
" G-Viper " series 
modeled from the new 
standard mode I 
G-2000, released in July 

GM-100VJU-7JR 
The "20th Century 's 
Memorial Vol.1 " series, 
storing fi ve Japanese 
pop music sound 
tracks selected by 
online voting, released 
in August 

DW-6900BM-1 MJF 
The "G-Raven " series 
modeled from 6900, 
the popular "Triple Eye" 
model , released in 
June 

GM-100-BJF 
The first G-SHOCK 
equipped with a music 
alarm clock, w ith five 
rock music tracks 
recorded in its memory, 
released in June 

MTG-500-2AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid MT-G, featuring 
a reverse LCD at the 
lower part of the dial, 
released in June 

G-6900CK-3MJF 
The dark green 
" G-Viper " series 
modeled from the 
"Triple Eye" model DW-
6900, released in July 

GM-100VBU-1JR 
The "20th Century' s 
Memorial Vol.1 " series, 
" BI a ck Music " 
variation , released in 
August 

DW-9000BM-1 SJF DW-9500BM-1 SJF 
All eight models in the The metal l ic black 
street fashion series " G-Raven " matched 
"G-Raven" are dressed in with re v erse LCD , 
metallic black, released released in June 
in June 

GM-100-2JF DW-9902WC-2JR 
The G'MIX designed with The third generation 
the theme of rock music, W.C.C.S. (World Coral-reef 
equipped with a music Conservation Societ y) 
alarm clock, released in official watch modeled from 
June the compact " Frogman ", 

released in June 

MTG-500-2BJF G-2100WC-6JR 
The analogue/ digital The 2000 edition 
hybrid MT-G, orange logo W.C.C.S. (World Coral-
variation , released in reef Conservation 
June Society} official watch, 

released in July 

DW-8200F-4JR GM-100VW-8JF 
The 2000 edition red The "20th Century 's 
"Frogman" commemorating Memorial Vol.1" series, 
the opening of G-Factory, with five songs of the 
released in July "Rock & Pop" category 

stored in memory, 
released in July 

DW-8200NT-4JR DW-5600CG-8ZJF 
The 2000 edition red A special edition 
"Frogman " with a red created by dressing the 
LCD, released in July original square-face 

DW-5600 in golden 
and sil v er colors , 
released in September 

DW-004BM-1 SJF 
The street fashion 
"G-Raven" , designed 
to express the 
vigorousness, released 
in June 

DW-9902GWC-8JR 
The third generation 
W.C.C.S. official watch 
modeled from 
" Frogman" , black 
transparent variation , 
released in June 

G-21 OOWC-2JR 
The 2000 edition W. 
C.C .S. official watch , 
blue transparent 
variation , released in 
July 

GM-1 OOVB-9JF 
The " 20th Century' s 
Memorial Vol.1 " series, 
" BI a ck Music " 
variation, with a golden 
LCD, released in July 

G-2000CG-8MJF 
A special edition 
created by dressing the 
standard model 
G-2000 in golden and 
silver colors, released 
in September 

DW-5600BM-1 ZJF 
The street fashion 
"G-Raven " , featuring 
the graph of a raven on 
the band , released in 
June 

GC-2000S-2BJF 
The three-pointer MT-
G, featuring a white 
dial, released in June 

G-21 OOWC-7 JR 
The 2000 edition 
W.C.C.S. equipped with 
tidal graph function , a 
graph of three fl y ing 
fish es on the EL 
backlight, released in July 

GM-100VJ-1JF 
The "20th Century 's 
Memorial Vol.1 " series, 
with sound tracks of the 
"Japanese Pop" music 
stored in memory, 
released in July 

DW-6900CG-8MJF 
A special edition 
created by dressing a 
street skateboarding 
model in golden and 
silver colors, released 
in September 

G-1 OOBM-1 EJF 
The pitch b I ac k 
"G-Raven " looks cool 
and vigorous, released 
in June 

MTG-500-1 AJF 
The MT-G model 
featuring a full-dot LCD 
and pointers, released 
in June 

DW-5600CK-3ZJF 
The "G-Viper" series 
designed with the 
theme color of dark 
green , featuring an 
orange LCD, released 
in July 

GM-100VWU-2JR 
The "20th Century 's 
Memorial Vo1.1 " series, 
with five music sound 
tracks stored in 
memory, released in 
July 

DW-004CG-8SJF 
DW-004 , a model 
designed for surfers , 
dressed in golden and 
silver colors, released 
in September 
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G-20008M-1 MJF 
The golden and silver 
dressed 9 5 0 0 , 
equipped with BPM 
measurement function, 
released in September 

MTG·110·1AJF 
The standard MT-G, 
featuring a scarlet hour 
hand and logo, 
released in September 

G-2300-9JF 
A color variation of the 
"Riseman" , equipped 
with high-capacity 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in 
October 

GM-1 OOD-9JF 
The sexy girl graph on 
the EL backlight of this 
G' MIX is identical to 
that of the 95 edition, 
released in October 

DW-8201 NT-1JR 
The special edition 
"Frogman" commemorating 
its 7th birthday, titanium 
construction , released in 
November 
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G-211 0CG-8SJF 
A special model 
created by matching 
the golden and silver 
dress with a purple 
LCD and logo, released 
in September 

MTG-110-1BJF 
The standard MT-G, 
featuring a yellow hour 
hand and logo , 
released in September 

GL-120-lBMJR 
The 2000 winter edition 
"G-lide", featuring low-
temperature tolerance 
and a face protector, 
released in October 

GS-310D-1 AJF 
A GIEZ model with a 
spherical face and 
detail-oriented design, 
released in October 

MTG-1 OOIP-2AJF 
A special edition MT-G 
commemorating the 
2000 Indianapolis 500-
Mile Race, released in 
November 

AW-51 OOCG-8AZJF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model dressed 
in golden and silver, 
released in September 

MTG-110-2BJF 
The standard MT-G 
with an elegant looking 
blue dial , released in 
September 

GL-120-2BMJR 
The 2000 winter edition 
"G-lide", equipped with 
a face protector, 
released in October 

GS-310-JAJF 
The dark brown 
variation of the 
analogue GIEZ model, 
featuring a spherical 
face , released in 
October 

MTG-100S-7BJF 

DW-004CK-3SJF 
The "G-Viper" series 
designed with the 
theme color of dark 
green , released in 
September 

MTG-110-7AJF 
The standard MT-G 
with a refreshing white 
dial , released in 
September 

GL-120-1BMJR 
The golden LCD 
variation of winter 
edition "G-lide " , 
equipped with a face 
protector, released in 
October 
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MTG-100-1A1JF 
The first MT-G 
equipped with a date 
d isplay, released in 
October 

L0VOOA-7JR 

DW-9550CK-5SJF 
The "G-Viper" equipped 
with 8PM measurement 
function and a 
camouflage band , 
released in September 

GW-100-1JF 
The "Antman " of the 
Master of G series, 
equipped with radio 
wave reception system, 
released in October 

GL-120-SMJR 
The golden LCD variation 
of winter edition "G-lide", 
equipped with a rubber 
band that can be easily 
mounted or detached, 
released in October 

MTG-100-2A1JF 
The MT- G model , 
featuring eye-catching 
yellow pointers over a 
blue dial and date 
display, released in 
October 

The special edition MT-G 
w as paired up w ith the 
G-sis model STG-101 S-
7BJF as a special collection 
for the Christmas, released 
in November 

The 5th generation Lover's Collection, 
the last edition of the 20th century, 
dressed in white, released in December 

AW-510CK-3AJF 
The "G-Viper" series 
designed with the 
theme color of dark 
green, analogue/digital 
hybrid variation, 
released in September 

GW-100-9JF 
The first G-SHOCK 
equipped with radio 
wave reception system, 
"Antman" , released in 
October 

GM-100D-4JF 
The G ' MIX storing 
Disco music sound 
tracks from the ?Os 
and 80s, released in 
October 

GT-2000-1 MJF 
A standard model 
featuring a streamline 
design, released in 
November 

L0VOOB-7JR 

GL-11 0AS-2JR 
The 2000 edition 
"G-lide" series, with 
the phrase "Air & Style" 
printed on the band , 
released in September 

G-2300-1JF 
The second generation 
"Raysman", equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system and memory of 
30 telephone numbers, 
released in October 

GM-100D-SJF 
The G ' MIX storing 
Disco music sound 
tracks from the ?Os 
and 80s, silver bezel, 
released in October 

DW-8200BK-1JF 
The black "Frogman" 
with a red LCD , 
titanium construction, 
released in November 
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The 5th generation Lover's Collection, the 
last edition of the 20th century, dressed in 
white and light blue, released in December 



L0VOOC-7SJR 
The last edition Lover's 
Collection of the 20th 
century, designed with 
the theme of "Angel & 
Devil ", released in 
December 

DW-ll69BK-1 VJF 
The "Real Black" series 
modeled from the 
"Triple Eye" 069, 
released in March 

DW-9900GF-9JF 
The limited edition 
"Frogman" dressed in 
yellow and metallic 
color, released in 
March 

G-1 OOSD-BAMJF 
The analogue digital 
hybrid model, with a 
dragon graph printed 
on the silver color 
band, released in April 

MTG-511 -2AJF 
The blue variation of 
MT-G, equipped with a 
World Time display and 
a face protector, 
released in May 

2001 

Display Enriched by 
Dual-layer LCD 
Dual-layer LCD, constructed 
by composing two different 
LC D layers , was first 
mounted on G-3100D, 
offering a large variety of 12 
options. In addition, limited 
editions dressed in the 
Iheme colors of black, blue 
and silver con tinued to 
ha,vest popularity. 

DW-5000-1JF 
A replica edition of the 
first G-SHOCK born in 
83, released in March 

GL-130-1MJF 
The 2001 summer 
edition " G - lide " , 
equipped with a tide 
graph display, released 
in April 

MRG-131-2AJF 
The full-metal MR-G 
featuring a two-hand 
dial and a LCD display, 
released in April 

MTG-511 -4AJF 
The pink golden 
variation of MT-G , 
equipped with a face 
protector, released in 
May 

DW-8400BK-1 MJF G-1 OOBK-1 EMJF 
The darkness-themed The "Real Black" series 
" Real B lack" series analogue model , 
modeled from "Mudman", released in February 
released in February 

G-2110-1SJF G-2500-1MJF 
This model features a A newly designed 
mirror-polished bezel and asymmetric model, 
25 telephone number secured by silver color 
memories, released in screws , released in 
March March 

GL-130-2MJF GL-130-BMJF 
The blue variation of The green variation of 
2001 summer edition 2001 summer edition 
"G-lide", equipped with a "G-lide", equipped with 
metal band, released in moon age display 
April function, released in 

April 

MTG-510-1 BJF MTG-510-7BJF 
The MT-G featuring The MT-G made of 
quality-assuring urethane composite material by 
coating, released in April fusing metal and resin , 

face protector equipped, 
released in April 

GW-200K-2JR G-2110FL-8SJR 
The 2001 " Dolphin & A model dressed in 
Whale" commemorative metallic black, featuring 
mode I, the first an illustration by FRF 
"Frogman" equipped with on the EL backlight, 
Tough Solar power released in June 
system, released in June 

G-2000BK-1 MJF GS-300S F-BAJF DW-056BK-1 VJF 
The "Real Black" series A collaboration with The "Real Black" series 
modeled from G-2000, the renowned aviation modeled from the 
featuring a red-on-dark enthusiast group delicate square face 
reverse LCD, released " Spitfire Society", model 056, released in 
in February released in February March 

DW-8200NT2-4JR DW-8201 GF-4JF DW-8201 GF-BJF 
The 2000 edition The limited edition red The limited edition 
" Frogman " f u 11 y "Frogman", metal "Frogman" dressed in 
dressed in red, structure, released in silvery metallic color, 
released in March March released in March 

GL-ll69SD-8MJF DW-056S D-BSJF G-2000SD-8MJF 
The "Triple Eye" model The square-face G-2000 dressed in 
dressed in silver, with a "Street Culture" model, silver, with graph of a 
dragon graph printed featuring a dragon ferocious dragon 
on the band , released graph printed on the printed on the band, 
in April silver color band , released in April 

released in April 

DW-5600GF-2AJF DW-5600GF-4AJF GL-130TC-7MJF 
A special model The metallic red The 2001 edition 
bearing the signature variation of FRF "G-lide", official "Triple 
of FRF, a surfboard signature model , Crown " mode I, 
painting artist, released released in May released in May 
in May 

DW-6900FL-4MJR DW-6900FL-6MJR DW-5600FL-3SJR 
The orange variation of The metallic color The metallic green 
the metallic color series, featuring model, featuring an 
series, featuring an metallic color coating artwork by FRF on the 
LCD in the same color, with a sense of depth, EL backlight, released 
released in June released in June in June 
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DW-5600Fl-8JR 
The metallic color 
series modeled from 
the original square-
face G-SHOCK , 
released in June 

DW-9900BS-2JF 
The blue transparent 
variation of "Frogman", 
designed with the 
concept of the ocean, 
released in July 

DW-5600GF-2JF 
The FRF signature model 
dressed in transparent 
blue, enjoying popularity 
earned by its artistic 
design , released in 
August 

DW-069YD-3VJF 
The orange logo 
variation of the "Triple 
Eye" model, designed 
with the concept of 
New York street culture, 
released in August 

G-200l-4BJF 
The silver color 
variation of the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model G-200 , w i th 
neatly employed resin 
and metal materials, 
released in September 
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DW-5600Fl-9SJR 
The metallic color model 
created by applying a 
metallic yellow coating 
to the standard square-
face G-SHOCK , 
released in June 

G-100BS-2JF 
The blue transparent 
variation of the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, designed with 
the concept of the 
ocean, released in July 

DW-5700-1JF 
The replica model of 
the 1987 "Sting" model 
for overseas market, 
released in August 

MTG-120-1AJF 
The full-metal MT-G , 
featuring a date display 
window at the four 
o ' clock position , 
released in August 

G-100TD-9AMJF 
The "Fire G", designed 
with the street culture 
concept, with a fire
p a tt er n e d band , 
released in September 

G-2000Fl-6JR 
The metallic blue 
model, featuring a case 
back engraved with the 
letter "G" designed by 
artist FRF, released in 
June 

DW-6900CM-1 JF 
A custom-designed 
model created with 
designs collected from 
G - SHOCK fans , 
released in July 

G-200D-1 EJF 
This model features red 
EL backlight over the 
analogue dial and 
green backlight over 
the digital display, 
released in August 

MTG-120-2AJF 
The MT-G featuring a 
date display and full-
metal protective 
structure, blue dial 
variation, released in 
August 

DW-069TD-4MJF 
The "Fire G", equipped 
with a bandhnu 
processed band , 
released in September 

G-1 OOFL-8JR 
The metallic silver 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model , released in 
June 

DW-6900CM-2JF 
A custom model based 
on the standard "Triple 
Eye" model, released 
in July 

G-200-1EJF 
This model features red 
EL backlight over the 
analogue dial and 
green backlight over 
the digital display, 
released in August 

G-200l-1BJF 
An analogue/digital 
hybrid model equipped 
with a quality-assuring 
synthetic band , 
released in September 

DW-2000TD-2MJF 
The blue variation "Fire 
G " , featuring a 
bandhnu processed 
band , released in 
September 

G-2500Fl-2MJR 
The metallic sky-blue 
model, featuring an 
artwork by FRF on the 
EL backlight, released in 
June 
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DW-6900CM-7 JF 
A custom model 
dressed in white and 
smartly adorned with 
red elements, released 
in July 
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G-200-2EJF 
This analogue model 
features a case made of 
resin and meta I 
composite material, 
blue variation, released 
in August 

G-200l-2BJF 
A color variation of the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model G-200, released 
in September 

DW-5700Y-9JF 
The replica of the 
" Sting " model for 
overseas market, yellow 
variation , released in 
September 

G-2000B5-2JF 
A model featuring a 
blue transparent bezel 
and band, and yellow 
logo, released in July 

GW-200-2JF 
The fourth generation 
"Frogman ", equipped 
with the leading-edge 
Tough Solar technology, 
released in July 

DW-069YD-1VJF 
The grey variation of 
the "Triple Eye" model, 
designed with the 
concept of New York 
street culture, released 
in August 

G-200l-3BJF 
The green variation of 
the analogue/digital 
hybrid model G-200, 
released in September 

DW-5000D-SJF 
A model created by 
applying silver urethane 
coating over the 
standard square-face 
model , equipped with 
a metal band, released 
in September 

DW-6900B5-2JF 
The blue transparent 
variation of the "Triple 
Eye" model, DW-6900, 
featuring a red logo, 
released in July 

GW-201-6.JF 
The limited edition 
"Frogman", featuring a 
coating full of exotic 
flavor, released in 
August 

DW-069YD-2VJF 
The blue variation of 
the "Triple Eye" model, 
designed with the 
concept of New York 
street culture, released 
in August 

G-200l-4BJF 
The red variation of the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model G-200, released 
in September 

DW-5700D-SJF 
New round-face model 
featuring both urethane 
coating and a metal 
band, released i n 
September 



G-2000D-BJF 
The G-2000 coated 
with silver urethane 
and equ ipped with a 
metal band, released in 
September 

G-2310-BJF 
A s pecia l model 
equipped with Tough 
So lar power system 
and a metal band , 
futuristic design , 
released in October 

MTG-510BL-2AJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid MT-G, featuring 
a bright blue dial, 
released in November 

G-3101-4JF 
The orange variat ion 
"Dual - layer LCD" 
model , released in 
November 

G-3000F-3JF 
The green and orange 
variation of the "Dual-
1 ayer LCD " model, 
released in November 

GL-140-lJR 
The black variation of the 
2001 winter edit ion of 
"G-lide", featuring urethane 
coat i ng capable of 
withstanding low temperature, 
released in October 

G-2210-lMJF 
A standard model 
equipped with dual 
time zone function , 
released in October 

MTG-510LV-7JF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid MT-G, designed 
as a Christmas gift , 
released in November 

fi 
G-3001 M-8JF 
The red LCD variation 
" Dual-layer LCD " 
model , released in 
November 

GW-201 NT-lJF 
The limited edition 
"Frogman" GW-200 
series, featuring carbon 
fiber textures and a 
diving frog on EL 
backlight, released in 
November 

GL-140-2AJR 
The 2001 winter edition 
of "G-lide", designed to 
withstand I o w 
temperature , face 
protector equipped , 
released in October 

G-2600-1 MJF 
A model equipped with 
memory capable o f 
recording up to 25 
telephone numbers , 
released in October 

MRG-130BL-2AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid MR-G, featuring 
an elegant looking blue 
dial , released in 
November 

G-3001F-1JF 
The black variation "Dual-
1 ayer LCD " model, 
released in November 

DW-5000BL-2JF 
A special edition of the 
polygon standard model, 
featuring a metal band 
and face protector, 
released in November 

GL-140-2BJR 
A color variation of the 
2001 winter edition of 
"G-lide", offered with a 
complimentary rubber 
band for replacement, 
released in October 

GC-1000-SCJF 
The G-COOL formed in 
streamlines, from bezel 
to band , released in 
October 

GS-300BL-2AJF 
The analogue/digital 
h y brid GS-300 , 
featuring a blue dial, 
released in November 

G-3001 F-BJF 
The " Dual-layer LCD" 
model , featuring blue 
EL backlight, released 
in November 

G-1 OODM-3BJF 
The 2001 winter "Street 
Fash i on " model , 
featuring a camouflage 
band , released in 
November 
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GL-140-BJR 
A color variation of the 
2001 winter edition of 
"G-lide", temperature 
measurement function 
equipped, released in 
October 

MTG-501-2AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid MT-G, featuring 
metallic color coating 
o ver the urethane 
parts, released in 
October 

GS-3100D-BJF 
The " Dual-layer LCD" 
model, equipped with 
two different layers of 
LCD, released in 
November 

G-3000-lJF 
The black variation 
" Dual-layer LCD " 
model , 200-meter 
water-resistant , 
released in November 

G-100DM-8BJF 
The 2001 winter "Street 
Fashion " model , 
featuring a silver dial, 
released in November 

G-2310-lJF 
A special edition of the 
standard round-face 
model , featuring a 
stainless steel bezel and 
Tough Solar power system, 
released in October 

MTG-101-7AJF 
The MT-G with metallic 
color coated urethane 
parts, capable of 
withstanding heavy 
shocks , released in 
October 

G-3100-lJF 
The " Dual-layer LCD" 
model , released in 
November 

G-3001-2JF 
The blue variation 
" Dual-layer LCD" 
model , released in 
November 

G-1 OODM-2AJF 
The 2001 winter "Street 
Fashion " model, 
featuring Chinese 
numerals on the dial 
and a jean cloth band, 
released in November 

G-2310-lJF 
A special mode I 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system , 
elegance emphasized by 
its mirror-polished bezel, 
released in October 

MTG-120LV-7JF 
The MT-G model paired 
up w i th G - ms for 
Christmas, date display 
equipped, released in 
November 

G-3100-2JF 
The " Dual-layer LCD" 
model, featuring a blue 
band , released in 
November 

G-3000F-2JF 
The "Dual-layer LCD" 
model , adorned with 
eye-catching blue 
elements, released in 
November 

G-100DM-8AJF 
The silver and blue 
variation of the "Street 
Fashion " model, 
featuring Chinese 
numerals on the d ial 
and a jean cloth band, 
released in November 
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G-2300DM-2JF 
The "Raysman" series 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
featuring a blue band 
and bezel , released in 
November 

G-3010HH-2JF 
The "Dual-layer LCD" 
modeled from G-3000, 
designed with the Hip-
hop concept, released 
in February 

GL-150TC-8JF 
The 2002 Surfing 
G-SHOCK World Cup 
"Triple Crown" model , 
equipped with tide 
graph display function, 
released in April 

GL-151 ·4AJF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
"Dual-layer LCD ", 
transparent pink 
variation, released in 
April 

GL-151-4JF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
square " Dual-layer 
LCD", black variation, 
released in April 
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G-2300DM-4JF 
The red G-SHOCK 
model equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system, featuring a 
camouflage band , 
released in November 
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G-3010HH-8JF 
A color variation of the 
"Dual-layer LCD" Hip-
hop model, released in 
February 

GL-160TC-2JF 
The blue variation of the 
2002 Surfing G-SHOCK 
World Cup " Triple 
Crown" model, released 
in April 

G·100V-1JF 
The analogue/dig ital 
hybrid model equipped 
with a 3D designed 
band, released in May 

G-2300DM-9JF 
The desert co Io r 
G-SHOCK mode I 
equipped with Tough Solar 
power system, featuring a 
camouflage band , 
released in November 

G-3011 HH-1 JF 
A digital model 
designed with the 
theme of Hip-hop , 
equipped with "Dual-
layer LCD", released in 
February 

GL-160TC-7JF 
The 2002 edition "Triple 
Crown " model , fully 
dressed in white, 
released in April 

GL • 151-9AJF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
" Dual-layer LCD", 
transparent yellow 
variation, released in 
April 

G-1 OOSG-8JF 
The "G-shadow" series 
in time-seasoned style, 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, released in May 

LDV01B-7JR L0V01A-7JR 
The 2001 edition of 
Lover ' s Collection, 

The 6th generation Lover's Collection, 
case and band both dressed in pearl 
color, released in November designed with the theme 

of " Angel & Devil ", 
released in November 

GW·200GM-9JF 
The fourth generation 
"Frogman " equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system , dressed in 
golden coating, 
released in March 

G-2700-lJF 
The standard "Triple 
Eye" model with a 
screwed-on case back, 
featuring cyan EL 
backlight, released in 
April 

GL-160-2JF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
round " Dual-layer 
LCD", blue variation, 
released in April 

DW·9000SG-8JF 
The " G-shadow " 
series, time-seasoned 
style matched with 
transparent black 
band, released in May 

G·2300GM-9JF 
The square-face model 
dressed in polarized 
golden coating , 
featuring a peafowl on 
the EL backlight , 
released in March 

G-3200-lJF 
The square-face "Triple 
Eye" model equipped 
with "Dual-layer LCD", 
released in April 

GL-160-3JF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
round "Dual-layer LCD", 
green variation, released 
in April 

DW-570SG-8JF 
The transparent black 
" G-shadow " series 
round-face digital 
model, featuring blue EL 
backlight, released in 
May 

DW-056GM-9JF 
The polygon model 
dressed in polarized 
golden coating, 
featuring a blue dragon 
on the EL backlight , 
released in March 

GL·151-2JF 
The 2002 summer 
edition of the "G-lide" 
model , featuring a 
square " Dual-layer 
LCD", released in April 

GL-151-BJF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
round " Dual-layer 
LCD". black variation. 
released in April 

DW-004SG-8JF 
A variation of the 
" G-shadow" series, 
released in May 

2002 
The Ultimate 
G-SHOCK: 
Unstoppable, 
Unmistakable & 
Unbreakable 
With radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system, the unstoppable , 
unmistakable and 
unbreakable ultimate 
G-SH0CK was finally 
created. In addition, with a 
minimized solar panel, the 
watch was reduced in both 
size and weight. 

DW-069GM-9JF 
The "Triple Eye" model 
dressed in polarized 
golden coating, featuring 
a giant turtle in Chinese 
myth on the EL backlight, 
released in March 

GL·151-2AJF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
" Dual-layer LCD ", 
bright blue variation, 
released in April 

GL-151-4JF 
The 2002 summer 
edition "G-lide" with a 
tide graph display, 
transparent red 
variation , released in 
April 

DW-9500SG-8JF 
The " G-shadow " 
series , featuring 
transparent a grey 
appearance and a 
golden logo, released 
in May 



DW-5600V-1 JF 
A model originated 
from DW - 5600 , 
featuring a 3D shaped 
replaceable band, 
released in May 

G-2800RE-3JF 
The G'MIX, designed 
with the theme of 
reggae music, released 
in July 

DW-5600CF-8JF 
The square - face 
G-Python model , 
featuring a reverse LCD 
in perfect match with 
the camouflage pattern, 
released in September 

MTG-700-1JF 
The first digital MT-G, 
powered by a high-
capacity battery with 
5-year life, released in 
September 

GW-202K-2JR GW-202AK-7 JR 
The 2002 edition of "Dolphin The 2002 "Dolphin & 
& Whale " commemorative Whale" commemorative 
model , mounted with Tough model originated from 
Solar and Wave Ceptor "Frogman", transparent, 
functions to ad v ocate released in June 
environmental protection , 
released in June 

GW-2800BC-1 JF G-2310BC-1JF 
The " Black Helios " The " Black Helios " 
series equipped with series equipped with 
" Dual-layer LCD ", Tough Solar power 
released in July system, released in July 

G-2700RB-9JF G-2700RB-9JF 
The G'MIX modeled The analogue/ digital 
from the standard hybrid G'MIX model, 
"Triple Eye", designed designed with the theme 
with the theme of R & of R & B music, released 
B music , released in in July 
July 

DW-5600CF-2JF DW-5600CF·3JF 
The G-Python modeled The G-Python modeled 
from DW-5600 , from DW-5600, khaki 
featuring bluish variation , released in 
camouflage pattern , September 
released in September 

MTG-700-2JF MTG-502-1 BJF 
The blue LCD variation The first MT-G equipped 
of the first digital MT-G, with "NEON llluminator" 
built with enhanced backlight , released in 
carbon fiber material, September 
released in September 

GW-231 0K-2JR 
The 2002 "Dolphin & 
Whale" commemorative 
model, capable of 
storing 30 telephone 
numbers , released in 
June 

G-2800·1JF 

GW-2310K· 7 JR 
The 2002 " Dolphin & 
Whale " commemorative 
model, equipped with 
Tough Solar power system 
and automatic EL 
backlight, released in June 

G·2800·2JF 
The " Black Helios " ser ies The blue variation of 
equipped with Tough Solar, "Black Helios" series , 
large-capacity battery can keep equipped with a large 
the watch powered for two years LCD powered by the 
even without power support from evolved solar power 
the solar panel, released in July system , released in 

July 

DW-5600RR-1JF DW-6900RR-8JF 
The G' MIX modeled The sil v er G ' MIX 
from the square-face modeled from the 
DW-5600, designed popular DW-6900, 
with the theme of R & des igned with the 
R music , released in theme of R & R music, 
July released in July 

G-2801 BC-1JF G-2301BC·1JF 
The red logo variation The blue logo variation 
of " Black Helios ", of "Black Helios ", 
equipped with Tough equipped with Tough 
Solar power system. Solar power system , 
released in September released in September 

MTG-502-2BJF MTG-512-1AJF 
The first MT-G The world 's first watch 
equ i pped w ith equipped with "NEON 
ultraviolet LED lighting llluminator " LED 
system , released in I i g ht i ng system , 
September released in September 

G-2800K-2JR 
The "Dolphin & Whale" 
commemorative model, 
equipped with "Dual
layer LCD", released in 
June 

G-2800-BJF 
The silver variation of 
"Black Helios" series, 
equipped with a large 
LCD and Tough Solar 
power system, released 
in July 

DW-6100CF-8JF 
The G-Python series 
designed with the 
concept of python and 
camouflage , released 
in September 

G-5600-9JF 
The evolved square-
face standard OW-
5600 , equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system , released in 
September 

MTG-520-1 AJF 
The world 's first MT-G 
equipped with "NEON 
llluminator" backlight, 
red logo variation, 
released in September 

GW-200BC-1 JF 
The " Black Helios" 
series named after the 
god in Greek myth , 
released in July 

G-2300RE-9JF 
The land colored 
G'MIX, designed with 
the concept of 
Jamaica, the origin of 
reggae music, released 
in July 

DW-61 OOCF-3JF 
The G-Python series 
designed with the 
concept of python 
hidden in jungle , 
released in September 

G-5600-1JF 
The start point of 
G-SHOCK, DW-5600, 
now empowered with 
Tough Solar, released 
in September 

MTG-520-BBJF 
The MT-G equipped 
with " NED N 
llluminator" backlight, 
yellow pointer variation, 
released in September 
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MTG-520M-4BJF 
The MT-G equipped 
with " NEON 
llluminator", maroon 
variation, released in 
October 

GL-170-SJR 
The white variation of 
the 2002 winter edition 
G-lide , Tough Solar 
equipped, released in 
October 

G-1 OOND-5BJF 
The "Denim Spirits " 
series with a jean cloth 
band, silver variation, 
released in November 

MTG-700L-2JF 
The silver variation of 
the sport style MT-G, 
featuring a genuine 
leather band , released 
in November 

MTG-900DJ-9JF 
The golden LCD 
variation MT-G , 
equipped with radio 
wave receptor and 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in 
November 
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MTG-520M-2AJF 
The MT-G equipped 
with "NEON llluminator", 
featuring a cool blue 
dial, released in October 

GW-300J-1JF 
The G, embodying the 
G-SHOCK ideal of 
" Unstoppable , 
Unmistakable & 
Unbreakable", released 
in November 

G-1 OOND-1 BJF 
The "Denim Spirits" 
series with a jean cloth 
band, red dial variation, 
released in November 

MTG-530LV-7AJF 
The "Precious Heart 
Selection " limited 
special edition MT-G 
for year-end, analogue/ 
digital hybrid model , 
released in November 

MTG-700M-1JF 
The MT-G dressed in 
metallic color coating 
and a black dial , 
emphasizing the 
feelings of luxury, 
released in October 

GW-300J·2JF 
The blue variation of 
"The G", equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system and radio wave 
receptor, released in 
November 

G-2900-lAJF 
The "Tough Battery 1 O" 
series , boasting a 
battery life of 1 O years, 
released in November 

MTG-700L-4JF 
The red variation of the 
sport style MT-G, 
featuring a genuine 
leather band, released 
in November 

MTG-700LV• 7 JF 
The "Precious Heart 
Selectlon " limited 
special edition MT-G 
for year-end, digital 
model , released in 
November 

MTG-700M-9JF 
The MT-G dressed in 
luxury looking metallic 
color, featuring a 
standard LCD, released 
in October 

GW-300J·9JF 
The black variation of 
"The G", equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system and radio wave 
receptor, released in 
November 

G-2900-lBJF 
The "Tough Battery 10" 
series, equipped with 
EL backlight and World 
Time, released in 
November 

MTG-900DJ-2AJF 
The MT-G, popularity 
from its sleek metallic 
style , released in 
November 

GW-300VJ-1 JF 
"The G" equipped with 
radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system, fitted with a 
black textile band , 
released in November 

GL-170-lJR 
The 2002 winter edition 
G-lide, featuring Tough 
Solar and low
temperature tolerance 
functions, released in 
October 

GW-300GJ-9JF 
The golden LCD black 
variation of "The G", 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system and 
radio wave receptor, 
released in November 

6·2900-1 BJF 
The "Tough Battery 10" 
series, equipped with 
EL backlight and World 
Time , released in 
November 

MTG-900DJ-2JF 
The full silver MT-G, 
equipped with radio 
wave receptor and 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in 
November 

GW-300VJ-4JF 
"The G" equipped with 
Band 2 radio wave 
receptor and Tough 
Solar power system, red 
LCD variation, released 
in November 

GL-170-2JR 
The blue variation of 
the 2002 winter edition 
G-lide, released in 
October 

G-100ND-2B1JF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model featuring 
a handsome jean cloth 
band adorned with a 
red tag , released in 
November 

MTG-900DJ-4AJF 
The red logo variation 
MT-G, equipped with 
radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system , released in 
November 

GW-300VJ-8JF 
"The G" dressed in 
grey, mounted with 
Wave Ceptor and 
Tough Solar, released 
in November 

GL-170-3JR 
The khaki variation of 
the 2002 winter edition 
G-1ide, released in 
October 

G-1 OOND-2B2JF 
The " Denim Spirits " 
series, analogue/digital 
hybrid model fitted with 
a jean cloth band, 
released in November 

MTG-700L-1JF 
The sport style MT-G, 
featuring a genuine 
leather band, released 
in November 

MTG-900DJ-8JF 
The silver and grey 
variation MT-G, equipped 
with radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system, released in 
November 

GW-300MJ-8JF 
"The G" dressed in 
silver, unstoppable , 
unmistakable and 
unbreakable, released 
in November 



MTG·9001DJ-1 AJF 
The MT-G dressed in 
black base color, 
designed to express 
vigorousness, released 
in November 

GS-31 OOED-BJF 
The GIEZ featuring a 
"Dual-layer LCD" and 
metal band, released in 
December 

GW-300BT J-4JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a rabbit graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300BTJ-11JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a dog graph 
on the EL backlight, 
released in January 

DW-5000ML-1JF 
The " 20th Tribute " 
series commemorating 
G-SHOCK 20th 
Anniversary, replica of 
the f i rst G- SHOCK, 
released in January 

L0V-02A-7JR 
The 7th generation Lover's 
Collection, dressed in pearl white, 
featuring an angel graph on EL 
backlight, released in November 

GS-3101 FD·BJF 
The GIEZ featuring a 
"Dual-layer LCD", with 
personality stated by 
unique red LCD , 
released in December 

GW-300BT J-5JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a dragon graph 
on the EL backlight, 
released in January 

GW-300BTJ-12JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a pig graph on 
the EL backlight , 
released in January 

DW-5700ML-1JF 
The " 20th Tr ibute " 
series modeled from 
the " Sting " model , 
featuring a screwed-on 
case back, released in 
January 

GW-300LVJ-7JF 
The " Precious Heart 
Selection " ser i es 
modeled from The G, 
featuring a phoenix graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in December 

GW-300BT J-6JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a snake graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300CFJ-3JF 
The "Atomic Force" 
series designed with 
the theme of military 
machinery, green 
variation, released in 
January 

DW-6900ML-1JF 
The "20th Tribute" series 
modeled from the "Triple 
Eye" model, released in 
January 

L0V-028-7 JR 
The 7th generation Lover 's 
Collection, featuring a Pegasus 
graph on the blue EL backlight, 
released in November 

2003 
The G Empowered 
with Next Generation 
Technology: Dual
layer LCD 
In the 2oth Anniversary year 
of G-SHOCK , a limited 
commemorative series "20th 
Tribute" was created based 
on previous masterpieces. 
Analogue models powered 
by Tough Solar system, along 
with GW-1000, the new 
generation analogue/digital 
hybrid "The G" equipped 
with Wave Ceptor were both 
introduced in July. 

GW·300BTJ-7JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a horse graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW·300CFJ-4JF 
The "Atomic Force " 
series " The G" in 
military style , red 
variation , released in 
January 

DW-3000ML·1JF 
The " 20th Tribute " 
series modeled from 
G-3000, released in 
January 

GW-300BTJ-1JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a mouse graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300BT J-BJR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a goat graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300CFJ-8JF 
The "Atomic Force " 
series designed with 
the theme of military 
machinery , black 
variation , released in 
January 

GW-500J-1JF 
The G equipped with 
Tough Solar and radio 
wave receptor , 
receiving two signals 
from Fukushima and 
Kyushu , released in 
February 

GS-300BW-1AJF 
The GIEZ featuring a 
titanium case, emitting 
luxury and elegance 
feelings from every tiny 
detail , released in 
November 

GW-300BT J-2JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed wrth the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a cow graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300BT J-9JR 
The "12 Beast " series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a monkey graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300MW· 1 JF 
The G-SHOCK 20th 
Anniversary 
commemorative edition 
"The G", released with a 
complimentary G-SHOCK 
booklet in January. 

GW-500J-8JF 
The G equipped with 
Tough Solar and radio 
wa v e receptor , 
featuring a high
strength band, released 
in February 

GS-300BW-7AJF 
The titanium GIEZ , 
featuring black pointers 
over the white dial , 
released in November 

GW-300BT J·3JR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a tiger graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300BT J-1 OJR 
The "12 Beast" series 
designed with the theme 
of 12 Chinese zodiacs, 
featuring a rooster graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in January 

GW-300MW· 1 JG 
The "20th Tribute " 
series commemorating 
the G-SHOCK 20th 
Anniversary , blac k 
beze I v ariation, 
released in January. 

G-100SC-2BJF 
A special spring edition 
designed with the 
theme color of silver 
and blue, released in 
February 
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G-100SC-7BJF G-28008-1 JF G-200SC-2BJF G-200SC-7BJF G·2900SC-7BJF G·2900SC·8JF MTG-530SC-2BJF 
A special spring edition, The red logo variation A special spring edition, A special spring edition, A special spring edition The spring edition The 2003 spring edition 
analogue/digital hybrid equipped with Tough analogue/digital hybrid analogue/digital hybrid digital model, dressed digital model with MT-G, featuring a cool 
display presented on a Solar power system, display presented on a display presented in the in grey, released in mirror-polished metal blue dial, released in 
refreshing white dial , released in February blue dial, released in theme color of silver, February parts, dressed in silver, February 
released in February February released in February released in February 

MTG-530SC-7BJF MTG-700SC-2JF MTG· 700SC-8JF G-2800EV-8JF GW-300EVJ-8JF GW-5600EV-8JF GW-JOOJ-1 BJF ,. 
The 2003 spring edrtion The 2003 spring edition The 2003 spring edition The " Organic Style " The "Organic Style " The " Organic Style " The limited "Fire 
MT-G, fully dressed in MT-G, mirror polished, MT-G adorned with series dressed i n series dressed in ser i es dressed in Package n series , 
silver, released in released in February eye-catching red polarized metallic silver polarized metallic silver polarized metallic silver dressed in black and 
February elements, released in coating , released in coating, modeled from coating, modeled from red, released in March 

February March "Triple Eye", released the square-face model, 
in March released in March 

GW-500J-1 BJF G-3300D-8A2JF G-3300D-8A4JF G-3300-UF G-3300-2JF G-~F G-500-7AJF 
The limited " Fire The next generation The next generation The next generation The next generation The next generation The "Cockpit" series 
Package " series , "G", featuring green G-3300 , red LCD G-3300, featuring a G-3300, featuring a G-3300 , featuring a designed with the 
featuring an eagle " Dual-layer LCD", matched with a shinny black-red dual-layer dual-layer LCD , green and black dual- concept of motor 
graph on the EL released in March bezel with metallic LCD and metallic luster metallic luster bezel layer LCD and silver sports, released in 
backlight, released in luster, released in bezel, released in and cyan band, band, released in March 
March March March released in March March 

G-500-1AJF G-500-7AJF G-501D·1AJF G-501 D-2AJF G-501D-7AJF MTG-9001DJ-1 BJF MTG-9001DJ-1 BJF 
The black dial variation The analogue/digital The analogue/digital The blue dial variation The analogue/digital The "20th Tribute" The "Fire Package" 
of the "Cockpit" series, hybrid "Cockpit" series hybrid "Cockpit" of the "Cockpit" series, hybrid "Cockpit" series modeled from series modeled from 
equipped with a face designed with the concept series , black dial featuring cyan EL series , white dial MT-G , released in MT-G, fully dressed in 
protector, released in of motor sports, equipped variation , released in backlight, released in variation, released in March silver, released in 
March with a dark green band, March March March March 

released in March 

G-500-GAJF G-501-4AJF G-501·9AJF G-501 BD-1 AJF GL·190-1BJF GL-190-7BJF GL-190-BJF 
The violet dial variation The orange variation of The "Cockpit" series, The black variation of The 2003 summer The 2003 summer The 2003 summer 
of the analogue/digital the analogue/ digital yellow dial variation , the "Cockpit" series, edrtion G-lide, equipped edit ion G-lide , edition G-I id e , 
hybrid " Cockpit " hybrid " Cockpit " released in April metal band, released in with Tough Solar power equipped with a moon equipped with a black 
series, released in April series, released in April April system and a tide age display and bezel and band , 

graph display, released 10-year-life battery, released in April 
in April released in April 
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Gl-190-BJF Gl-200-4AF Gl-201-2A1JF Gl-200-4AF Gl-180D-BJF Gl-180D-BJF Gl-190-3BJF 
The 2003 summer The 2003 summer The 2003 summer The 2003 summer The 2003 summer The 2003 summer edition The 2002 Surfing 
edition square-face edition G-lide equipped edition G-lide equipped edition round-face edition G-lide, equipped G-lide, equipped with a Championship "Triple 
G-lide equipped with with Tough Solar power with Tough Solar power G-lide, purple variation, with a dual-layer LCD tide graph display, blue Crown" commemorative 
Tough Solar power system, red transparent system and a tide graph released in April and stainless steel resin band , released in model, released in May 
system, blue variation, variation , released in display, released in April band, released in April April 
released in April April 

Gl-190-BBJF GW-31 0J-2AJF GW-31 OJ-2BJF GW-31 0J-4JF DW-SOOOSP-1 JR G-601 SP· 1 AJF G·600-1AJF 
The 2002 "Triple The G summer edition, The G summer edition, The G summer edition, The "20th Tribute " The "Cockpit" series The analogue/digital 
Crown " model , silver blue variation designed bright blue variation, scarlet variation, series modeled from designed with the hybrid " Cockpit " 
variation, released in with the concept of re~ased in May released in May DW-5000, released in theme of motorbike series, red variation , 
May Summer Ocean , May dashboard, released in released in May 

released in May May 

G·600-6AJF G-600-7AJF G-600SP-1AJR GW-300FMJ-8JR GW-510J-1JF GW-510J-4JF GW-51 OJ-BJF 
The "Cockpit" series The analogue/digital The " 20th Tribute " The G featuring an The G featuring a The G featuring The u It i mate G 
designed with the hybrid "Cockpit" series modeled from FDNY (The Fi re screw-secured bezel enhanced shock- equipped with Tough 
theme of motorb ike series, grey variation , the analogue/ digital Department City of and enhanced shock- resistant function, red Solar power system 
dashboard, violet released in May hybr i d " Cockpit" , New York) symbol on resistant function , band variation, and radio wave ceptor, 
variation, released in released in May the band, released in released in June released in June grey variation, released 
May June in June 

GW-520J-2JF GW-203K-4JR GW-300KJ-7JR G-500K-2JR G-5600K-7JR G·600K-7JR G-7000K-2JR 
The G dressed in A series dedicated to A series dedicated to the A series dedicated to the A series dedicated to A series dedicated to A series dedicated to 
metallic blue and black, the third "International third "International third " International the third "International the third "International the third "International 
released in June Dolphin-whale Eco Dolphin-whale Eco Dolphin-whale Eco Dolphin-whale Eco Dolphin-whale Eco Dolphin-whale Eco 

Research Network", red Research Network", white Research Network" , Research Network" , Research Network", Research Network", 
transparent variation, transparent variation , analogue/ digital hybrid modeled from G-5600, modeled from G-600, modeled from G-7000, 
released in June released in June variation, released in June released in June released in June released in June 

G-5700-lJF G-5700-9JF MTG-920DJ-1 JF MTG-920DJ-4JF MTG-920DJ-9JF MTG-920DJ-2JF GW-1000DJ-1JF 
A model evolved from The standard round- The " Black Force " The "Black Force " The "Black Force " The "Black Force" The first analogue/ 
DW-5700, Tough Solar face model mounted series featuring IP series featuring IP series featuring IP series featuring IP digital hybrid "The G", 
system fitted into the with the Tough Solar processed metallic processed anti- processed metallic processed anti- featuring a red hour 
narrow space around system , featuring black appearance , scratching metallic black appearance , scratching metallic pointer, released in July 
the LCD of this model, yellow inscription, matched with blue black appearance , matched with a yellow black appearance , 
released in June released in June LCD, released in June matched with red LCD, LCD, released in June matched with a blue 

released in June LCD, released in June 
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GW-1 OOODJ-2AJF 
The analogue / digital 
hybrid model of "The G", 
featuring a silver hour 
pointer and a forged metal 
bezel, released in July 

GW-300FJ-9JR 
The G "Ultimate Force" 
series, bright yellow 
variation , released in 
July 

G-2800GH-8JF 
The 2003 G-Viper 
G-2800 equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
sy stem and a blue 
LCD, released in July 

GW-11 OOBJ-4AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid The G, dark red 
variation , released in 
August 

GW-1 OOOBDJ-BAJF 
The first generation 
" Black Force " , 
analogue model The G 
dressed in black , 
released in September 
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GW-1 OOODJ-9AJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid model of "The 
G ", golden LCD 
variation , released in 
July 

GW-700J-1JF 
The G, satin finished 
metal bezel emphasizing 
the strengths, red logo 
variation, released in 
July 

G-5600GH-8JF 
The 2003 G - V iper 
G-5600 equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system and a green 
LCD, released in July 

GW-700DJ-8BJF 
The G fitted with a 
metal band, 
demonstrating maturity 
and prudence, released 
in August 

GW-111 OJ-2AJF 
The G equipped with a 
colorful solar panel , 
blue dial variat ion, 
released in October 

GW-1100J-1A1JF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model of "The 
G " resin be z e I 
variation, released in 
July 

GW-700J-2JF 
The G, satin finished 
metal bezel emphasizing 
the strengths, blue logo 
variation , released in 
July 

G-5700GH-8JF 
The 2003 G-Viper 
round-face model, grey 
variation , released in 
July 

GW-700DJ-8JF 
The G dressed in grey 
and silver, featuring a 
fashionable metal 
band , released in 
August 

GW-1110J-2AJF 
The G equipped with a 
colorful solar panel , 
grey dial var iation , 
released in October 

GW-1100J-1AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model of "The 
G", featuring a red hour 
pointer, released in July 

GW-700J-9JF 
The G, satin finished 
metal bezel emphasizing 
the strengths, golden 
LCD variation, released 
in July 

G-70000-SJF 
The G featuring a bezel 
made of metal with 
high strength and 
density, released in July 

GW-700DJ-8AJF 
The G dressed in two 
different light grey 
colors, equipped with 
World Time disp lay 
function , released in 
August 

GW-1110J-9AJF 
The G equipped with a 
colorful solar panel, 
Khaki v ariation , 
released in October 

GW-11 OOJ-BAJF 
The ana logue/ digital 
hybrid model of "The G", 
grey variation adorned 
with yellow element , 
released in July 

GW-300GHJ-8JF 
The 2003 G-Viper, 
fashionably designed 
The G, released in July 

MTG-900FBJ-1 JR 
The G "Ultimate Force" 
series designed with 
the concept of mixed 
martial arts, released in 
July 

GW-700W-1 JF 
The 2003 winter limited 
edition The G, equipped 
with a delicate band 
made of genuine leather, 
released in October 

GW-11 OOJ-8A 1 JF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model of "The 
G " , resin bezel 
variation, released in 
July 

GW-500GHJ-8JF 
The G-Viper dressed in 
the color of a viper, 
fitted with a standard 
LCD, released in July 

MTG-900FBJ-1 JR 
A color variation of The 
G " Ult imate Force " 
series, designed with 
the concept of mixed 
martial arts, released in 
July 

G-7000-lJF 
The G featuring a 
weight - reducing 
urethane band and 
Tough Solar power 
system , released in 
August 

GW-700W-5JF 
The 2003 winter limited 
edition The G , 
equipped with a 
delicate band made of 
genuine leather, Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
released in October 

GW-300FJ-7JR 
The G "Ultimate Force" 
series designed with 
the concept of mixed 
martial arts, released in 
July 

G-231 OGH-8JF 
The 2003 G-Viper 
G-2310 equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system and a red LCD, 
released in July 

GW-1000CDJ-4AJF 
The first analogue/digital 
hybrid model of The G 
ever built in a metal 
construction, adorned with 
eye-catching red element, 
released in August 

G-7000-ZJF 
The G featuring a 
weight-reducing 
urethane band and 
Tough Solar power 
system , blue LCD 
variation , released in 
August 

MRG-2000DJ-8AJF 
The titan ium MR-G 
modeled from GW-
1000, released in 
October 
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GL-210-lJR 
The 2003 winter edition 
G-lide of the "Street 
Style" series, released 
in November 

GW-900J-1JF 
The G in black , 
featuring a forged case 
back and a urethane 
band , released in 
November 

GW-700CJ-1 JF 
The 2003 winter limited 
edition The G, featuring 
a composite material 
band, dressed in black, 
released in December 

GW-700DCJ-BJF 
The ultimate The G 
dressed in grey, black 
bezel, released in 
January 

G-611-2AJR 
The " Fire Package " 
series, blue LCD dial 
variation, released in 
February 

GL-210-SJR 
The 2003 winter edition 
G-lide , dressed in 
warm-looking golden 
pink, re I eased in 
November 

GW-900J-3JF 
The G in grey, featuring 
a forged case back, 
released in November 

GW-700CJ-1JF 
The 2003 winter limited 
edition The G, featuring 
a composite material 
band, metallic grey 
variation, released in 
December 

G-7210-lJF 
Tough Solar packed 
into a classic model, 
b I ack variation , 
released in January 

GW-700SCJ-BJF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series The G, 
designed with the 
theme of Hope , 
released in February 

GL-210RC-1JR 
A collaborative model with 
the snowboard brand 
I.R.C., equipped with 
Tough Solar power system, 
released in November 

G-500XD-4AJR 
The "Street Style" series 
based on the cultures of 
the young generation , 
fitted with a stylish LCD, 
released in November 

G-7100-1JF 
The "Tough Battery-1 O" 
series, featuring 10-
year battery life and a 
urethane band, released 
in December 

G-7210-2JF 
Tough Solar packed 
into a classic model, 
blue variation, released 
in January 

G-520SCD-1 AJF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series designed 
with the theme of Hope, 
black dial variation, 
released in February 

GW-700BJ-1JF 
The G featuring a 
simple yet mature 
design , released in 
November 

G-501 XD-3AJR 
The "Street Style" series 
based on the cultures of 
the young generation, 
fitted with a different LCD, 
released in November 

G-71000-lJF 
The "Tough Battery-1 O" 
series, featuring 10-
year battery life and a 
metal band, released in 
December 

G-520D-4AJR 
The world challenging 
"Fire Package" series, 
red logo variation, 
released in February 

G-521 SCD-2AJF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series designed 
with the theme of 
Hope , blue dial 
variation, released in 
February 

GW-700LDJ-BJF GW-700LV J-7 JF 
The 2003 winter edition The 2003 winter edition 
The G in "Precious Heart The G in "Precious Heart 
Selection" series, dressed Selection" series, dressed 
in metallic color, released in bright pearl white , 
in November released in November 

LDV-03A-7AJR 
The seventh generation Lover's 
Collection , analogue/ digital 
hybrid model, featuring cyan EL 
backlight, released in November 

2004 
Pursuit of Functions 
and Designs of Higher 
Quality 
The Super llluminator LED 
back/ight was first mounted 
on the small-sized GW-1200; 
the second generation Black 
Force was ion plated with an 
anti-scratch coating; large 
color variety of transparent 
G-lide and the adventurous 
designs of Lover's Collection, 
have all became hot topics. 

G-5210-9AJR 
The "Fire Package" 
series, yellow dial 
variation, released in 
February 

G-7100SC-2JF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series designed 
with the theme of Hope, 
blue "Triple Eye" model, 
released in February 

GW-700B0-BJF 
The " Black Force" 
series The G model, 
dressed in metallic 
color , released in 
January 

G-610-3AJR 
The " Fire Package" 
series, green dial 
variation, released in 
February 

G-7100SC-7JF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series designed 
with the theme of Hope, 
silver "Triple Eye" 
model , released in 
February 

GW-900BJ-4JF 
The G in scarlet , 
featuring a forged case 
back that is solid yet 
comfortable, released in 
November 

LOV-03A-7JR 
The seventh generation 
Lover's Collection "Triple 
Eye " model , designed 
with the theme of butterlly, 
released in November 

GW-700BDJ-2JF 
The " Black Force " 
series The G model , 
featuring an IP 
processed blue coating, 
released in January 

G-610-7AJR 
The " Fire Package" 
series, white LCD dial 
variation , released in 
February 

MTG-512SC-2BJF 
The "Spring Collection 
2004" series designed 
with the theme of Hope, 
MT-G model , released 
in February 
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GW-200CF-7 JF 
The " Brazilian 
Frogman " model 
inspired by the Brazilian 
Milky Frog, released in 
March 

G-5600RB-1 JF 
The "Black Spot" series 
modeled from 5600 , 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in March 

GL-220-9JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide, dressed 
in different shades of 
orange , released in 
April 

G-230·2BJF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide blue 
transparent variation, 
powered by Tough 
Solar system, released 
in May 

GW-1300J-8AJF 
The ultimate The G 
equipped with both 
Tough Solar power 
system and radio wave 
receptor, released in 
May 
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GW-1200J-1AJF 
The G modeled from 
GW-1200, light yet full 
of luxury feelings , 
featuring a red hour 
hand , released in 
March 

G-5700RB-1JF 
The "Black Spot" series 
modeled from 5700, a 
popularity winner all 
o v er the world , 
released in March 

GW-121 OJ-1 AJF 
The light yet full of 
luxury feelings GW-
120 0 , grey dial 
variation , released in 
April 

G-230-4JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide orange 
transparent variation , 
featuring cyan EL 
backlight, released in 
May 

GW-1300J-9AJF 
A color variation of 
GW-1300 equipped 
with both Tough Solar 
power system, released 
in May 

GW-1200J-9AJF 
The G modeled from 
GW-1200, light yet full 
of luxury feelings , 
featuring a golden hour 
hand , released in 
March 

G-7210RB-1JF 
The "Black Spot" series 
modeled from "Triple 
Eye", equipped with 
Tough Solar po w er 
system , released in 
March 

GW-1210J-2AJF 
The light yet full of 
luxury feelings GW-
120 0 , b I u e dial 
variation , released in 
April 

G-240-3JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide, dressed 
in impress i ve 
transparent green . 
released in May 

GW-131 OJ-2AJF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model, the sizes 
of all parts optimized 
for best performance, 
blue variation, released 
in May 

GW-200RB-1 JF 
The "Black Spot" series 
designed with the 
theme of Sunspot , 
released in March 

GL-220-1JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system, dressed in 
black, released in April 

GW-121 0J-9AJF 
The light yet full of 
luxury feelings GW-
1200 , adorned with 
eye-catching orange 
elements, released in 
April 

G-240-2JF 
The 2 004 summer 
edition G-lide in bright 
blue, featuring cyan EL 
backlight, released in 
May 

GW-131 0J-4AJF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model, the sizes 
of all parts optimized 
for best performance, 
red variation, released 
in May 

GW-11 OORBJ-1 AJF 
The "Black Spot " 
series, grey dial 
variation , released in 
March 

GL-220-2JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide with 
unique battery 
indicator, dressed in 
transparent blue , 
released in April 

~ 
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G-7300-lJF 
Built with an oversized LCD 
capable of displaying 
readings o f multiple 
functions, powered by Tough 
Solar system , red logo 
variation, released in April 

GW-1200BJ-1AJF 
The G w ith IP 
processed , I uxury 
looking bezel and 
band, released in May 

GW-700TDJ-8JF 
The G built with light 
titanium alloy, providing 
light w earing 
experience, released in 
May 

GW-700RBJ-1 AJF 
The "Black Spot " 
series, black variation, 
released in March 

GL-220-4JF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide, dressed 
in refreshing 
transparent red , 
released in April 

G-7301-BJF 
The sport style "Triple 
Eye" powered by Tough 
Solar system, released 
in April 

GW-1200CJ-1 AJF 
The G with a band made 
from metal / urethane 
composite material , 
featuring Supe r 
llluminator LED lighting 
system, released in May 

MRG-21 OODJ-1 AJF 
The MR-G built with 
light titanium alloy, DLC 
processed, released in 
May 
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GW-700RBJ-1AJF 
The " Black Spot" 
series , equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system , released in 
March 

GL-220-BJF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-lide equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system , dressed in 
grey, released in April 

G-230-2AJF 
The 2004 summer 
edition G-llde blue 
variation , featuring 
cyan EL backlight , 
released in April 

GW-1210CJ-4AJF 
The G with a dual-color 
band , featuring Super 
llluminator LED lighting 
system, red variation, 
released in May 

GW-204K-9JR 
A special edition 
Frogman dedicated to 
support the fourth 
International Dolphin & 
Whale Research 
Network, released in 
June 



GW-1100KJ-7AJR 
The G developed to 
support the Fourth 
International Dolphin & 
Whale Research Network, 
analogue/ digital hybrid 
model, released in June 

GL-700TCJ-2JR 
The 2004 edition "Triple 
Crown", equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system , released in 
June 

G-5700L-1JF 
The round-face " LX" 
series, featuring cyan 
EL backlight, released 
in June 

G-7302RL-7JF 
The silver variation of 
the " Five Rings ", 
featuring the all-new 
" Five Rings " design, 
released in June 

G-700-lAJF 
A variation of the 
"Cockpit" series with 
tachymeter function, 
released in July 

G-7210K-7AJR 
The "Triple Eye " 
developed to support 
the Fourth International 
Dolphin & Whale 
Research Network, 
released in June 

GW-1300CJ-1 AJF 
The metal frame 
enhanced resin band 
has the same strength 
as the metal band, 
released in June 

G-7300L-7JF 
The "LX" series "Triple 
Eye", flattered by the 
white leather band , 
released in June 

GW-1200BCJ-1AJF 
The second generation 
" Black Force" series 
distinguished by its 
met a 11 i c b I a ck 
appearance, released 
in July 

G-700-3AJF 
The "Cockpit" series 
with standard LCD , 
tachymeter equipped , 
released in July 

G-7210K-7BJR 
The " Triple Eye " 
developed to support the 
Fourth International 
Dolphin & Whale Research 
Network, white logo 
variation, released in June 

GW-131 0CJ-BAJF 
The "Legendary Pride" 
series designed to 
inspire good memories, 
released in June 

G-7301D-8JF 
The " Triple Eye ", 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system 
and a dual time display, 
released in June 

GW-1210BJ-1AJF 
The second generation 
"Black Force" series , 
featuring a metal band, 
released in July 

G-701-9AJF 
The orange variation 
"Cockpit " without 
tachymeter, released in 
July 

GW-900KJ-7JR 
The G developed to 
support the Fourth 
International Dolphin & 
Whale Research 
Network, digital model, 
released in June 

GW-500LJ-1 JF 
The newly created "LX" 
series , featuring a 
broad band made of 
genuine leather , 
released in June 

G-7302RL-1JF 
The " Five Rings " , 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in June 

GW-1310BCJ-1AJF 
The second generation 
" Black Force" series , 
featuring a composite 
material band, released 
in July 

G-701D-2AJF 
The blue variation 
"Cockpit", motor sport 
style, released in July 

GL-250TC-1JR 
The 2004 Surfing 
Championship "Triple 
Crown" commemorative 
model, black variation, 
released in June 

G-5600L-1JF 
The " LX " series 
featuring a sport watch 
style with a leather 
band and reverse LCD, 
released in June 

G-7302RL-1 AJF 
A color variation of the 
" Five Rings" , with 
multiple read i ngs 
displayed b y five 
" rings ", released in 
June 

GW-700BTJ-1AJF 
The second generation 
"Black Force" series 
digital model, featuring 
a metal band, released 
in July 

G-701 D-4AJF 
The red dial variation 
" Cockpit", featur ing 
elegant 30 numerals, 
released ln July 

GL-250TC-8JR 
The 2004 edition "Triple 
Crown" silver variation, 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in June 

G-5600LL-1JF 
The " LX" series , 
featuring a case back 
designed by artist 
Kocho Tomoki , 
released in June 

G-7302RL-2JF 
The metallic blue 
variation of the "Five 
Rings", matched with a 
blue EL backlight 
button, released in 
June 

G-521BD-1AJF 
The second generation 
"Black Force", featuring 
a face protector, 
released in July 

G-701D-7AJF 
The silver variation 
"Cockpit", with 
calendar window at the 
12 o ' clock position , 
released in July 

GL-1310TC-2AJR 
The 2004 edition "Triple 
Crown" black and blue 
variation, released in 
June 

G-5600LL-4JF 
The " LX " series, 
featuring a band made 
of synthetic leather in a 
soccer ball-like worn 
appearance, released 
in June 

G-7302RL-4JF 
The red and black 
variation of the "Five 
Rings ", featuring 
multiple functions and 
a classic design, 
released in June 

G-700D-1AJF 
The "Cockpit" series 
equipped with 
tachymeter function , 
released in July 

GW-131 0RCJ-3AJF 
The "Legendary Pride" 
series developed as a 
tribute to the old time, 
released in August 
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GW-131 0RCJ-7 AJF 
The "Legendary Pride" 
series , ivory white 
variation , released in 
August 

GW-1400DJ-1AJF 
The square-face 
analogue model of The 
G, equipped with a 
face protector, released 
in September 

GW-002J-8BJF 
The G built in a "Space 
Capsule " structure, 
grey and b I a ck 
variation , released in 
October 

G-702LV-7AJF 
The " Precious Heart 
Selection" series The 
G, analogue/ digital 
hybrid model, released 
in November 

DW-5600L-5AJF 
The " L.X " series , 
square-face modeled 
and perfectly dressed 
in dark brown, released 
in November 
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GW-700RJ-1 JR GW-700RCJ-2JR 
The "legendary Pride" The "Legendary Pride" 
series developed to series, French blue 
commemorated the variation , released in 
passed golden age of August 
motor sport, mature male 
style, released in August 

GW-1400DJ-2AJF GW-1400DJ-4AJF 
The blue variation of The analogue The G, 
analogue The G, featuring a futuristic 
featuring a vigorous looking red bezel and 
and tough looking pointers, released in 
carbon fiber dial, September 
released in September 

GW-002J-1JF GW-1600J-1 AJF 
The G built in the tough The high performance 
" Space Capsule " The G, combining the 
structure , red logo advantages of both 
variation , released in analogue and digital 
October models , released in 

October 
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L0V-04B-7 JR-1 
The eighth generation Lover's 
Collection collaborated with 
Oasis Record, featuring 
whtte leather band, released 
in November 

G-710RD-7AJR GL-7000RF-1JF 
The "legendary Pride" The " Inner Force " 
series, designed with series G-lide designed 
the theme of the motor for extreme sports , 
sport spirit in the 60s, released in September 
released in August 

GL-260-1JR GL-260-2JR 
The 2004 winter edition The 2004 winter edition 
G-lide, capable of G-lide grey blue 
operating at low variation, suitable for 
temperature of -20°C, Sn OW mountain 
released in October climbing , released in 

October 

GW-1600BJ-1 AJF GW-1500J-2AJF 
The second generation The analogue The G, 
"Black Force", featuring featuring a band with 
a metallic black unique texture , 
appearance, released released in November 
in October 

DW-5600BR-1 JR DW-5600BR-5JR 
The model created by The model created by 
the first "Tokyo Design the first "T.D.P. " based 
Project" (TDP) based on the original square-
on the original square- face G-SHOCK, black 
face G-SHOCK , variation, released in 
released in November November 

L0V-04A-7AJR 
The eighth generation 
Lover's Collection 
collaborated with Oasis 
Record , released in 
November 

GL-3100RF-2JF GL-7210RF-5JF 
The " Inner Force" series The "Inner Force" series 
G-lide , designed to G-lide , designed to 
express the will power of express the spirit of the 
the championship championship winning 
winning G-SHOCK riders, G-SHOCK riders , 
released in September released in September 

GL-260-3JR GW-002J-8AJF 
The 2004 winter edition The G built in a "Space 
G-lide, featuring eye- Capsule " structure , 
catching blue elements, released in October 
released in October 

GW-1600CJ-1AJF GW-1600LVJ-2AJF 
The analogue The G The "Precious Heart 
equipped with Selection " series The 
tachymeter, released in G, with a pair of love 
November bird engraved on the 

case back, released in 
November 

DW-5750BR-1JR DW-5600L-1JF 
The first T.D .P. series The street-style " l.x'' 
created by up-and- series mode led from 
coming new designers, the square-face OW-
green round-face 5600 , featuring a 
variation , released in leather band, released 
November in November 

L0V-04C-7 JR 
The eighth generation 
Lover's Collection, analogue/ 
digfal hybrid model featuring 
a " Four Rings " design , 
released in November 



DW•5600L-5BJF 
The "L.X" series, fully 
dressed in cameral 
color, released in 
November 

GW-002RfJ.5JR 
The brown variation of 
the R.F.J. collaborative 
model , released in 
January 

G-7D2BD-7AJR 
The 2005 edition "Fire 
Package" , white d ial 
variation , released in 
February 

GW· 700BCJ-1 JF 
The G modeled from 
700 series, dressed in 
b I ac k and blue , 
released in February 

DW-5600RE· 1 JF 
Designed with the 
concept of nightclub, 
featuring a red LCD, 
released in March 

DW-5600L-7JF 
The delicate " L.X " 
series dressed in white, 
released in November 

G-7300RF-1JR 
The round-face model 
of the R.F.J. 
collaborative model, 
featuring a turtle graph 
on E L backlight , 
released in January 

G-57008-1 JF 
The standard round-
face model, dressed in 
the theme colors of 
black and silver, 
released in February 

DW-5750RE· 1 JF 
The round-face model 
of the " Nightclub " 
series , featuring a 
purple LCD, released in 
March 

GW-1500J· 1 AJF 
The standard 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model of The G , 
released in November 

G-5700RF-1 JR 
The R. F.J. collaborative 
model , light brown 
band variation, 
released in January 

G-72108-BJF 
The "Triple Eye" model 
dressed in black and 
silver, released in 
February 

DW·6900RE· 1 JF 
The "Nightclub" series 
modeled from 6900 , 
featuring a red LCD, 
released in March 

GW-1610BJ-1AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model of The G, 
with IP processed 
bezel, released in 
November 

GW-1500BJ-1AJR 
The 2005 edition The G 
of the "Fire Package" 
series, black and blue 
variation , released in 
February 

GW-002BJ-1 JF 
The NEXAX series built 
in the "Space Capsule" 
structure, featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in February 

GW-200S·8JF 
The "Frogman " model 
dressed in black and 
si l ver , featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in February 

G-350-2AJF 
The first generation 
"G-Spike" series, with 
tyre pattern on the 
band , released in 
March 

MTG-3000DJ-1AJF 
The three-pointer MT
G, equipped with 
Tough Solar and Wave 
Ceptor, released in 
November 

GW-1500SJ-8AJR 
The 2005 edition "Fire 
Package ", gre y 
variation, released in 
February 

GW-1200GJ-9AJF 
Luxury emphasized by 
golden IP coating , 
released in February 

GW-5600J-1JF 
The original square-
face 5600 mounted 
with Tough Solar and 
Wave Ceptor, released 
in February 

G-7500-lJF 
A model equipped with 
vibration function and 
countdown functions 
for sail yacht race , 
released in April 

2005 
Original Square-face 
5600 Equipped with 
Tough Solar 
and Wave Ceptor 

The 5600 series developed 
from the original square
face model was mounted 
with Tough Solar and radio 
wave receptor while 
maintaining its original 
design and size. The GS-
1000 featuring 5-motor
driven multifunctional 
chronograph demonstrated 
continued development in 
precision technologies. 

G-701 SD· 1 AJR 
The 2005 edition "Fire 
Package", black and 
silver variation , 
released in February 

GW-1 JOOBCJ-1 AJF 
The G dressed in the 
theme colors of black 
and blue , fea turing 
automatic EL backlight, 
released in February 

GW·5600BJ-1JF 
The black variation 
featuring a reverse 
LCD , released in 
February 

G· 7500G-9JF 
A color variation of 
7500 , high quality 
expressed by the 
golden dress, released 
in April 

GW-002RFJ-3JR 
A collaborative model 
with the rainforest 
preservation 
organization R. F.J . , 
featuring a turtle graph 
on EL backlight, released 
in January 

G-7D28D· 1 AJR 
The 2005 edition "Fire 
Package " , tough 
looking black variation, 
released in February 

GW-1600GJ-9AJF 
The G with a golden IP 
processed bezel , 
released in February 

GW-5600SJ-8JF 
The metallic silver 
model of The G , 
featuring a simple yet 
stylish design, released 
in March 

GL-7200-lJR 
The 2005 summer 
edition G-lide , 
equipped with a tide 
graph display for 
surfers, released in 
April 
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GL-7200-2JR 
The 2005 summer 
edition G-lide , band 
and bezel both dressed 
in blue, released in 
April 
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DW-5600SA-9JF 
A collaboration model 
with street artist 
Sakamaki Seondeok, 
released in April 

GW-400J-1JF 
A model equipped with 
a temperature sensor 
for temperature 
measurement, released 
in May 

6-301 B-1 AJF 
A ne w ly replicated 
edition of the 90 's 
street-st y le model , 
released in June 

GW-002RJ-9JF 
The yel low "Rastafarian" 
representing peace and 
love, released in June 
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GL-7200-JJR 
The 2005 summer 
edition G- lide, khaki 
and white variation , 
released in April 

DW-6900SA-1 JF 
A collaboration model 
w ith the "Toy Figure 
Godfather " Michael 
Lau, released in April 

G-301BR-1AJR 
The second model from 
the " Tok yo Design 
Project", designed with 
the theme of Jazz 
music, released in May 

GW-205K-2JR 
The "Dolphin & Whale" 
commemorative model, 
with diving time 
functions, released in 
June 

G-302-5AJF 
The model designed 
with the theme of "00's 
street style", released 
in June 

GL-7200-7JR 
The 2005 summer 
edition G-lide, adorned 
with yellow logo , 
released in April 

GW-200TC-2JR 
A 2005 Surfing 
Championship "Triple 
Crown " mode I , 
released in May 

GW-5600BCJ-1JF 
The G modeled from 
the popular 5600 , 
equipped with a metal 
frame composite band, 
released in May 

GW-1500KJ-2AJR 
The "Dolphin & Whale" 
analogue model , 
dressed in the color of 
the deep blue sea , 
released in June 

G-302-9AJF 
The yellow variation of 
the "00 's street style" 
series, released in June 

GL-7500HD-1JF 
A collaboration model 
w ith surfboard brand 
Hawaiian Pro Design, 
released in April 

GW-200TC-3JR 
A 2005 "Triple Crown" 
model , dark green 
variation , released in 
May 

GW-1400B DJ-1 AJF 
The "Black Force " 
series , featuring anti -
scratching IP coating , 
released in May 

GW-5600KJ-2JR 
The 2005 ed i tion 
" Dolphin & Whale ", 
featuring a whale graph 
on the EL backlight , 
released in June 

6-351-BAJF 
The grey analogue 
model of the " 00 's 
street style " series , 
released in June 
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GL-7500HD-7JF 
The Ha w aiian Pro 
Design collaboration, 
white and blue 
variation , released in 
April 

GW-200TC-4JR 
A 2005 "Triple Crown" 
model, red variation , 
released in May 

MTG-950BDJ-9JF 
The "Black Force " 
series , featur ing a 
stylish design, released 
in May 

GW-5600RJ-4JF 
The red variation of the 
" Rastafar ian " series 
dressed in red , yellow 
and green , the theme 
colors of RASTA reggae, 
released in June 

GW-&OODJ-1 JF 
The G built in a solid 
metal structure , 
standard model , 
released in July 

GL-7200SR-7 JF 
A collaboration model 
with en v ironmental 
protection organization 
"Surfrider Foundation 
Japan " (S.R.F . ) , 
released in April 

GW-400TC-2JR 
A 2005 "Triple Crown" 
model released in May 

MTG-940BDJ-2JF 
The IP processed 
"Black Force" series, 
popular black and blue 
dress, released in May 

GW-5600RJ-9JF 
The " Rastafarian" 
series modeled from 
5600, dressed in eye-
catching y ellow , 
released in June 

GW-&OOBJ-1 JF 
The simple yet delicate 
GW-600 full y dressed 
in black, released in 
August 

DW-5600SA-2JF 
A collaborat ion model 
with SOAR, a team led 
by the professional 
skater Susumu Okada, 
released in April 

GW-400HW-9JF 
A model dedicated to 
the Hawaiian Lifeguard 
Association, released in 
May 

DW-6900H-9JF 
The replica edition of 
"Thrasher" , the most 
popular street st y le 
ser ies in the 90s, 
dressed in yellow , 
released in May 

GW-002RJ-3JF 
The "Rastafarian", even 
the band is dressed in 
RASTA colors, released 
in June 

GW-61 0BJ-1 JF 
Red re v erse LCD 
mounted on the "Triple 
Eye" model, IP processed 
metal parts dressed in 
grey color, released ln 
August 
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DW-5600WC-1 JR 
The off i C i a I 

commemorative model 
for the 2006 FIFA Wortd 
Cup held in Germany, 
released in August 

GW-002KJ-1JF 
The street-style The G 
with a reverse LCD , 
dressed in black and 
red , released in 
September 

GW-610W-1JF 
The G combining a 
compact metal case 
and a black band, 
yellow v ariation , 
released in October 

DW-6900RE-2JF 
The "Real Black Blue 
Eye" modeled from 
6900 , released in 
October 

GW-600TDJ-8JF 
The G built in titanium 
alloy construction, with 
pronounced metallic 
texture , released in 
November 

DW-6900WCJ-9JR 
The commemorative 
model for the 2006 FIFA 
World Cup held in 
Germany , yel I ow 
variation , released in 
August 

GW-002KJ-3JF 
The G with a light-on-
black reverse LCD , 
dressed in black and 
dark green, released in 
September 

GW-61 OWCJ-9JR 
The officially authorized 
commemorative model 
for the 2006 FIFA World 
Cup held in Germany, 
golden IP processed , 
released in October 

DW-6900RC-1JF 
The "Club-style" with a 
camouflage band, 
released in October 

GW-056J-1JF 
The thinnest 
G-SHOCK , 11 mm 
thickness realized by 
combining polygons 
and polyhedrons , 
released in November 

DW-5600B-lAJF 
The military-style 
"M-SPEC" , adopting 
materials of bulletproof 
vest into the band , 
released in August 

GW-151 OJ-JAJF 
The G dressed in 
street-style olive green, 
released in September 

GW-SGOOCFJ-1 JF 
The " Street-style " 
series matched with a 
camouflage band 
released in October 

G-7501-9JF 
The "Club-style" series 
dressed in charming 
earth color, released in 
October 

GW-056AJ-7JF 
A model featuring a 
polygon framework 
that protects the case 
from shock, white 
variation , released in 
November 

6-303B-JAJF 
The round-face 
" M-SPEC" , aimed to 
pursue the ultimate 
toughness, released in 
August 

MRG-7000DJ-1AJF 
The multifunctional 
MR-G constructed in a 
solid titanium alloy 
case for tactile appeal, 
released in September 

GW-5600CFJ-7JF 
The "Street-style" The 
G, white variation , 
released in October 

G-8000-1 AJF 
Reverse LCD employed 
in an impressive design 
similar to an instrument, 
released in October 

6-353B-lAJF 
The military-style 
"M-SPEC", featuring a 
soft rubber case , 
released in August 

G-300WC-2AJR 
The officially authorized 
commemorative model for 
the 2006 FIFA World Cup 
held in Germany, featuring 
a World Cup image on the 
dial, released in September 

GW-5600CFJ-9JF 
The "Street-style" The 
G, earth color variation, 
released in October 

G-8000BR-7JR 
A model developed by 
collaborating with 
several designers in 
the Tokyo Design 
Project , released in 
October 

LOV-OSAJ-1 JR 
The 10th generation 
Lover's Collection, limited 
edition for Christmas , 
released ln November 

G-741D-1A9JF 
A model created for the 
world of motor sports, 
expressing the extremity 
of motor sport, released 
in August 

DW-5600RC-5JF 
The "Club-style" series, 
featuring a club-style 
reverse LCD, released 
in October 

GW-1600TDJ-8AJF 
The G built in titanium 
alloy construction, 
featuring a tachymeter 
on the bezel, released 
in November 

GS-1 OOOJ-1 AJF 
The GIEZ designed for 
casually dressed 
mature male, featuring 
composite material 
made from metal and 
resin , released in 
November 

G-741D-7A4JF 
The " motor sport " 
model adorned with a 
red circle around the 
dial, released in August 

GW-600W-1JF 
The G combining a 
compact metal case 
and a black band , 
released in October 

DW-5600RE-2JF 
The club-style " Real 
Black Blue Eye ", 
released in October 

GW-1200TDJ-8AJF 
The G built in titanium 
alloy construction, 
featuring countdown 
function , released in 
November 

GW-056BJ-1 JF 
The slimmest 
G-SHOCK, featuring a 
fashionable and stylish 
reverse LCD, released 
in December 
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DW-5600FS-3JF 
The popular model 
worn by Kimura Takuya 
in the TV series Hero , 
released in December 

AWG-500J-9AJF 
The G modeled from 
AW-500 , golden LCD 
variation, released in 
February 

G-304RL-1 A 1 JF 
The " B-Boy " style 
designed with the 
theme of street fashion, 
released in February 

G-354RL-3AJR 
The 2006 edition "Fire 
Package" , square-face 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, released in 
February 

GW-1700BT J-1 AJF 
The "Black Force" 
series equipped with a 
golden hour pointer, 
released in May 
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DW-5600FS-7JF 
A popular model 
dressed in white and 
equipped with a 
reverse LCD, released 
in December 

DW-56RTWC-7JR 
The "Timers 11" developed 
for the 2006 FIFA World 
Cup, equipped with practical 
time measurement 
f unctions , released in 
February 

G-315RC-3AJF 
The G-Spike equipped 
with a camouflage 
patterned resin band , 
released in February 

G-315RLW-7AJR 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid G-Spike, white 
and silver variation, 
released in February 

GW-1700BT J-9AJF 
The "Black Force " 
series equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system, golden dial 
variation, released in 
May 

DW-5600FS-9JF 
The yellow variation , 
designed for fashion 
sensitive consumers, 
released in December 

GW-056WCJ-7 JR 
The officially authorized 
commemorative model 
of Fl FA World Cup held 
in Germany, released in 
February 

G-304EH-7JR 
A collaborative model 
with Hip-hop artist Eric 
Haze , released in 
March 

DW-6900FS·4JF 
The long-standing 
popular "Triple Eye " 
model dressed in lively 
bright pink, released in 
December 

GW-1700DJ-1AJF 
The G featuring a 
luxury metallic texture, 
grey dial variation, 
released in February 

MRG-71 OOBJ-1 AJF 
Further evolved MR-G, 
featuring deep
hardened and DLC 
processed titanium 
al loy parts, released in 
February 

DW-56RT-1JF 
High-precision 
stopwatch developed 
for soccer games , 
capable of measuring 
additional time during a 
game, released in April 

GW-600BT J· 1 JF 
The "Black Force " 
series , golden LCD 
variation, released in 
May 

DW-6900FS-8JF 
A compact white 
standard model based 
on the original "Triple 
Eye" design, released 
in December 

GW-1700DJ-4A1JF 
The G featuring a 
luxury metallic texture, 
red dial variation, 
released in February 

GW-056CJ-3JR 
The " Fire Package" 
packed in a special 
watch case, released in 
February 

GW-1700TDJ-BAJF 
The G with a golden 
LCD, featuring luxury 
metallic texture, 
released in March 

GW-410TCJ-7 JR 
The 2005 Surfing 
Championship "Triple 
Crown" , released in 
May 

2006 

Further Evolution 
of Mud-resistant 
Structure 
The simple shock-resistant 
function was no longer the 
only goal of toughness 
pursued by G-SH0CK. 
Mudman, with its 
outstanding dust and mud
resistant functions, realized 
the further evolution. In 
addition, the revolutionary 
analogue watch AW-500 was 
equipped with the latest 
functions of The G, and 
reappeared in the name of 
AWG. 

GW-1700DJ-7AJF 
The G featuring a 
luxury metallic texture, 
silver dial variation, 
released in February 

G-314RL-4AJR 
The 2006 edition "Fire 
Package" equipped 
with a richly textured 
band, released in 
February 

AWG-500BJ-4AJF 
The evolved AW-500 
dressed vivid orange, 
released in May 

AWG-500J-1 AJF 
The G based on the 
earliest shock-resistant 
analogue/digital hybrid 
G-SHOCK AW-500 , 
released in February 

DW-56RTA-1JR 
The "Timers 11" model, 
capable of measuring 
the additional time 
during a game, 
released in February 

G-315RL-2AJR 
The 2006 edition "Fire 
Package" in street 
style, blue variation, 
released in February 

AWG-500BJ-8AJF 
The successor of the 
original standard 
analogue model, AWG-
500, dressed in grey, 
released in May 

DW-5600SF-2JR 
A collaboration model 
with six surfing product 
brands, released in 
May 



DW-6900MC-3JF 
The green variation of 
the " Jam'in Color" 
series, featuring 
naturally mixed two 
colors, released in May 

G-056RE-4JF 
The scarlet variation of 
the " Rastafarian " 
series , with the free 
loop on the band 
dressed in RASTA 
colors, released in May 

G-9000-BJF 
The new Mudman 
developed for auto 
rally , featuring two 
LCDs, released in June 

DW-5600NU-9JR 
A collaboration model 
with fashion brand 
Nano Universe, black 
and brown variation , 
released in August 

G-5500-1JF 
Based on the design of 
DW-5500, equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system, released in 
September 

DW-6900MC-4JF 
The red and black variation 
of the "Jam'in Color" series, 
creating an appearance 
similar to camouflage, 
released in May 

G-056RE-9JF 
The yellow variation 
"Rastafarian", released in 
May 

GW-800D-1JF 
The G in met a I 
construction, equipped 
with Multi Band 5 radio 
wave reception system, 
released in August 

G-056-2JF 
A model equipped with 
a stopwatch for soccer 
games , capable of 
calculating additional 
time , re I eased in 
August 

G-056EB-9JR 
A collaboration model 
with " Brown Rats", a 
creative collective , 
released in September 

DW-6900MC-6JF 
The blue and black 
variation of the "Jam'in 
Color" series, two colors 
mixed in an all-new 
fashion, released in May 

G-8000RE-3JF 
The yellow variation 
" Rastafarian ", 
equipped with a LED 
indicator, released in 
May 

GW-81 0BD-1 JF 
The "Black Force" 
series equipped with 
Multi Band 5 radio 
wave reception system, 
released in August 

G-056B-2JF 
A model equipped with 
a stopwatch capable of 
calculating additional 
time, dressed in black, 
released in August 

G-313MS-1 AJF 
The M-Spec, a tough-
looking , military-style 
"Street Fashion" series, 
released in September 

DW-6900MC-7JF 
The white and grey 
variation of the "Jam'in 
Color" series, modeled 
from 6900, released in 
May 

GW-206K-7 JR 
Dedicated to the sixth 
" International Dolphin
whale Eco Research 
Network", modeled 
from " Frogman " , 
released in June 

AW-582-1AJF 
The black variation of the 
AW-500 series, equipped 
with functions such as 
automatic LED lighting 
system and a World Time 
display, released in August 

G-8000-4JF 
All new visual effect 
created by simple 
arrangement of straight 
and curved lines , 
released in August 

G-313MS-3AJF 
The dark green 
variation M-Spec, band 
made of bul let-proof 
vest material, released 
in September 

DW-6900NY-1 JR 
A collaboration model 
with the professional 
soccer player Yuji 
Nakazawa of Yokohama F. 
Marinos, released in May 

AW-582-3AJF 
The grey variation of the 
AW-500 series, equipped 
with functions such as 
automatic LED lighting 
system and a World Time 
display, released in August 

G-8000B-3JF 
LED l ighting may be 
activated by functions such 
as alarm and countdown, 
offering more options for 
function customization , 
released in August 

G-313MS-5AJF 
The brown variation 
M-Spec, pure blood 
military style, released 
in September 

DW-5600NS-7 JR 
A limited edition, with the 
signature of soccer player 
Shunsuke Nakamura 
engraved on the case 
back, released in May 

DW-5600BC-1 BJR 
The fourth generation 
"Tokyo Design Project", 
bezel decoration of the 
5600 replaced with a 
simple green loop, 
released in September 

G-8000B-4JF 
Eye-catching design 
employing an orange 
LCD , released in 
August 

G-353MS-3AJF 
The square-face 
M-Spec, featuring a 
practical analogue/ 
digital hybrid display, 
released in September 

G-056RE-1JR 
The " Rastafarian" 
series modeled from 
the slimmest design , 
released in May 

GW-9000-1JF 
The G built in the mud
resistant structure , 
modeled from 
Mudman, released in 
June 

DW-5600BC-1 AJR 
The fourth generation 
"Tokyo Design Project ", 
bezel decoration of the 5600 
replaced with a simple blue 
loop , dial in pitch black, 
released in September 

GW-810BXD-1JF 
The G standard model, 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Wave Captor, 
released in August 

AW-582B-4AJF 
The " S-Kool " series 
designed with the 
concept of " Old 
School " , released in 
October 
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AW-582B-4AJF 
The white variation of 
the " S-Kool " series, 
neoclassical style, 
released in October 

G-9000MC-8JF 
The "Jam ' in Color", 
grey background color 
interspersed with 
refreshing white color, 
released in October 

GW-1800DJ-1AJF 
The standard analogue/ 
digital hybrid model , 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
released in November 

G-80016-7 JF 
The newly developed 
model of 8000, featuring a 
golden bezel presented 
on a white backdrop , 
released in November 

DW-6900GM-1JF 
The "Metaltix G" series 
made from metal and 
resin, modeled from 
6900 , released in 
January 
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DW-56RTB-3JF 
The green variation 
" S-Kool ", modeled 
from the original 
square-face model , 
released in October 

G-BOOOF-1 JF 
A modern fashion 
design different from all 
existing G-SHOCKs, 
released in October 

GW-1 BOODJ-1 A9JF 
The standard analogue/ 
digital hybrid model 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
featuring a red hour hand, 
released in November 

DW-56RTB-7 JF 
The white variation 
" S-Koo l " , modeled 
from the standard 
model of 5 6 0 0 , 
released in October 

G-8000F-9AJF 
Unique personality 
demonstrated with 
golden metallic color, 
released in October 

DW-6900XLV-1JR 
The 2006 edition 
" Prec i ous Heart 
Selection " series , 
created as a gift for 
special people , 
released in November 

LDV-06A-7AJR 
The 2006 edition of the 
Lover's Collection, dressed 
in white and golden , 
released in November 

DW-6900GM-4JF GW-1800BDJ.1A1JF 
The red variation The " Black Force " 
" Metallix G" series, series, featuring anti-
metallic style, released scratching black IP 
in January coating , released in 

January 

GW-81 0TD-8JF 
The "Black Force", 
distinguished by metal 
texture and metallic 
colors, released in 
October 

G-8000F-9BJF 
A model distinguished 
with a shiny yellow 
dress , released in 
October 

G 

DW-6900XLV-7JR 
The " Precious Heart 
Selection " series , 
dressed in texture-rich 
white and golden 
colors , released in 
November 

2007 
Commemorative 
& Limited Models 
Celebrating the Past 
Quarter Century 
Since the fir.rt G-SH0CK was 
born in 1983, its persistent 
pursuit of evolution has 
never stopped. In May 2008, 
to celebrate its 25th 
Anniversary, G-SH0CK 
released a series of limited 
commemorative models in 
various theme colors, and 
attracted great pub lic 
attentions. 

GW-1800BDJ-1A2JF 
The "Black Force " 
series , blue dial 
variation, released in 
January 

G-5500MC-5JF 
The "Jam'in Color " 
series with an 
appearance similar to 
camouflage, released 
in October 

G-8000F-7JF 
Refreshing appearance 
created by adorning 
orange color over a 
white background , 
released in October 

G-011D-lAJF 
The square-face model 
with a special design, 
featuring a metallic 
textured dial dressed in 
black, released in 
November 

DW-5600GM-1AJF 
The "Metallix G" series, 
featuring bezel and band 
made of composite 
materials between metal 
and resin, released in 
January 

GW-5500· 1 AJF 
The G equipped with 
Tough Solar and Wave 
Ceptor, released in 
January 

G-5500MC-8JF 
The black and grey 
variation "Jam'in 
Color" , featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in October 

GS-1 OOOJ-2AJF 
The GIEZ series 
featuring a blue dial , 
released in October 

G-011 D·2BJF 
The square-face model 
with a special design, 
featuring a metallic 
textured dial dressed in 
blue , released in 
November 

DW-5600GM-1 JF 
The "Metallix G" series 
made from metal and 
resin , dark green 
variation , released in 
January 

G-011 BD-9AJF 
The newly developed 
rectangle-face model in 
European sty I e , 
released in February 

G-9000MC-3JF 
The tough 9000 s 
dressed in "Jam ' n 
Color", released n 
October 

GS-1000BJ-1AJF 
The GIEZ series 
featuring a black dial , 
creating a tough 
impression, released in 
October 

G-011D-7BJF 
The square-face model 
with a special design, 
featuring a metallic 
textured dial dressed in 
golden, released in 
November 

DW-5600GM-2JF 
The "Metallix G " 
dressed in refreshing 
blue , released in 
January 

AW·582C·2AJF 
The 2007 edition " Fire 
Package" in simple 
round-face design , 
dedica t ed to 
courageous challengers, 
released in February 



AW-582C-4AJF G-1800D-2AJF G-1800D-lAJF 
The 2007 edition "Fire The "Fire Package ", The "Fire Package" , 
Package", dominated featuring a blue dial of featuring a black dial 
by red elements , carbon fiber material, adorned with a red 
released in February released in February hour hand, released in 

February 

G-8100-2JF G-8100-4JF G-8100-SJF 
A very special design Rectangle-face Metal and resin parts 
featuring perfectly dressed in red, perfectly combined , 
matc hed resin and equipped with dual- dressed in purple , 
metal, released in April illuminator, released in released in April 

April 

GW-5525A-1 JF GW-5625AJ-1JF DW-6900JC-2JF 
The 25th Anniversary The 25th Anniversary The " Jam ' in Color " 
commemorative edition commemorative model, series dressed in the 
based on DW-5500C-1, replica of the original combination between 
fully equipped with The G-SHOCK, ecuipped with white and blue for a 
G standard function , Tough Solar and Wave refreshing feeling, 
released in May Ceptor, released in May released in May 

GI 

DW-5600LC-7JF DW-5600LC-9JF DW-6900K-8BJF 
The "Summer gradation" The "Summer gradation" A limited replica edition 
series, dressed in white series, dressed in yellow of the fifth "Dolphin & 
that symbolizes the glaring that symbolizes the setting Whale Conference" 
sunlight, released in May sun, released in May model, released in May 

AW-582E-2AJF AW-582E-9AJF AW-582E-7A1JR 
The second generation The second generation A special edition 
" S-Kool " series , "S-Kool" series, yellow "S-Kool ", sold with a 
designed with the variation , released in presentation box, 
theme of "Old School", June released in June 
released in June 

MRG-7500BJ-1AJF 
The MR-G built with deep-
hardened, DLC processed 
titanium alloy, featuring 
Multi Band 5 radio wave 
receptor, released in March 

G-8100-7JF 
Metal and resin parts 
perfectly combined , 
dressed in white, 
released in April 

DW-6900JC-3JF 
The third generation 
"Jam'in Color" series, 
created by forming the 
resin of two different 
colors together , 
released in May 

GW-9100K-7JR 
The "Dolphin & Whale" 
series modeled from 
Gulfman, released in 
June 

GW-400SF-3JF 
A collaboration model 
with a Hawaii-based 
surfing product brand, 
dressed in green for 
visual impact, released 
in June 

MRG-7500BJ-1A1JF 
The MR-G red logo 
variation , double-
hardened, released in 
March 

AWG-525A-1AJF 
The 25th Anniversary 
commemorative model, 
also the predecessor of 
the model released in May 
2008, released in May 

G-5500JC-4JF 
The "Jam ' in Color" 
series , combination 
color of red and black 
presenting toughness, 
released in May 

GW-9100K-1JF 
The Gulfman built in a 
rust-resistant structure, 
equipped with Multi Band 
5 radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system, released in June 

G-9000TLC-4JR 
A collaboration model 
with a Land Cruiser 
Team in the Paris-
Dakar Rally, released in 
June 

GS-1000BJ-1 A9JF 
Black IP processed 
case mounted with 
Tough Solar and Wave 
Ceptor, released in 
March 

GW-225A-1 JF 
The 25th Anniversary 
commemorative edition 
based on the further 
evolved Frogman, 
released in May 

G-5500JC-9JF 
The " Jam ' in Color " 
series square-face 
model , yellow and 
black variation, 
released in May 

G-306X-1AJF 
The "Exhaust Wheel" 
of the G-Spike series, 
released in June 

G-9100-2JF 
The Gulfman built in 
titanium construction 
for wearing on the sea, 
released in July 

G-011 D-4AJF 
Radial grooved dial 
glows under sunlight, 
presenting a different 
appearance, released 
in March 

GW-9025A-1 JF 
The 25th Anniversary 
commemorative edition 
based on Mudman, 
ecuipped with Multi Band 
5 radio wave receptor, 
released in May 

DW-5600LC-4JF 
The "Summer gradation" 
series , dressed in 
orange red that 
symbolizes the rising 
sun, released in May 

G-306X-7AJF 
The "Exhaust Wheel " 
of the G-Spike series, 
white variation, 
released in June 

G-91 OOTC-2JF 
The 2007 edition "Triple 
Crown", modeled from 
Gulfman, released in 
July 
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GS-1 OOOBJ-9AJF 
Luxury feelings 
expressed with golden 
IP coated metal parts, 
released in February 

AW-591 MS-3AJF 
The M -Spec yellow 
analogue model , 
featur i ng a h i ghl y 
durable band, released 
in September 

G-7700LV-7JF 
The 2007 ed i t i on 
" Prec i ou s Heart 
Selection", released in 
November 

2008 

Multi Band 6 Radio 
Wave Signal Reception 
around the Globe 
With the radio transmission 
station set up in China , 
G-SH0CK evolved from the 
previous Multi Band 5 to the 
current Multi Band 6 radio 
signal reception. Riseman, 
as the first model equipped 
with Multi Band 6 Wave 
Receptor and Twin Sensor, 
was revived in June. In 
November, the MR-G with 
Multi Band 6 Wave Ceptor 
was released. 

G-10000-7AJR 
The 2008 edition "Fire 
Package", featuring a 
compos ite material 
bezel , released in 
February 
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G-7710-1JF 
Equipped with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch for 
motor sports game 
watchers, released in 
August 

G-5500C-3JF 
The third generation 
S-Kool, designed with 
the theme of "Old 
School ", released in 
October 

GW-225C-1JF 
The third generation limited 
model commemorating the 
25th Anniversary, "Master 
Blue" of the Frogman series, 
released in November 

DW-5600CL-1JF 
The square-face C-SPEC 
equipped with a band 
made of synthetic leather 
and textile mate rials , 
featuring red LCD , 
released in January 

G-1000H-1AJR 
The 2008 edition "Fire 
Package", featuring a 
composite material 
bezel , released in 
February 

DW-5025B-7JF 
The second generation 
"Rising White" , limited 
edition commemorating 
the 25th Anniversary, 
released in August 

G-5500C-4JF 
The third generation 
S-Koo l, scarlet 
variat ion, re leased in 
October 

GW-9025C-1 JF 
" Master Blue" of the 
Mud man series , 
released in November 

G-7710CL-3JF 
The round-face C-SPEC 
equipped with a band 
made from special 
composite materials, 
featuring a green LCD, 
released in January 

G-7710C-2JF 
The " sport y -st y le " 
G-Spike modeled from 
7700, featuring a dual-
color formed band , 
released in February 

DW-5725B-7JF 
The second generation 
"Rising White" round
face model , limited 
edition commemorating 
the 25th Anniversary, 
released in August 

G-5500C-7JF 
The third generat ion 
S-Kool , white variation, 
released in October 

GW-9125C-1JF 
" Master Blue" of the 
Gulfman se ri e s, 
featuring b l ue Ip 
coating over the metal 
parts , released in 
November 

AW-591CL-1AJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid model C-SPEC, 
designed for casual 
wear , released in 
January 

G-7710C-3JF 
The G-Spike modeled 
from 7700, dressed in 
two colors, released in 
February 

DW-5525B• 7 JF 
The " Rising White " 
modeled from GW-
5500 , released in 
August 

G-1800GD-9AJF 
The "Treasure Gold " 
series designed wi th 
the theme of golden 
color, released in 
November 

MRG-8000B· 1 AJF 
The MR-G , built in 
t itanium construction , 
featuring double-
hardened five-piece 
structure , released in 
November 

G-5500R-1JF 
The 2008 edition 
Rastafarian modeled 
from 5500, released in 
March 

GW-M5600-1JF 
The standard 5600 
series equipped with 
evolved Multi Band 5 
Wave Captor, released 
in February 

AWG-525B-7AJF 
The " Rising White " 
modeled from the 
analogue The G, 
released in August 

G-1800GD-9AJF 
The "Treasure Gold " 
series golden square-
face model, released in 
November 

MTG-1000· 1 AJF 
The MT-G made from 
metal and resin composite 
material, equipped with 
Tough Solar and radio 
wave receptor, released in 
November 

DW-5600R-3JF 
The Rastafarian 
modeled from 5600, 
released in March 

GS· 10000· 1 AJF 
The black IP processed 
band effectively 
reduced the weight of 
the watch, released in 
February 

AW-591 MS-1 AJF 
The M-Spec, featuring 
a band made of durable 
high-strength Nylon , 
released in September 

LDV-07A-7BJR 
The 2007 edition 
Lover's Collection, sold 
with paired up Baby-G 
in set , released in 
November 

MTG· 1 OOOG-9AJF 
The MT-G equipped 
with Tough Solar and 
radio wave receptor, 
golden variation, 
released in November 

DW-6900R-7JF 
The Rastafarian 
modeled from standard 
"Triple Eye" model, 
dressed in RASTA 
colors , released in 
March 

DW-50250-BJF 
The fourth generation 
limited commemorative 
model for the 25th 
Anniversary, "Ocean 
Grey " , released in 
March 
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GW-5025D-BJF AWG-525D-BAJF GW-M5625E-7JF DW-6925E-7JF 
The "Ocean Grey" The "Ocean Grey" The fifth generation The "Treasure Gold" 
modeled from Gulfman, modeled from analogue limited commemorative series modeled from 
released in March The G, released in model for the 25th Thrasher, released in 

March Anniversary, "Treasure May 
Gold", released in May 

GLX-5600-4JF GLX-5600X-3JR GS-1 OOORB-1 AJF MTG-1 OOORB-1 AJF 
Equipped with a tide A collaboration model The GIEZ dressed in The MT-G dressed in 
graph display, a with Hawaii street metallic black with an metallic black with an 
function designed for fashion brand excellent tactile appeal, excellent tactile appeal, 
surfers, released in ln4mation, released in released in May equipped with Tough 
May May Solar and Wave Ceptor, 

released in May 

AW-591 TM-BAJF GW-9101K-7JR GW-M850-7 JF GW-590Bl-1AJF 
The analogue/digital The 2008 Dolphin & The standard model The L . X series , 
hybrid model with a Whale modeled from with Tough Solar and featuring a street-style 
semitransparent band, Frogman , released in Multi Band 6 radio leather band, released 
released in June June wave receptor, released in August 

in August 

DW-5600CS-9JF DW-6900CS-7 JF DW-6900CS-7 JF AWG-M500R-1 AJF 
The yellow variation The "Crazy Colors " The third generation A standard model 
"Crazy Colors", with a modeled from round- collaborative model dressed matte finished 
colorful LCD, released face "Triple Eye" , with renowned artist black, adorned with 
in August dressed in unique color Eric Haze, released in orange elements , 

combination, released August released in September 
in August 

GS-1200-1AJF GS-1200-9AJF DW-5000Sl-1JF GS-1100BR-1AJF 
The GIEZ equipped The GIEZ equipped The 25th Anniversary The "Black and Gold" 
with Tough Movement with Tough Movement commemorative model series developed for 
module, pursuing module , featuring for the U.S. market, in sophisticated males , 
simplicity and an golden dial markers , collaboration with film released in October 
excellent tactile released in September director Spike Lee , 
feelings, released in released in October 
September 

GW-225E-7 JF 
The "Treasure Goldn 
series modeled from 
Frogman , released in 
May 

GW-9200J-1 JF 
The Riseman equipped 
w i th atmospheric 
pressure and 
temperature sensors, 
released in June 

G-7700Bl-1JF 
The L.X series , 
designed with motor 
jacket style elements, 
released in August 

GW-9010R-4JF 
The "Men in Rescue 
Orange" series 
modeled from Mudman, 
dressed in the theme 
color of orange , 
released in September 

GW-1 BOOBRJ-1 AJF 
The "Black and Gold " 
ser ies , with both its 
minute hand and dial 
markers dressed in 
dark golden color, 
released in October 

DW-5025SP-1JF 
The 25th Ann iversary 
special edition , 
featuring a dial printed 
with " Project Team 
Tough ", released in 
May 

AW-582TM-2AJF 
The two-color molded 
semitransparent band 
presents a relaxing 
feeling , released in 
June 

DW-5600Bl-7JF 
The L.X series , 
featuring a broad 
leather band for 
improved wearing 
experience, released in 
August 

GW-91 OOR-4JF 
The uMen in Rescue 
Orange" series 
modeled from Gulfman, 
released in September 
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GW-700BRJ-1JF 
The "Black and Gold" 
series, featuring a rose 
gold bezel, released in 
October 

G-8100A-3JF 
Highly polished case 
matched with a light-
on-dark LCD, released 
in May 

AW-591TM-1 AJF 
The two-color molded 
semitransparent band 
presents an appearance 
similar to smoke , 
released in June 

DW-5600CS-1 JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series , black and 
orange variation , 
released in August 

GW-9200RJ-4JF 
The " Men in Rescue 
Orange" series 
modeled from 
Riseman , released in 
September 

MTG-1000BR-1AJF 
The "Black and Gold" 
series MT-G model , 
featuring a classical 
design , released in 
October 
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AWG-100BR-1AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid "Black and Gold", 
featuring a luxury rose 
gold bezel and Multi 
Band 5 Wave Captor, 
released in November 

G-7800P-7JF 
The "Men in ICE White" 
series modeled from 
G-7800 , featuring 
customizable display 
mode, released i n 
November 

G-7800GL-9JF 
Personal taste 
expressed by a snake
skin patterned golden 
band , released in 
January 

GW-200MS-1 JF 
The " Men in Rusty 
Black" series modeled 
from Frogman, released 
in March 

GLX-5600A-2JF 
The 2009 summer 
edition G-lide, featuring 
tide graph display 
function , released in 
May 
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GLS-5600V-1 JF 
The 2008 winter edition 
G-lide, designed to 
withstand I ow 
temperature up to 
-2o • c . released in 
November 

G-1000P-7AJF 
The "Men in ICE White" 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
a high polished dial , 
released in November 

G-!IOOOMS-1 JF 
The " Men in Rusty 
Black" series modeled 
from Mudman, released 
in February 

GW-2000D-1 AJF 
An analogue model 
equipped with Multi Band 
6 radio wave receptor, 
designed with the concept 
of aircraft instrument 
panel, released in March 

GLX-5600A-3JF 
The 2009 summer 
sport edition G-lide , 
released in May 

GLS-5600V-3JF 
The 2008 winter edition 
G-lide in sporty style, 
with case and band 
both dressed in bright 
green , released in 
November 

L0V-08A-7BJR 
The 2008 edition 
Lover 's Collection, 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model , released in 
November 

GW-9200MSJ-8JF 
The " Men in Rusty 
Black" series modeled 
from Riseman, released 
in February 

GW-2000BD-1AJF 
A full-black model 
equipped with Multi Band 
6 radio wave receptor, 
designed with the concept 
of aircraft instrument 
panel, released in March 

GLX-5600XA-4JR 
The third generation 
collaborative model 
with ln4mation , 
designed with the 
concept of sun-tanned 
skin, released in May 

GLS-5600V-7 JF 
The white G-lide 
suitable for wearing 
with ski suit and winter 
sports , released in 
November 

L0V-08B-7JR 
The 2008 edition 
Lo ver 's Collection , 
paired up with the 
square-face Baby-G as 
a set, released in 
November 

0W-5600MS-1 JF 
The "Mat Black Red 
Eye" series, designed 
with the theme of pitch 
black, released in 
February 

GW-2000-1 AJR 
The 2009 edition "Fire 
Package ", equipped 
with five-motor multi-
mission driving system, 
released ln March 

AW-591SC-7AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid "Crazy Colors", 
winnin~ popularity with 
uniq~ coloration , 
releas in May 

GLS-5600X-6JR 
The second generation 
collaborative model with 
ln4mation, modeled from 
G-lide, low temperature 
tolerance up to -20°C, 
released in November 

2009 
Gradually Matured 
Radio Wave 
Reception & Tough 
Solar Technologies 
The ultimate G-SHOCK 
model GWF-1000 was 
created by mounting Multi 
Band 6 radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system on the ISO compliant 
200-meter water-resistant 
Frogman. "Crazy Colors• and 
"Vintage Colors• were added 
to the fashion line-ups , 
starting a new challenge in 
the field of coloration. 

0W-6900DQM-7JR 
A collaborative model 
with New York street 
fashion shop D.Q.M. , 
released in February 

G-1100B-1AJR 
The special edition "Fire 
Package", featuring a 
presentation box in the 
package, released in 
March 

G-300SC-6AJF 
The uniquely colored 
"Crazy Colors" series, 
released in May 

GW-9100P-7JF 
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The "Men in ICE White• 
series modeled from 
Gulfman, dressed in 
the theme color of 
white, released in 
November 

G-7800B-SJF 
A square-face model 
equipped with 31 -city 
World Time display 
function , released in 
January 

0W-6900LRG-2AJR 
A collaborative model 
with L.R.G ., a street 
fashion shop on the 
West Coast, released in 
February 

GW-5000B-1 JR 
Featuring a screwed-on 
case back, Multi Band 
6 radio wave receptor 
and Tough Solar power 
system equipped , 
released in May 
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G-300SC-9AJF 
The uniquely colored 
"Crazy Colors" series, 
yellow variation, 
released in May 

GW-9200PJ-7JF 
The "Men in ICE White" 
series modeled from 
Aiseman , dressed in 
the theme color of 
white, released in 
November 

G-7800L-1JF 
A square-face model 
dressed in shiny purple, 
equipped with a mirror
po Ii shed bezel , 
released in January 

GS-1200B-1 AJF 
The Tough Solar 
powerec GIEZ dressec 
in the base color of 
black, expressing 
toughness, released in 
February 

GLX-5500-7JR 
The sporty edition 
G-lide, featuring tide 
graph display function, 
released in May 

MTG-1500B-1 A5JF 
The black MT-G 
featuring a solid and 
stylish design , Multi 
Band 6 radio wave 
reception equipped, 
released in May 



G-5500SRF-2JR 
The sixth generation 
S.R.F. official watch, 
released in June 

GW-M5600A-7JF 
The 5600 series 
equipped with Multi 
Band 5 Wave Ceptor, 
dressed in white, 
released in July 

DW-6900CC-6JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series " Triple Eye " 
model , dressed in 
bright purple of two 
tones, released in 
August 

G-7900A-7 JF 
A new model featuring 
an oversized button for 
easy operation with 
gloves on, white 
variation , released in 
September 

AW-582SC-1 AJF 
The "Crazy Colors" 
series, featuring a 
vividly colored LCD, 
released in October 

GW-9102K-1JR 
The 2009 edition 
Dolphin & Whale , 
dressed in yellow, the 
color of the first 
generation, released in 
June 

GW-M5600A-9JF 
The 5600 series 
equipped with Multi 
Band 5 Wave Ceptor, 
dressed in yellow, 
released in July 

DW-6900UN-4JR 
A collaboration model 
with the long-established 
New York boutique and 
the up-and-coming 
fashion brand Pegleg 
N.Y.C., released in August 

GW-9010MB-1JF 
The " Men in Mat 
Black" series Mudman 
model , featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in September 

AW-582SC-3AJF 
The highly polished 
.. Crazy Colors" series 
with a vividly colored 
LCD , released in 
October 
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GW-200F-3JR 
The 2009 edition 
Dolphin & Whale 
modeled from 
Frogman , dressed in 
the theme color of 
green, released in June 

GW-6900A-7JF 
Dressed in the 60s' 
popular white color, 
Band 6 Wave Ceptor 
equipped, released in 
July 

DW-6900LR-9AJR 
A collaboration model 
with L.R .G. , a Los 
Angeles based fashion 
brand , released in 
August 

GW-91 OOMB-1 JF 
The " Men in Mat 
Black" series Gulfman 
model , featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in September 

AW-582SC-4AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model "Crazy 
Colors " , dressed in 
vivid pink, released in 
October 

GW-2500B-lAJF 
A high-eligibility 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model designed with 
the concept of aircraft 
instrument panel , 
released in June 

GW-6900A-9JF 
Dressed in the 90s ' 
trend-leading yellow 
color, released in July 

DW-6900SW-6JR 
A special edition, 
offered in package with 
a G-SHOCK Man , 
released in September 

GW-9200MBJ-1 JF 
The .. Men in Mat 
Black" series Riseman 
model, equipped with 
Twin Sensor, released 
in September 

GS-1300-1AJF 
The new GI EZ , 
featuring an enhanced 
joint between the resin 
bezel and metal case, 
released in October 

G-8100B-JJF 
The G-8100 series 
enriched with new 
limpid colors, released 
in July 

DW-6900BKC-1JR 
A collaborative model 
with B.K.C., a 
renowned fashion shop 
in New York, released 
in August 

G-7900-2JF 
A new model 
developed for tough 
environment, featuring 
a tide graph display, 
released in September 

GWF-1000B-1 JR 
A special edition 
Frogman, dressed in 
black and rose gold, 
released in October 

GW-7900-1JF 
A highly practical 
model equipped wrth a 
tide graph display and 
Multi Band 6 radio 
signal reception , 
released in October 

G-81 OOB-4JF 
The G-8100 series 
dressed in limpid dark 
red , modern fashion 
style, released in July 

DW-6900CC-2JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series fully dressed in 
colors of different 
tones, including the 
LCD , released in 
August 

G-7900-JJF 
A new model developed 
for tough environment, 
capable of withstanding 
low temperature up to 
-20 ° C, released in 
September 

GLS-5600L-1 JF 
The 2009 winter edition 
G-lide, equipped with a 
colorful LCD, released 
in October 

GW-200Z-1JF 
The fourth generation 
Frogman featuring the 
latest functional 
evolution, Tough Solar 
power system, released 
in October 

GW-M5600A-3JF 
The 5600 series 
equipped with Multi 
Band 5 Wave Ceptor, 
dressed in khaki , 
released in July 
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DW-6900CC-3JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series "Triple Eye" 
model, dressed in 
bright green of two 
tones , released in 
August 

G-7900A-4JF 
A new model 
developed for tough 
environment , red 
variation , released in 
September 

GLS-5600L-4JF 
The 2009 winter edition 
G-lide, red variation , 
released in October 

LOV--09A-7BJR 
The 2009 edition 
Lover 's Collection , 
offered in pair with an 
analogue/digital hybrid 
Baby-G, released in 
November 
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LOV-09B-4JR 
The limited Lover's 
Collection , offered in 
pair with Bab y -G , 
released in November 

AW-591 RED-4AJR 
A collaborative model 
with Hip-hop star 
Redman, released in 
November 

G-5500MD-3JR 
A collaborative model 
with fashion brand 
Mack Daddy, released 
in December 

GW-2300F-4JR 
The 201 O edition "Fire 
Package" digital model, 
released in February 

GW-9100BL-2JF 
The "Men in Earth 
Blue" series modeled 
from Gulfman, released 
in March 
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G-1100P-7AJF 
The 2009 edition 
analogue " Prec ious 
Heart Selection", 
released in November 

GS-1300B-1 AJF 
The GIEZ designed 
with graceful curves, 
released in November 

2010 
Aviation G-SHOCK 
Overcomes 
Centrifugal Force 
To overcome the great 
centrifugal forces pilots may 
experience in acrobatic 
flights, G-SH0CK enhanced 
its unique shock-resistant 
structure with additional 
anti-centrifugal force 
function, and created the 
"GRAVITYMASTER" aviation 
series. GX series featuring 
an oversized dial was 
released as a new step 
forward in the pursuit of 
ultimate toughness. 

DW-6900CB-2JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series, featuring a shiny 
dial, released in 
February 

GWF-1 OOOG-1JR 
The titanium Frogman 
adorned with golden 
elements , equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave signal receptor, 
released in March 
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GLS-5500P-7JF 
The 2009 edition 
square-face "Precious 
Heart Selection", full of 
Christmas atmosphere, 
released in November 

MTG-1100-1 AJF 
1/100 second stopwatch 
and Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor both 
equipped , released in 
November 

G-5600GR-7 JF 
The " Green Colors " 
series designed with 
the concept of woods 
bathed in sunlight , 
released in January 

DW-6900CB-4JF 
The red variation of the 
"Crazy Colors" series, 
featuring a shiny dial, 
released in February 

GA-1 OOA-4JF 
The "Hyper Colors " 
series , featuring a 
polished and oversized 
dial, released in March 

GW-9200CDJ-8JF 
The newly developed 
"Vintage Colors" series 
Riseman mode I , 
equipped with Multi Band 
6 radio wave receptor, 
released in November 

MTG-1100B-1 AJF 
The full-black MT-G , 
featuring a 5-motor 
drive module, released 
in November 

G-6900GR-3JF 
The " Green Colors " 
series modeled from 
"Triple Eye", dressed in 
the color of woods with 
a polished finish , 
released in January 

DW-6900CB-8JF 
The pink variation of 
the "Crazy Colors" 
series, featuring a shiny 
dial , released in 
February 
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GA-1 OOA-9JF 
The yellow variation of 
the " Hyper Co lors " 
series , dressed in 
smartl y matched 
colors , released in 
March 

GW-7900CD-9JF 
The "Vintage Colors" 
series, equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in November 

GW-2310B0-1 JF 
The "Black and Gold" 
series, equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in December 

G-2300GR-3JF 
The " Green Colors " 
series designed with 
the concept of woods, 
dark green variation , 
released in January 

GA-100A-7AJF 
The newly created 
analogue/digital hybrid 
series " White G " , 
featuring four oversized 
LCD display windows, 
released in March 

GA-11 OB-1 A2JF 
The " Hyper Colors " 
series, featuring a blue 
dial wrapped in the 
black body, released in 
March 

GW-400CDJ-2JF 
The "Vintage Colors " 
series , featuring a 
vibration alarm , 
released in November 

GW-2200BGD-1AJF 
The "Black and Gold" 
series analogue model, 
released in December 

GW-30000-1 AJF 
The " Sky Cockpit" 
series , capable of 
operating under 12G 
centrifugal forces , 
released in February 

GA-100A-9AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model equipped 
with a 1 / 1000 second 
stopwatch and speed 
measurement 
functions, released in 
March 

GA-110B-2JF 
The " Hyper Colors" 
series , dial and body 
both dressed in blue, 
released in March 

DW-6900MRC-8JR 
A collaborative model 
with American graffiti 
artist Mister Cartoon, 
released in November 

AWG-1 OOBC-1 AJF 
The "Black and Gold " 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid modef;-reteas,:d 
in December 

AWG-101 F-4AJR 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid "Fire Package", 
featuring outstanding 
eligibility, released in 
February 

GW-9200BW-2JF 
The " Men in Earth 
Blue" series modeled 
from Riseman, released 
in March 

GA-11 OB-3JF 
The " Hyper Colors " 
series , dial and body 
both dressed in green, 
released in March 



GA-1108-4JF 
The "Hyper Colors " 
series , dial and body 
both dressed in pink, 
released in March 

GLX-56008-8.JF 
The 2010 summer edition 
G-lide, band pattern 
inspired by the sea 
surface under sunlight, 
released in April 

GS-13008M-4AJR 
The GIEZ made by 
fusing resin and metal 
parts, released in May 

GXW-56-4JF 
The GX series featuring 
a two-layer urethane 
bezel and internal 
protector, released in 
July 

DW-6900MM-4JF 
The " Crazy Colors" 
series, band and body 
both dressed in 
orange , released in 
August 

GA-110F-2JR 
The "Hyper Colors " 
series dressed i n 
fashionable colors , 
offered with G-SHOCK 
Man in a package, 
released in March 

GLX-5500A-4JF 
The scarlet variation 
G-lide, equipped with a 
tide graph display 
necessary for surfers, 
released in April 

GWX-56008-7JF 
The 2010 summer 
edition G-lide, equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in June 

GW-55108-1JF 
A square-face 
G-SHOCK equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor and 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in July 

DW-5500MM-4JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series, band and body 
both dressed in pink, 
released in August 

GA-100-1 A2JF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid model featuring 
a dynamic design , 
speed measurement 
function equipped , 
released in March 

GLX-6900X-2JR 
A collaborative model 
with ln4mation , 
dressed in light blue, 
released in May 

GRX-5600SRF-3JR 
A collaborative model 
with Surf Rider 
Foundation (S.R.F.) , 
released in June 

GA-110EV-6AJR 
A collaborative model 
with the theater version 
Neon Genesis 
Evangellon, released In 
August 

GLS-5600KL-1JF 
The "Reflex Dial " 
series , featuring a 
synthetic opal dial, 
released in August 

GA-100-1A4JF 
The analogue/digital hybrid 
model, featuring a 1/ 1000 
second stopwatch and 
magnetism-resistant functions, 
dressed in mainstream colors, 
released in March 

AW-582CC-3AJF 
The "Summer Colors" 
series dressed in vivid 
colors , designed for 
outdoor sports during 
the summer, released 
in May 

GW-9110K-7JR 
The "Dolphin & Whale" 
model created by 
equipping Gulfman 
with a transparent 
band, released in June 

G-300ML-1 AJF 
The full black " Mat 
Black Red Eye" series 
designed with the 
concept of dark night, 
released in August 

GLS-5600KL-6JF 
The " Reflex Dial " 
series, purple variation, 
released in August 

GS-1300M-1 AJF 
The GIEZ made of 
metal and resin 
composite material, full 
of luxury feelings , 
released in March 

AW-582CC-4AJF 
The red variation of the 
analogue/digital hybrid 
" Summer Colors " , 
symbolizing the hot 
weather of summer, 
released in May 

GW-9200KJ-4JR 
The "Love the Sea & 
the Earth" series 
created by dressing 
Riseman in vivid pink, 
released in June 

AW-591ML-1AJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid "Mat Black Red 
Eye ", released in 
August 

GA-110C-1AJF 
The analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
a1 / 1000 second 
stopwatch, released in 
August 

GS-1200M-1 AJF 
The GIEZ featuring a 
highly durable band 
built around a metal 
frame , released in 
March 

GLS-5500CC-2JF 
The bright blue 
variation " Summer 
Colors", modeled from 
the original square-
face model, released in 
May 

GW-S56008-1 JF 
The RM series featuring 
a carbon fiber band, 
released in July 

GLS-5600KL-7 JF 
The "Reflex Dial" 
series , featuring a 
synthetic opal dial, 
released in August 

G-001-9JF 
The replica of the 94 
edition yellow "Jason", 
released in September 

GLX-56008-4JF 
The 2010 summer 
edition G-lide with a 
refreshing transparent 
appearance, released 
in April 

GLS-5500CC-9JF 
The bright yellow 
variat~mmer 
Colors ", released in 
May 

GA-110DR-1AJR 
A collaborative model 
with Dee and Ricky, a 
NY-based designer 
collective of street wear 
and accessory popular in 
the young generation , 
released in July 

DW-6900MM-2JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series, band and body 
both dressed in blue, 
released in August 

G-001-2JF 
The colorful "Jason" 
model smartly built in a 
" Space Capsule " 
structure, released in 
September 
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G-001-1BJF 
Originat ing from the 
unique design of OW-
001 series, dressed in 
pink and black , 
released in September 

DW-6900SB-2JF 
The " Metallic Colors" 
series, blue and black 
variation, released in 
October 

G·500FD-4AJF 
The "Color Dial" series 
with a pink LCD , 
dressed in silver, 
released in October 

G-7900MS-1BJF 
The military style 
"M-Spec ", dressed in 
blue , released in 
November 

GW-M5610CC-3JF 
The green variation of 
" Color Display " , 
featuring a polished 
appearance, released 
in November 
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GW-3500D-1AJF 
The "GRAVITYMASTER" 
series, capable of 
w~hstanding 12G gravity, 
released in October 

DW-6900SB-8JF 
The " Metallic Colors" 
series, grey and red 
variation , released in 
October 

G-550FD-1AJF 
The "Color Dial" series 
with an orange LCD, 
dressed in silver, 
released in October 

G-7900MS-3JF 
The military style 
"M-Spec", dressed in 
yellow, released in 
November 

GW-6900RD-4JF 
The "Men in Burning 
Red " series designed 
with the theme color of 
red, one of the logo 
colors of G-SHOCK, 
released in November 

G-001-1AJF 
The uniquely designed 
" Jason " series, 
released in October 

GF-8250-9JF 
The second generation 
Frogman, equipped 
with Tough Solar power 
system for the first 
time, released in 
October 

G-001B-1JF 
The " Space Capsule " 
structure dressed in black, 
matched with a band 
made from leather and 
cloth composite material, 
released in November 

GW-7900BMS-3JF 
The "M-Spec", first 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in November 

GW-7900RD-4JF 
The " Men in Burning 
Red " series, equipped 
with a tide graph display, 
released in November 

GW-3000B-2AJF 
The "GRAVITYMASTER" 
aviation series w ith 
outstanding gravity-
resistant functions, 
released in October 

G-501FBD-1AJF 
The analogue/ digital 
hybrid " Metallic 
Colors ", released in 
October 

G-001B-2JF 
The " Space Capsule " 
structure dressed in blue, 
matched with a band 
made from leather and 
cloth composite material, 
released in November 

GW-7900MS-3JF 
The "M-Spec" dressed 
in black and orange, first 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system and 
radio wave receptor, 
released in November 

GW•9200RD-4JF 
The " Men in Burning 
Red " series modeled 
from Riseman, released 
in November 

GW-3000M-4AJF 
The first "GRAWTYMASTER" 
aviation model dressed in 
vivid colors , released in 
October 

G-501FD-1AJF 
The "Color Dial" series, 
featuring two-color 
LCDs, re leased in 
October 

L0V-10A-7BJR 
The 201 O Christmas 
limited edition Lover's 
Collection, released in 
November 

GW-6900CC-1 JF 
The "Color Display" 
series, equipped with 
Tough Solar power 
system and radio wave 
receptor, released in 
November 

GWF-1 OOORD-4JF 
The "Men in Burning 
Red " series modeled 
from Frogman , 
released in November 

DW-6900SB-4JF 
The "Metallic Colors" 
series , featuring a 
mirror-polished dial, 
released in October 

G-550FB-1 A3JF 
The "Color Dial" series, 
featuring a bright green 
LCD, released in 
October 

L0V-10B-4JR 
The square-face 
Lover 's Collection , 
dressed in pink, 
released in November 

GW-6900CC-6JF 
The "Color Display " 
series, purple variation, 
released in November 

GX-56DGK-1 JR 
A collaborative model 
with D.G.K., a fashion 
brand based in Los 
Angeles , released in 
December 

DW-6900SB-9JF 
The "Metallic Colors" 
series, body and LCD 
both dressed in 
orange , released in 
October 

G-550FB-1A4JF 
The "Color Dial" series 
with a pink LCD, 
expressing strong 
personality, released in 
October 

G-7900MS-1 AJF 
The military style 
"M-Spec" , dressed in 
black, released in 
November 

GW-M561 0CC-2JF 
The "Color Display" 
series , equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in November 

GX-5300AL-1JR 
A collaborative model 
with New York creative 
collective A - Life , 
released in December 



AWG-1 OOBC-1 BJF 
The "Black and Blue" 
series, featuring black 
and blue IP coat ing , 
released in December 

GD-1 OOSC-6JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series, dressed in vivid 
purple , released in 
January 

GW-30008B-1 AJF 
The "GRAVITYMASTER" 
a v iation series , 
designed with the 
inspiration of an aircraft 
instrument panel , 
released in February 

GDF-100-1AJF 
Altitude measurement 
ranging up to 10 ,000 
meters, temperature 
range between -10- 60°C, 
released in March 

GW-9200B PJ-1 JF 
The " Men in Dark 
Purple" series modeled 
from Riseman , 
featuring altitude 
measurement function, 
released in March 

GW-231 0BD-1 BJF 
The "Black and Blue" 
series round-face 
digital model, released 
in December 

GD-1 OOSC-1 JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series , featuring a 
Ii g ht in g system 
consisting of LED and 
light conducting plate, 
released in January 

AWG-1 OOFC-1 AJF 
The " GRAVITYMASTER" 
se r ies analogue/ digital 
hybrid model , equipped 
with Tough Solar and Multi 
Band 5 rad io wave receptor, 
released in February 

DW-6900KR-8JR 
A collaborative model 
with Krink , a world-
renowned marker pen 
brand in New York , 
released in March 

GD-200-1JF 
The RM series built 
with g I ass fib er 
materia I , b I ac k 
variation , released in 
March 

GXW-56E-1JF 
The "Black and Blue" 
series square-face 
digital model, released 
in December 

AWG-101FP-4AJR 
The "Fire Package " 
series featuring a 
strong contrast created 
b y its red LCDs , 
released in February 

GW-700FDJ-1 JF 
Tough Solar and radio 
wave receptor packed 
into black IP coated 
stainless steel case, 
released in February 

GWF-1000BP-1JF 
The color-themed 
series " Men in Dark 
Purple", modeled from 
Frogman, released in 
March 

GD-200-2JF 
The RM series built 
w ith shock-resistant 
material, blue variation, 
released in March 

2011 
High-performance 
Mudmanand 
GRAVITYMASTERwith 
All-new Design Crea1ed 
The Mudman GW-9300 was 
created by adding Tough 
Solar power system, Multi 
Band 6 radio wave signal 
receptor and Twin Sensor for 
bearing and temperature 
detection into the dust and 
mud-resistant structure. An 
analogue model , GW-4000 
was joined into the line up of 
GRAVITYMASTER series 
initially released in 2009, 
marking the birth of a 
groundbreaking masterpiece. 

AWG-2300FP-4JR 
The "Fire Package" series 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Multi Band 6 
radio w ave receptor, 
released in February 

DW-6900NB-4JF 
The "Metallic Colors" 
series featuring a dial 
with metallic luster, 
purple var i ation , 
released in February 

GW-9110BP-1 JF 
The " Men in Dark 
Purple" series modeled 
from Gulfman, equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in March 

GD-200-4JF 
The RM series , 
featuring a band made 
from glass fiber, 
released in March 

GD-1 OOMS-3JF 
A military style model 
featuring a band 
dressed in black and 
bro w n, released in 
January 

GR-7900EW-7JF 
The " Green Colors " 
series dressed in the 
theme color of green, 
tide graph display 
equipped, released in 
February 

DW-6900NB-3JF 
The "Metallic Colors " 
ser ies modeled from 
"Triple Eye", featuring a 
green body and orange 
LCD , released in 
February 

G-9100BP-1JF 
The " Men in Dark 
Purple" series modeled 
from the corrosion-
resistant Gulfman , 
released in March 

GD-1 OOPS-3JR 
A model designed by 
Mr . Nakano , the 
designer of G-SHOCK 
Man, with reference to 
the latest G-SHOCK 
Man, released in April 

GD-1 OOMS-1 JF 
A red LCD matched 
with military colored 
body, presenting a 
unique attraction , 
released in January 

G-6900EW-7JF 
The " Green Colors " 
series modeled from 
the classical 6900 , 
Tough Solar equipped, 
released in February 

GDF-100-4JF 
Twin Sensor for altitude/ 
atmospheric pressure 
and temperature 
detection mounted at 
nine o 'clock position , 
released in March 

GW-9010BP-1JF 
The " Men in Dark 
Purple" series modeled 
from Mudman, equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave receptor, released 
in March 

GRX-5600A-4JF 
The G-lide with a tide 
graph and moon age 
data at 1 00 locations 
around the globe 
recorded in memory, 
released in April 

GD-1 OOSC-7 JF 
The fashionable "Crazy 
Colors" series, white 
variation , released in 
January 

GW-35008B-1 AJF 
The "GRAVITYMASTER" 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
outstanding centrifugal 
force resistance , 
released in February 

GDF-100-1 BJF 
Orange elements 
dispersed over the 
black backdrop, an all-
new design , released 
in March 

G-9000BP-1JF 
The "Men in Dark 
Purple" series modeled 
from Mudman , 
featuring a mud and 
dust-resistant structure, 
released in March 

GRX-5600B-2JF 
The G-lide equipped 
with a reverse LCD and 
Tough Solar power 
system, green 
variation , released in 
April 
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GWF-1 OOOBS-1 JF 
A very unique Frogman 
adorned with dark red 
elements, released in 
May 

AWG-M500F-1AJF 
An analogue / digital 
hybrid model smartly 
dressed in black and 
green, equipped with 
Multi Band 5 radio wave 
receptor, released in May 

GA-120A-7AJF 
An ana logue/ digital 
hybrid model featuring 
an oversized dial , 
equipped with 
magnet ism-resistant 
function, released in July 

GD-1 OONS-7 JR 
A model bearing the 
signature of Nigel 
Sylvester, a 
professional BMX rider, 
released in August 

G-001-1CJF 
The black and golden 
replica of DW-001 , a 
winner of high 
popularity in the 90s, 
released in October 
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G-001HC-1JF 
The " Hyper Colors " 
series known as 
"Jason" , released in 
May 

GLX-6900XA-9JR 
A collaborative model 
with Hawaii street 
fashion brand 
ln4mation, released in 
May 

GW-3000G-1AJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
series with a golden IP 
processed bezel , 
released in July 

GA-120B-1AJF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series smartly dressed 
in black, red and blue, 
released in July 

G-8900-1 JF 
A newly designed 
standard model 
featuring excellent 
button operation , 
released in October 

G-001 HC-3JF 
A color variation of 
G-001 HC, the "Hyper 
Colors ", released in 
May 

GW-9201 KJ-9JR 
A collaborative model 
modeled from Riseman, 
developed to support the 
environmental protection 
organization Earthwatch, 
released in June 

GW-35006-1 AJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series analogue/ 
digital hybrid model, 
adorned with golden 
elements, released in July 

GW-9119GY-1JF 
The " Men in Smoky 
Gray" series modeled 
from Gulfman, Tough 
Solar equipped , 
released in September 

GRX-5600GE-1JR 
A collaborative model 
with the Australian sport 
wear brand Globe, 
released in October 

GA-11 0HC-2AJF 
The "Hyper Colors ", 
red LCD matched with 
blue body, released in 
May 

GW-6900K-7JR 
The " Dolphin and 
Whale" model designed 
with the theme of "Love 
the Sea and the Earth", 
released in June 

DW-6900SN-3JF 
The Mat Dial ser ies 
dressed in unique light 
green, released in July 

GW-9200GY J-1 JF 
The " Men in Smoky 
Gray" series modeled 
from Riseman , Tough 
Solar equipped , 
released in September 

GA-111DR-7AJR 
A collaborative model 
with renowned New 
York accessory brand 
Dee and Ricky, released 
in October 

GA-110HC-6AJF 
The "Hyper Colors" , 
featuring a uniquely 
designed 30 dial , 
released in May 

GDF-1 OOGB-1 JF 
The "Black and Gold" 
series equipped with 
Twin Sensor, released 
in June 

DW-6900SN-1JF 
The Mat Dial series 
dressed in sophisticated 
black, released in July 

GW-9300GY-1JF 
The "Men in Smoky 
Gray" series dressed in 
grey , released in 
September 

GA-11 0FC-2AJR 
A new model in the 
"Crazy Colors" line-up, 
featuring vivid color 
combination, released 
in November 

GA-100HC-4JF 
The "Hyper Colors ", 
featuring Super 
llluminator, released in 
May 

GXW-56GB-1JF 
The " Black and Gold" 
series modeled from 
GXW-56, released in 
June 
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DW-6900SN-4JF 
The Mat Dial series 
modeled from the 
classical "Triple Eye", 
released in July 

G-001-2CJF 
The DW-001 series 
known as the "Jason" , 
dressed in navy blue 
and grey, released in 
October 

GA-110FC-1AJF 
A new model in the 
"Crazy Colors" line-up, 
featuring a color 
combination between 
v i vid red and eye
catching yellow , 
released in November 

AWG-1 OOF-1 AJF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model equipped 
with Multi Band 5 radio 
wave ceptor and Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in May 

GA-120-1AJF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model featuring 
an oversized dial, 
equipped with a 1/1000 
second stopwatch , 
released in June 

DW-6900SN-7JF 
The new color-themed 
series Mat Dial 
modeled from the 
standard DW-6900 , 
released in July 

G-001-BCJF 
The black and grey 
replica of DW-001 , a 
series created in 1994, 
released in October 

L0V-11 B-1 BJR 
The 2011 edition 
Lover 's Collection , 
released in November 



L0V-11A•7AJR 
The 2011 edit ion 
Lover 's Collection , 
white variation , 
released in November 

2012 
G-SH0CK for New Era 
Created for Demands 
of the Time 
G-SH0CK created the highly 
practical "Bluetooth Watch", 
which is capable of linking 
to smart phones through 
Bluetooth technology and 
realize functions such as 
automatic time calibration, 
e-mail alert and phone call 
ale rt. The longstanding 
popular series 5600 was 
further mounted with Multi 
Band 6 radio wave ceptor, 
and reappeared with new 
functions. 

GA-12088· 1 AJF 
The "Solid Colors " 
series dressed in black, 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model , released in 
March 

GW-M5610TH-1JR 
A collaborative model 
with Los Ange les 
casual fashion brand 
The Hundreds , 
released in March 

GA-11 0RF-9AJF 
The " Rastafarian " 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model, dressed 
in yellow and green , 
released in April 

AWG-M500KG-3AJF 
A new color themed 
series "Army Green ", 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, released in 
November 

DW-6900TH-1 JR 
The special model 
commemorating the 
30th Anni versary of 
guitarist Hotei 
Tomo yasu 's debut , 
released in January 

GB-6900· lJF 
Linked to smart phones 
through Bluetooth 
technology, equipped 
with phone call alert 
and mail alert functions, 
released in March 

GDF-10088-lJF 
The "Solid Colors " 
series, equipped with 
sensor for altitude/ 
atmospheric pressure 
and temperature , 
released in Apri l 

GD-1 OORF-4JF 
The " Rastafarian " 
series, dressed in solid 
red, released in April 

GW-6900KG-3JF 
The " Army Green n 
modeled from "Triple 
Eye", equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio 
wave ceptor, released 
in November 

AWG·Ml OOA-3AJF 
The popular analogue/ 
d igital hybrid model 
AWG-100 equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave ceptor, released 
in February 

GB-6900-4JF 
A G-SHOCK model 
capable of linking to 
smart phones through 
Bluetooth technology, 
red variation , released 
in March 

GW-2310FB-1 JR 
The 2012 edition "Fire 
Package ", equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave ceptor, released 
in April 

GA-150A-4AJF 
The metallic color 
" Rastafarian " series 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model , featuring a 30 
designed dial, released 
in April 

GW-7900KG·3JF 
The " Army Green " 
dressed in its true color 
dark green, released in 
November 

AWG-M100B-1AJR 
The 2012 edit i on 
" Package Fire " , 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in February 

GB-6900-7JF 
The popular Bluetooth 
empowered 6900 
series, white variation, 
released in March 

GW-23108D-1 CJF 
The " Black and Gray" 
series , equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio wave 
ceptor and Tough Solar 
power system, released 
in Apri l 

GA-150A-3AJF 
The " Rastafarian " 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model, dial and 
band both dressed in 
green, released in April 

GW-M5610KG·3JF 
The "Army Green" square-
face model, equipped with 
Multi Band 6 radio wave 
ceptor and Tough Solar 
power system, released in 
November 

GW-4000-1 A3JF 
The newly designed 
GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series, built in 
Triple G resistant 
structure, released in 
February 

DW-6900HM· 1 JF 
The " Metalli c Dial " 
series modeled from 
"Tr iple Eye", black 
variation , released in 
March 

GF-8250ER-2JF 
The " Men in Military 
Colors " series , 
modeled from 
Frogman , released in 
April 

GA-150A-2AJF 
The " Rastafarian " 
series, equipped with a 
1 / 1000 second 
stop w atch and 
tachymeter, released in 
Apri l 

OW-5600PR-4JR 
A collaborative model 
with Dutch artist Parra, 
released in November 

GD-1 OOWW-7 JF 
The " Solid Colors " 
series fully dressed in 
white, equipped with 
LED backlight, released 
in March 

DW-6900HM-2JF 
The " Metallic Dial " 
series, featuring a dial 
shining in metall i c 
I u ster , nav y blue 
variation, released in 
March 

GW-9110ER-2JF 
The " Men in Military 
Colors" series modeled 
from Gulfman, built in a 
corrosion-resistant 
structure , released in 
April 

DW-5600SN-1 JF 
The " Breezy Colors " 
series designed with 
the theme color of blue, 
featuring a reverse 
LCD, released in April 

AWG-1 OOBC-1 CJF 
The "Black & Grey" series 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, equipped with Multi 
Band 5 radio wave ceptor, 
released in December 

DW-6900WW-7JF 
The " Solid Colors " 
series designed with 
the theme colors of 
black and white , 
modeled from "Triple 
Eye", released in March 

GXW-56KG-3JF 
The oversized "Army 
Green" series, equipped 
with Multi Band 6 radio 
wave ceptor, released in 
March 

GW-9300ER-5JF 
The " Men in Military 
Colors " series, 
modeled f ram 
Mudman, released in 
April 

G-001SN-2JF 
The " Breezy Colors " 
series , featuring the 
"Space Capsule" 
structure, released in 
April 
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GA-110SN-7AJF 
The " Breezy Colors" 
series, blue and white 
variation, released in 
April 

G0-9110BW-1JF 
The "Garish Black " 
series modeled from 
Gulfman , built in a 
corros ion- resistant 
structure, released in 
May 

GW-3500B-1A2JF 
The analogue/digital hybrid 
model of GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series, released in 
July 

GA-150MF-1 AJF 
The "Metallic Dial " 
series , red dial 
variation , released in 
July 

GB-6900AA-2JF 
A model compatible to 
Bluetooth V4. 0, 
dressed in metallic 
blue , released in 
September 
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GA-110SN-3AJF 
The "Breezy Colors" 
series, analogue/digital 
hybrid model, released 
in April 

G0-9200BWJ-1 Jf 
The "Garish Black " 
series modeled from 
Riseman, equipped 
with Twin Sensor, 
released in May 

GW-4000-1A2JF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series built in 
Triple G resist structure, 
released in July 

GA-200RG-1AJF 
The " Rose Gold " 
series , featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in July 

GB-6900AA-1 JF 
A model compatible to 
Bluetooth V4 . 0 , 
dressed in black , 
released in September 

G-001Rf-9JF 
The " Rastafarian" 
series "Jason" model , 
designed with the 
theme of RAS TA 
colors, released in May 

GW-9200ERJ-3JF 
Military style 
emphasized in the 
color combination 
between khaki and 
navy blue, released in 
May 

0W-6900MF-4JF 
The "Metallic Dial " 
series, dressed in red, 
released in July 

GW-A1000RAF-1AJR 
A collaborative model 
with the world 's oldest 
air force R.A.F. , 
released in July 

GB-6900AA-1 BJF 
A model compatible to 
Bluetooth V4.0 , 
featuring a standard 
LCD , released in 
September 

G-7900RF-1 JF 
The " Rastafarian " 
series designed with 
the concept of Reggae 
music and Africa, 
released in May 

GWX-8900K-3JR 
The 2012 edition 
" Dolphin & Whale " 
commemorative model, 
equipped with Multi 
Band 6 radio wave 
ceptor, released in June 

0W-6900Mf-2Jf 
The " Metallic Dial " 
series "Triple Eye " 
model, dressed in blue, 
released in July 

0W-5600LP-1 JR 
A collaborati ve model 
created to support the 
recovery of the areas 
affected by the Great 
East Japan Earthquake, 
released in July 

GAC-100-BAJF 
A model featuring a 
tough-looking and 
oversized dial, released 
in September 

OW-6900BW-1 Jf 
The " Garish Black" 
series, glowing like a 
piece of obsidian , 
released in May 

GW-9300K-3JR 
The " Earthwatch " 
collaborative model 
designed with the 
concept of Parakeet, 
released in June 

DW-6900MF-1JF 
The "Metallic Dial " 
series , featuring a 
3D-designed blue dial, 
released in July 

GW-A1000A-1AJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series built in 
Triple G resist structure, 
released in August 

GAC-100-1 A2JF 
A model designed with 
the concept of hatches 
in a submarine or a 
spaceship, released in 
September 

GA-150BW-1AJF 
The " Garish Black" 
series, analogue/digital 
hybrid model, released 
in May 
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GA-110MH-7AJR 

A collaborative model 
with Maharishi, a niche 
fashion brand in 
London , released in 
June 

GA-150Mf-8AJF 
The " Metallic Dial " 
series, featuring a silver 
dial, released in July 

GB-6900AA-7Jf 
A model compatible to 
B l uetooth V 4.0 , 
dressed in w hite, 
released in September 

G0-110-2JF 
The " L-Spec" series, 
equipped with lap 
speed measurement 
function , released in 
September 

GD-1 OOBW-1 JF 
The"Garish Black" model 
dressed in lustre , 
equipped with silvery 
metal parts and dial.which 
cool design is impressive, 
released in May. 
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GLX-150X-7JR 
A collaborat ive model 
with Hawaii street 
fashion brand 
ln4mation, released in 
June 

GA-150MF-7AJF 
The " Metallic Dial" 
series , featuring a 
3D-designed blue dial, 
released in July 

GB-6900AA-5Jf 
A model compatible to 
Bluetooth V4.0, 
dressed in brown , 
released in September 

DW-6900CR-7 Jf 
The " Reptiles" series , 
white v ariation, 
released in October 



DW-6900CR-3JF 
The "Reptiles" series, 
featuring coat i ng 
similar to the skin of 
reptiles , released in 
October 

GW-8900NV-2JF 
The "Navy Blue" series 
modeled from 8900 , 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in October 

LDV-12B-1JR 
The 2012 edition 
Lover 's Collection , 
dressed i n black, 
released in December 

GW-MSOOF-1 JR 
The "Fire Package " 
series, designed for 
challengers in new 
fields , released in 
February 

DW-6900PL-1JF 
The "Metallic Colors" 
series , featur ing a 
metallic yellow dial , 
released in February 

DW-6900CR-1JF 
The "Reptiles" series, 
black variation , 
released in October 

GAC-100RG-7AJF 
The "Rose Gold" series 
multifunctional model, 
released in October 

LOV-12A-7AJR 
The Lover's Collection, 
dressed in white and 
golden colors, released 
in December 

GA-1000-1 AJF 
The first gravity-resistant 
aviation model equipped 
with an electronic compass 
and white numerals on the 
dial, realizing both 
functional and visual 
linkages to aviation use, 
released in February 

GA-300A-5AJF 
A model featuring an 
oversized dial in a 
mechanical style , 
released in February 

G-001 CB-9JF 
The " Winter Gold " 
series, featuring a dial 
glowing w ith golden 
luster, released in 
October 

GB-5600AA-7 JF 
A square-face model 
compatible to 
Bluetooth V4 .0 , 
dressed in white , 
released in November 

2013 
The Grand 
Commemoration of 
the 30th Anniversary 
of G-SHDCK 
G-SH0CK, with its great 
popularities from both Japan 
and overseas markets, has 
entered its 30th year. Many 
models were released in 
commemoration of the 30th 
Anniversary. With the 
evolution of Bluetooth 
technology, the new 
generation Bluetooth Watch 
realized Twitter alert and 
remote music control. The 
innovation of G-SH0CK never 
stops. 

GA-1000-2AJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
series , pure-blood 
aviation watch , 
released in February 

GA-300A-2AJF 
A model equipped with 
a high bright LED and 
World Time function , 
blue variation, released 
in February 

G-001 CB-7 JF 
The " Winter Gold " 
series, featuring a color 
combination of white, 
red and green, released 
in October 

GB-5600AA-5JF 
A square-face model 
compatible t 0 
Bluetooth V4.0, white 
dial variation, released 
in November 

GA-200SH-8AJF 
The Metallic Colors 
series oversized dial 
model , released in 
January 

GA-1000-1BJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series, equipped 
with a bearing sensor, 
released in February 

GA·1000FC-1AJF 
The first gra v ity
resistant aviation model 
equipped with an 
electronic compass , 
featuring an H-shaped 
metal frame in the 
band, released in March 

G-001 CB-1 JF 
The "Winter Gold " 
series, fully dressed in 
black , released in 
October 

GB-5600AA-1JF 
A square-face model 
compatible to 
Bluetooth V4.0, black 
variation , released in 
November 

G-8900SH-2JF 
The Metallic Colors 
series, blue variation , 
released in January 

GA-1000-4AJF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series, bright 
orange variation, 
released in February 

DW-69000S-1 JF 
The "Geometric" series 
dressed in geometric 
patterns, released in 
March 

AWG-M1 OONV-2AJF 
The "Navy Blue" series, 
equipped with Tough 
Solar power system, 
released in October 

GB-5600AA-1 AJF 
A square-face model 
compatible to 
Bluetooth V4.0, black 
variation featuring a 
reverse LCD, released 
in November 

G-8900SH-1JF 
The Metallic Colors 
series, solid black 
variation , released in 
January 

GD-350-BJF 
A model featuring a 
countdown timer, 
which can be activated 
with one push to the 
button , released in 
February 

GA-11 OAC· 7 AJF 
The " Blue and Red" 
series dressed in 
strong contrasting 
colors, released in 
March 

GW-7900NV-2JF 
The "Navy Blue" series in 
a pronounced military 
style, released in October 

GW-A1 DOOFC-2AJF 
Featuring a lightweight 
and highly durable 
band made from fine 
resin, released in 
November 

AWG-M1 OOF-1 AJR 
The 2013 edition "Fire 
Package " series, 
released in February 

DW-6900Pl-9JF 
The " Crazy Colors" 
series, yellow variation, 
released in February 

GAC-100AC-2AJF 
The "Blue and Red " 
series , full blue 
variation , released in 
March 
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DW-6900AC-2JF 
The " Blue and Red " 
series modeled from 
the classical DW-6900, 
released in March 

DW-69005D-BJF 
The " Desert Be ige " 
series in military style, 
released in May 

GW-A1000FC-5AJF 
A limited color variation 
of the GRAVITYMASTER 
aviation series, released 
in July 

GA-100MC-3AJF 
The " Military Colors " 
series , green bezel 
variation , released in 
August 

GB-X6900B-2JF 
The new era Bluetooth 
Watch with improved 
linkage to smart 
phones, blue variation, 
released in September 

GLX-1508-6JF 
The 2013 summer 
edition G-lide , black 
and yellow variation , 
released in April 

GWX-8901K-1JR 
The yellow repl ica of 
the first generat ion 
" Dolphin & Whale ", 
released in June 

G-8900SC-6JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series designed with 
the concept of 
Japanese cultures , 
released in July 

GA-1 OOMC-2AJF 
The " Military Colors" 
series, navy blue and 
red variation , released 
in August 

GLX-150B-3JF 
The 2013 summer 
edition G-lide , green 
and orange variation , 
released in April 

GW-9301 K-6JR 
The " Earthwatch " 
series designed with 
the concept of 
Himalayan monal , the 
national bird of Nepal, 
released in June 

G-8900SC-4JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series equipped with 
high brightness Super 
llluminator, released in 
July 

GA-1 OOMC-1 AJF 
The " Mili tary Colors" 
series , cool black 
variation , released in 
August 

GB-X6900B-1JF GB-6900B-7JF 
Black variation, featuring A model capable of 
further evolved, practical controlling music 
B I u e t o o t h playback on smart 
c o m m u n i cat i o n phone with its Apps , 
functions, released in released in September 
September 

GA-11 OSG-4AJF 
The "Mat Metallic " 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model , orange 
variation , released in 
May 

DW-6900BR-5JF 
The energetic "Garish 
Gold" series, released 
in June 

DW-6900SC-8JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series, featuring a dial 
decorated with star 
pattern, released in 
July 

GA-1 OOMC-1 A4JF 
The "Military Colors " 
series , black and 
orange variation, 
relE!ased in August 

G-8900SC-7 JF 
The "Crazy Colors " 
series featuring an 
oversized dial design , 
white variation , 
released in September 

DW-6900SG-2JF 
The " Mat Metallic " 
series in casual 
fashion , released in 
May 

GAC-1 OOGW-7 AJF 
The analogue model 
" White and Black " 
series, released in June 
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DW-6900SC-7 JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series, red and white 
variation, released in 
July 

DW-6900FG-8JF 
Transparent material 
employed in the body 
and band offers 
relaxing wearing 
experience, released in 
September 

G-8900SC-1 BJF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series featuring an 
oversized dial design, 
black variation , 
released in September 

GA-1 OOSD-BAJF 
The " Desert Beige" 
series designed with 
the concept of desert 
camouflage, released 
in May 

GW-6900GW-7JF 
The "White and Black" 
series modeled from 
"Triple Eye", released 
in June 

DW-6900SC-4JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series, orange and blue 
variation , released in 
July 

GD-X6900FB-8JF 
Large dial matched 
with oversized buttons 
for v isual impact, 
released in September 

GA-100C-8AJF 
Matte finished grey 
bod y matched with 
blue pointers and LCD, 
creating a stylish 
feeling , released in 
September 

GW-M561 OSD-BJF 
The "Desert Beige " 
series square-face 
model, released in May 

AWG-M100GW-7AJF 
The "White and Black" 
series analogue/digital 
hybrid model, featuring 
a reverse LCD, released 
in June 

DW-6900SC-1 JF 
The " Crazy Colors " 
series, black and white 
variation , released in 
July 

GB-X69008-4JF 
The new era Bluetooth 
Watch with improved 
linkage to smart 
phones , orange 
variation , released in 
September 

GA-1 OOC-4AJF 
Matte f i nished red 
variation, hour markers 
dressed in white for 
improved eligibility, 
released in September 



GA-1 OOC-1 A4JF 
Black reverse LCD 
matched with pointers 
dressed in fashionable 
pink , released in 
September 

GW-A1130-1A 
A limited 30th Anniversary 
commemorative model 
based on GW-A1100, 
featuring a special 
package, case back 
engraving and bezel, 
released in November 

GB-6900B-7JF 
The second generation 
Bluetooth Watch in 
white, featuring more 
powerful and 
interesting functions , 
released in November 

GA-310-2A 
A bright color model 
originated from GA-300, 
blue variation , featuring 
oversized Arabic numerals 
at 6 and 12 o ' clock 
positions for visual impact, 
released in December 

GA-11 0TS-8A3 
The popular GA series 
dressed in neon colors 
of green and grey for 
visual impact, making 
it the new love of 
fashionable young 
people , released in 
January 

GA-1 OOC-1 A3JF 
An analogue/ digital 
hybrid model featuring 
an oversized dial for 
street popularity, 
released in September 

GW-M5630E-9JR 
A limited 30th Anniversary 
commemorative model 
based on the classical 5600, 
dressed in yellow, featuring 
a special package , case 
back engraving and bezel , 
released in November 

GA-100LG-BAJF 
An analogue/digital hybrid 
model with an oversized 
dial and 30 markers for a 
solid appearance, 1/1000 
second stopwatch 
equipped , released in 
November 

GA-310-4A 
A bright color model 
originated from GA-300, 
red variation , featuring 
oversized Arabic numerals 
at 6 and 12 o ' clock 
positions for visual impact, 
released in December 
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GW-9400-1 JF GW-9400-JJF GA-11 0NE-9AJR MTG-S1000D-1 AJF MTG-S1030BD-1 AJR 
An all-new model in the An all-new model in the A collaborative model with the The new MT-G built A limited 30th Anniversary 
"Master of G" series, "Master of G" series, street fashion brand New Era, with a gel, equipped commemorative model 
Rangeman, released in Rangeman, dressed in modeled from the popular GA- with Smart Access based on S1000D, case 
October military green, released 100 , featuring black and functions and Tough back engraved with the 

in October golden coloration , special Movement module, 30th Anniversary logo , 

GW-9430EJ-9JR 
A limited 30th Anniversary 
commemorative model 
based on Rangeman , 
dressed in yellow, featuring 
a special package, case 
back engraving and bezel, 
released in November 

AWG-M100BC-4A 
An analogue/digital hybrid model 
with a metal and resin composite 
band , multiple functions 
equipped, including Multi Band 
6 radio wave ceptor and Tough 
Solar power system, released in 
November 

2014 
Accurate TimeKeeping 
Anytime Anywhere 
With the first GPS + Radio 
~gnal receplioo technology in 
the world created by CASIO, 
G-SH0CK is capable of 
accessing more reliable and 
more precise time calibration 
signals, and thus realizes the 
revolutionary "Accurate 
Timekeeping Anytime , 
Anywhere". Other models 
adopted bold new ooorations, 
such as the Golden series 
released in August and the 
new color variations of the 
popularGA-110. 

package and case back released in November released in November 
engraving, released in October 

GF-8230EJ-9JR GD-X6930E-9JR GWF-T1030E-9JR GB-6900B-1 BJF 
A limited 30th Anniversary A limited 30th Anniversary A limited 30th Anniversary The second generation 
commemorative model commemorative model commemorative model Bluetooth Watch 
based on Frogman , based on the classical 6900, based on Frogman , modeled from 6900 , 
dressed in yellow, featuring dressed in yellow, featuring dressed in yellow, featuring dressed in black , 
a special package, case a special package, case a special package, case released in November 
back engraving and bezel, back engraving and bezel, back engraving and bezel, 
released in November released in November released in November 

GLS-8900LV-2JR GW-A1000FC-1A4JR GD-X6900MNM-1 JR GA-310-1A 
A limited collaborative model A color variation of A limited collaborative A standard model 
with the American snowboard GW-A1000FC, built in model with Eminem , following GA-300 , 
star Louie Vito, featuring Triple G Resist structure featuring a band printed featuring oversized 
-20 ° C low temperature and empowered with with the graph of Detroit Arabic numerals at 6 
tolerance, a special package Sm a rt Access skyline, special package and 12 o'clock positions 
and case back engraving , operation system , and case back engraving, for visual impact, 
released in November 

GAC-110-1AJF 
The GAC-110 series 
equipped with an all
new pointer design, 
dressed in the basic 
colors of black and 
white , released in 
January 

released in November 

GAC-110-6AJF 
The GAC-110 series 
equipped with an all
new pointer design , 
dressed in the bright 
colors of purple and 
green , released in 
January 

released ln December 

GA-110TS-1A4 
The popular GA series 
dressed in neon colors 
of orange and black for 
visual impact, making 
it the new love of 
fashionable young 
people , released in 
January 

released in December 

GA-110TS-8A2 
The popular GA series 
dressed in neon colors 
of blue and grey for 
visual impact, making 
it the new love of 
fashionable young 
people, released in 
January 

GA-11 0TS-8A4 GWF-1000-2JF GW-9400NV-2ER GW-M5610-1 BJF GA-110BC-2A GA-110BC-7A 
The popular GA series The Master of G series The Master of G series The classical G-SHOCK The popular classical The popular classical 
dressed in neon black, modeled from Frogman modeled from 5600 series equipped model GA-100 dressed model GA-11 0 dressed 
matched with pink for in all-new coloration, Rangeman in all-new with Multi Band 6 Wave in blue, a perfect fit of in white, a perfect fit of 
visual impact, making the sty Ii sh and coloration, the stylish Ceptor and Tough the leisure atmosphere the leisure atmosphere 
it the new love of fashionable navy blue, and fashionable navy Solar, dressed in low- in spring and summer, in spring and summer, 
fashionable young released in March blue, released in March key yet cool black , released in April released in April 
people , released in released in March 
January 
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GA-110BC-8A 
The popular classical 
model GA-110 dressed 
in silver, a periect fit of 
the leisure atmosphere 
in spring and summer, 
released in April 

GD-120CM-5 
Beige jun g I e 
camouflage presented 
in an oversized design, 
representing a rough 
and untamed fashion 
style, released in April 

GD-X6900MH-1 
A collaborat ive model 
with Maharishi based on 
6900, presenting different 
camouflage shades at 
every detail , offered in 
special package , 
released in April 

AWG-M1 OOBA-1 A 
The "Blue Pride" series 
modeled from M100, 
an analogue/digital 
hybrid model. released 
in May 

DW-6900ZB-8 
The classical DW-6900 
is fully dressed in grey 
zebra stripes, creating 
a strong visual impact, 
released in June 
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GA-11 OBC-9A 
The popular classical 
model GA-110 dressed 
in yellow, a perfect fit 
0 f the I e is u re 
atmosphere in spring 
and summer, released 
in April 

GD-120CM-8 
Foggy grey jungle 
camouflage presented 
in an oversized design, 
representing a rough 
and untamed fashion 
style, released in April 

DW-D5600P-1 
The black replica of the 
classical DW-5600, a 
new rendition of the 
classical design , 
released in April 

GA-201BA-1A 
The "Blue Pride" series 
modeled from 201 , an 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, released in May 

DW-6900ZB-9 
The classical DW-6900 
is fully dressed in khaki 
zebra stripes, creating 
a strong visual impact, 
released in June 

GA-100CF-1A 
The popular classical 
model GA-100 dressed 
in frosting finished 
b I a ck and grey 
camouflage, released in 
April 

GD-120TS-1 
Oversized design modeled 
from Tr iple Eye with a 
hairline finishing coated 
dial, creating a high-
quality visual effect, black 
variation, released in April 

DW-D5600P-7 
The white replica of the 
classical DW-5600 , a 
new rendition of the 
classical design, 
released in April 

GA-30DBA-1 A 
The "Blue Pride" series 
modeled from 300, an 
analogue/digital hybrid 
model, released in May 

OW-5600NH-1 
A limited collaborative 
mode I with N. 
Hoolywood, released in 
July 

GA-1 OOCF-1 A9 GD-X6900CM-5 
Black base color matched Eye-catching profile 
with a camouflage dial and oversized dial 
and golden markers , dressed in tiger-stripe 
presented in an oversized land camouflage , 
design to enhance the expressing a rough 
masculine wildness, fashion style, released 
released in April in April 

GD-120TS-2 GD-120TS-3 
Oversized design modeled Oversized design modeled 
from Triple Eye with a from Triple Eye with a 
hairline finishing coated hairline finishing coated 
dial , creating a high- dial , creating a high-
quality visual effect, blue quality visual effect, green 
variation, released in April variation, released in April 

DW-D5600P-8 DW-D5500-1 
The grey replica of the The classical DW-5600 
classical DW-5600 , a dressed in black and 
new rendition of the white, a new rendition 
classical design , of the classical design, 
released in April released in April 

GWN-10008-lA GWN-10008-1 B 
The Gulfmaster series newly The Gulfmaster series newly 
developed by G-SHOCK, developed by G-SHOCK, 
featuring the third featuring the third generation 
generation Triple Sensor, Triple Sensor, Multi Band 6 
Multi Band 6 Wave Ceptor Wave Ceptor and Tough 
and Tough Solar, black Solar, black and blue 
variation, released in June variation, released in June 

GA-100GD-9A GA-3000GD-9A 
The popular GA-100 The popular GA-300 
series dressed in all- series dressed in all-
new golden coloration, new golden coloration, 
released in August released in August 

GD-X6900CM-8 
Tiger-stripe 
camouflage in cold 
grey, different shades 
are presented at every 
detail, released in April 

GWX-8900C-3 
The green G-lide surfing 
watch equipped w~h Tough 
Solar power system, the 
practical tide graph and 
moon age display offers 
best consult for sea sports, 
released in April 

DW-05500-18 
The classical DW-5600 
dressed in black and 
golden, a new rendition 
of the classical design, 
released in April 

DW-6900ZB-2 
The classical DW-6900 
is fully dressed in blue 
zebra stripes, creating 
a strong visual impact, 
released in June 

GA-110GD-9A 
The popular GA-110 
series , so Ii di t y 
enhanced with metallic 
coloration , released in 
August 

GD-120CM-4 
Eye-catching red jungle 
camouflage presented 
in an oversized design, 
perfectly representing 
the intensity of bush 
fighting, released in April 

GWX-8900D-2 
The blue G-lide surfing 
watch equipped with 
Tough Solar power system, 
the practical tide graph 
and moon age display 
offers best consult for sea 
sports, released in April 

GW-M561 OBA-1 
The "Blue Pride" series 
modeled from 5610, 
equipped w ith Multi 
Band 6 radio ceptor and 
Tough Solar power 
system, released in May 

DW-6900ZB-3 
The classical DW-6900 
is fully dressed in green 
zebra stripes, creating 
a strong visual impact, 
released in June 

GA-200GD-9A 
The popular GA-200 
series dressed in all 
new golden coloration, 
emphasizing the texture 
of this timepiece, 
released in August 



GA-110CS-4A 
The popular GA-110 
series dressed in all
new color combination 
of red and golden, 
released in August 

GPW-1000-18 
A color variation of 
GPW-1000, released in 
August 

GW-A1100-2A 
An additional color 
variation of GW-A 1100, 
released in October 

GA-100CS-7A 
The popular GA-100 
series dressed in all
new color combination 
of black , white and 
yellow, released in 
August 
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MTG-S1000D-1A4 
An additional color 
variation of MTG-S1000O, 
composite band featuring 
both the toughness of 
stainless steel and the 
lightweight and comfort of 
resin, released in August 

GW-9400RD-4 
An additional color 
variation of the Master 
of G series Rangeman 
model, released in 
October 

AWG-M100BC-1G 

GA-100CS-9A 
The popular GA-100 
series dressed in all
new color combination 
of red , white and 
yellow, released in 
August 

MTG-S10008D-1 A 

GA-400-1A 
Pointer adjustment and LCD 
control both integrated on 
the rotary switch, operation 
result directly displayed on 
the LCD, black and white 
variation, released in August 

GBA-400-lA 
This model features a new The first Bluetooth-
Core Guard Structure that 
provides outstanding shock 
resistance, while the large 
resin dial ring featuring light 
weig1t and outstanding shock 
resistant. released in August 

GA-1000-28 
An additional color 
variation of GA-1000, 
released in October 

empowered analogue/ 
digit al hybrid 
G-SHOCK dressed in 
black, the new pal and 
perfect partner of 
music fans, released 
in September 

GA-400-7A 
The new analogue/ 
digital hybrid 
G-SHOCK model GA-
400, dressed in black 
and white, released in 
October 

L0V-14A-7A GD-X6900TC-8 
Colorful appearance 
presented in an oversized 
design, represent ing a 
rough and untamed 
fashion style, cold grey 
variation, released in 
November 

An additional color 
variation of AWG
M100BC, released in 
November 

The 2014 edition Lover 's 
Collection designed with the 
theme of "Angel & Devil" , 
featuring a special case back 
engraving and package , 
released in November 

2015 
Multifunctional 
product line being 
steadily enriched 
The technological 
achievements of the past 
years, such as the GPS + 
Wave Ceptor & Tough Solar 
and the Bluetooth Smart, 
have been applied to a wide 
range of products and 
created a large amount of all 
new models. Most these new 
models bear special marks 
on their bezels and bands. 
The Highly functional 
products of G-SH0CK are 
now available in the market. 

GA-1000-9GJF 
The new style 
GRAVITYMASTER, 
featuring golden IP 
bezel , released in 
January 

GA-100MB-1AJF 
The newly developed 
Military Black series, 
featuring military theme 
colors, released in 
January 

GA· 11 0GD-9B2JF 
A new series adorned 
with rose gold and dark 
"Crazy Gold", released 
in January 

GA·400·2A 
The GA-400 dressed in 
blue and green , 
creating a stylish and 
cool appearance , 
released in August 

GBA-400-4A 
The first Bluetooth-
empowered analogue/ 
dig it a I hybrid 
G-SHOCK dressed in 
red and black , the 
new pal and perfect 
partner of music fans, 
released in September 

GA-400-18 
The new analogue/ 
digital hybrid 
G-SHOCK model GA-
400 dressed in black, 
released in October 

GA-110CM-4A 
The popular GA-110 
dressed in the best
selling camouflage 
coating, red variation, 
released in December 

GA·110GD-9BJF 
The yellow gold 
variation of Crazy Gold 
series, inspired by Hip
hop culture, released in 
January 

GA-400-4A 
The GA-400 dressed in 
orange and blue, 
creating an eye
catching appearance, 
released in August 

GBA-400-1A9 
The first Bluetooth-
empowered analogue/ 
digit a I hybrid 
G-SHOCK dressed in 
black and golden, the 
new pal and perfect 
partner of music fans, 
released in September 

MTG-S10008D-SA 
An additional color 
variation of MTG
S1000O, released in 
November 

GA-110CM-5A 
The popular GA-110 
dressed in the best
sel I ing camouflage 
coating, brown 
variation , released in 
December 

GA-11 0MB-1 AJF 

GPW-1000-1A 
The world's first watch with 
CASIO-original GPS Hybrid 
Wm!e Ceptor tecmology built in, 
equipped with multiple functions 
n:ixi1g WJr'd Tme, slop,llatd,, 
co..ntdown tiner ,rd 1lg1I rrode, 
relEmednALg.Jst 

GW-4000-2A 
An additional color 
variation of GW-4000, 
released in September 

GD-X6900TC-5 
Colorful appearance 
presented in an oversized 
design, representing a 
rough and untamed 
fashion style, earth brown 
variation , released in 
November 

GA-110CM-8A 
The popular GA-110 
dressed in the best
selling camouflage 
coating, grey variation, 
released in December 

GA-200GD-982JF 
The Black Military 
series in digital 
analogue hybrid 
variation, featuring a 
small dial, released in 
January 

The Crazy Gold series 
created on the base 
color of shiny golden, 
equipped with a metal 
bezel , released in 
January 
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GA-200GD-9BJF 
The Crazy Gold series 
equipped with a metal 
bezel , oversized case 
and dressed in RG 
color, released in 
January 

0W-5600PM-1 JF 
An extremely 
characterized new 
product , the first 
G-SHOCK dressed in 
polarized marble stripe 
pattern , released in 
February 

GD-X6900HT-1JF 
A model themed after 
gym suit fiber, created 
with special printing 
technology, released in 
February 

GD-X6900PM-1JF 
The "Polarized Marble" 
GD-X6900 series , 
appears in different 
colors at different 
angle , released in 
February 

GA-1100-2AJF 
The colored variation of 
the GRAVITYMASTER 
series , capable of 
display ing a second 
preset t ime at the 9 
o ' clock position , 
released in April 
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GBA-400-38JF 
A new color variation 
of the Bluetooth 
powered G'MIX series, 
with improved music 
playback user 
interface, released in 
January 

0W-9052-1 C4JF 
Modeled from the 90s 
popular DW-9000 , 
dressed in Pop red , 
released in February 

G0-X6900HT-2JF 
The blue variation of the 
Heathered Color, GD
X6900 series , with a 
battery life of 1 O years, 
released in February 

GW-MSOOF-1 CJR 
The 2015 edition Fire 
Package , mounted 
with full-digital 
technology , Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
released in February 

GA-1100N-4AJF 
The new Dusty Neon 
series, designed with 
the theme of faded 
color, released in April 

GBA-400-4BJF 
The orange variation of 
the G'MIX series, capable 
of two-direction remote 
control between watch 
and smart phone through 
the Bluetooth connection, 
released in January 

DW-9052-1 C9JF 
Modeled from DW-
9000 , dressed in 
contrast ing yello w , 
released in February 

G0-X6900HT-3JF 
The green variation of 
the Heathered Color 
series, with superb 
design of casual style, 
released in February 

GF-8250CM-2JR 
The ISO compliant 
G-SHOCK diving 
watch , Frogman , 
dressed in camouflage 
pattern , released in 
March 

GA-1100N-6AJF 
The purple and green 
variation of the Dusty 
Neon series, modeled 
from the oversized GA-
110, released in April 

GBA-400-BBJF 
The silver variation of 
the G ' MIX series, 
enable the users to 
enjoy music through 
Bluetooth technology, 
released in January 

GA-110PM-1AJF 
The oversized variation of 
the Polarized Marble 
series featuring CASIO 
original printing 
technology, released in 
February 

GD-X6900HT-4JF 
The red variation of the 
GD-X6900 series, with 
heather textured dial, 
bezel and band , 
released in February 

GW-9300CM-1JR 
The unique Men in 
Camouflage series 
Mudman model , 
released in March 

G0-4000N-4JF 
A model designed from 
the protector-equipped 
GD-400 , dressed in 
neon colors, released 
in April 

G0-120MB-1JF 
The oversized variation 
of Black Military series, 
featuring multiple time 
zone function, released 
in January 

GA-400A-2AJF 
GA-400 , featuring 
oversized button and 
refreshing blue dress, 
released in February 
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G0-X6900HT-7JF 
The white variation of the 
Heathered Color series, 
an indispensable 
element in street fashion, 
released in February 

GW-9400CMJ-3JR 
The Men in Camouflage 
series Rangeman 
model , equipped with 
Triple Sensor, released 
in March 

G0-4000N-8JF 
The white and green 
variation of the Dusty 
Neon series, modeled 
from DG-400, released 
in April 

GD-400MB-1 JF 
The Black Military 
series , equipped with 
Khaki green LCD, 
released in January 
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GA-400A-6AJF 
The oversized GA-400 
dressed in mono-tone 
color, with coolness 
emphasized by bezel, 
released in February 

GD-X6900HT-8JF 
The grey variation of 
the new Heathered 
Color series, featuring 
an oversized case, 
released in February 

GA-1100-1A3JF 
The GRAVITYMASTER 
series designed for 
pilots, equipped with 
dual dial and world 
time function, released 
in April 

GWN-1 OOOE-BAJF 
The all new full-color 
variation of the Gul f 
Master series, inspired 
by the uniform of the 
duty officer in a ship 
fleet, released in April 

AWG-M100F-1CJR 
The impressive 2015 
edition Fire Package 
dressed in green, digital 
analogue hybrid model 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
released in February 

GA-400A-9AJF 
A model dressed in 
bright yellow for 
emphasized casual 
style , released in 
February 

GD-X6900HT-9JF 
The yellow variation of 
the GD-X6900 series, 
dressed in heather 
texture printed with 
special technology, 
released in February 

GA-1100-lAJF 
The white variation of 
the GRAVITYMASTER 
series, capable of 
displaying two times 
simultaneously , 
released in April 

GWN-1000F-2AJF 
A modeled dressed in 
the base color of navy 
blue, equipped with a 
golden bezel inspired 
by military medals , 
released ln April 



AWG-M100TR-7AJF 
The digital analogue 
hybrid White Tricolor 
series, a fashionable 
timepiece for 
navigation, released in 
May 

GA-201TR-7AJF 
A new model in the 
White Tricolor series, 
featuring a beautiful 
and luxurious blue-
anodized aluminum 
bezel, released in May 

GLX-5600F-8JF 
The grey variation of 
the summer edition 
GLX-5600, featuring 
patterned bezel and 
band, released in June 

DW-5600SL • 1 JF 
A model featuring the 
special pattern of 
skateboard scratched 
marks on the wall , 
generated with special 
printing technology, 
released in May 

GD-400HUF-1JR 
A collaboration with HUF, 
a brand founded by 
renowned skateboard 
professional Keith 
Hufnagel, released in 
May 

GPW-1 OOOT-1 AJF 
A model powered by 
G PS + Wave Ceptor 
and Tough Solar 
system, featuring a 
bezel made of Ti64 
titanium alloy, released 
in June 

DW-5600SL-7JF 
A model developed 
from the popular DW-
5600, with integrated 
street culture elements, 
released in May 

GW-8900TR-7 JF 
A White Tricolor series 
model with attractive 
colored buttons, 
equipped with Tough 
Solar and Wave Ceptor, 
released in May 

GW-940 rw·3JR 
A collaboration with 
the environmental 
studies and protection 
organization 
Earthwatch, released in 
June 

GA-11 0SL-3AJF 
A model created from 
the oversized Big Case 
GA-110, dressed in 
Slash Pattern to 
demonstrate the 
toughness world view, 
released in May 

GW-M5610TR-7 JF 
A model designed with 
elements from the original 
G-SHOCK, equipped with 
Tough Solar and Wave 
Ceptor and dressed in the 
combination of white, red 
and blue, released in May 

GWX-8902K-7JR 
The 2015 edition "Dolphin 
& Whale" model, featuring 
impressive white body 
and royal blue bezel, 
released in June 

GA-110SL-4AJF 
The red variation of the 
Slash Pattern series , 
modeled from GA-110, 
released in May 

GLX-5600F-1JF 
The 2015 summer 
edition sport model 
G-Lide, dressed in 
printed patterns, 
released in June 

GA-110SL-8AJF 
The green variation of 
the cool Slash Pattern 
series , created with 
special pr i nting 
technology and reverse 
LED technology , 
released in May 

GLX-5600F-2JF 
The new edition 
G-Lide, designed with 
the theme of the 
world's surfing heaven 
Hawaii , released in 
June 

GA-110TR-7AJF 
The White Tricolor 
series modeled from 
GA-110 , dressed in 
vividly matched colors, 
released in May 

GLX-5600F-4JF 
The themed summer 
edition GLX-5600 
featuring tide graph 
function , released in 
June 
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Download the Casio Watches mobile app (featuring “Discover G-Shock" 

past model archive) 

Google Play Store | Apple App Store

Visit the official Casio G-Shock website at gshock.casio.com 

Visit the Casio Watch 50th Anniversay website at www.casio.com 

https://www.g-central.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.casio.wac_app
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/casio-watches/id1555979427
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/casio-watches/id1555979427
https://gshock.casio.com/
https://www.casio.com/intl/watches/50th/
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